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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The problem of t his t he sis, "Reli gi ous and Educ ational
Contributions of Genn an-Russians to the Deve l opment of Rus h
and Ellis C0 unties, Kansas, " has b een dealt with in var i ous
manners by person s other t han t h e author. The Rev. Fr ancis
1
S . Laing , OF11 . Cap. in 1910 gat he r ed the hi storic a l f a cts
of t h e emi gr ation of the German Russians to t he Unite d St ate's
an d t heir settlemen ts in Kan s as t og ether wi th a general
picture of t heir pi on eer a ctivities .

2

B. M. Dreiling , t h e

compiler of t he Golden Jubi l e e boo k in t he Ge rman- Russi an s
i n Ellis and Rus h Cou nti e s, Kans a s, in 1926 enl ar ged upon
t he wor k of t h e Reverend Laing and too k i nt o cons iderat i on
the field of reli gi on and edu c t i on i n general .

3

Emma D.

Schwabenland presented a panor ama in 193 9 of t h e GermanRussians on t h e Volga and in the United States .

Ric hard

1. Rev. Fr anc i s S . Laing , OFi.V . Ca p . , German- RJl ssian
Settlements i n Ellis County. ~ansas (Topeka , 1910), pp . 489528. Collection s of t h e Kansas St a te Histori cal Soc ie ty .
Kansas State Printi ng Office . Vo l . 11, 1910 .

2. Ellis and Rush County J ubilee Committee, 6 e bmanRussian Settlements of Ellis and Rus h Count i es , Kansas .
Compiled by B. M. Dreil i ng (Hays : El l is Count y News, 1936 ),
pp . 126.

J. Emma D. Schwab enl and , German - Russians .2.!l t he
Volga and in the United St ates (Boulde r : Universi ty of
Colorado, 1939T';° pp . 153.

2

4

Sallet in 1931 gave us an account of various German- Russian
settlements in the United States in t he German Language .

In

1937 the habits and traits of the German-Russians were dealt
5

with by Marjorie Gamat Raish in her Mas t er of Arts dissertation, "Victoria, The Story of a Western Town . "
Eloise, C.S.J.

6

Sister Mary

gave us a complete account in 1945 of the

social life of the German-Russians in Ellis Count y .
The aforesaid treatises l a ck a detail ed and complete
account of the contributions ma de by the German-Russian
emigrants i n the field of r e ligion and educati on to the
State of Kansas and the nation, t he i mme diate problem of
this thesis.

No doubt the educat i onal contributions of t h e

German-Russian colonies in Rush and El lis Counties, Kansas,
are of interest to the general publ i c .

Fr om these colonies

certain social contributions tot e St at e of Kansas and to
Rush and Ellis Counties in particular are directly related
to the religious and educationai deve lopment of these

4. Richard Sallet, Russlanddeutche Siedlungen in
den Vereinigten Staten (Chicago, 1931} , pp . 32 . (American
Historical Review.)
5. Marjorie Gamet Rai sh, Victori a , The Story of a
Western Town (Hays: Fort Hays Kansas State College, 1937T,
PP•

138.
6.

Sister Mary Eloise , C. S.J. , The Soci al Life of
the German-Russians in Ellis County, Kans as , (Washington:
The Catholic University of America, 1945 ), pp . 1 50 .

3
counties since religion and education are correlated in
the minds of these people.
Statement of Problem
Due to the unawareness of these contributions by the
general public and the lack of historical facts in the
Fort Hays Kansas State College library concerning these
German-Russian colonies, the writer selected this thesis
problem: "Religious and Educational Contributions of GermanRussians to the Development of Rush and Ellis Counties,
Kansas."
In developing the thesis the following plan obtains:
(a) a statement of facts concerning the German-Russian
emigration to the State of Kansas.

(b) the development of

the seven original colonies: Lie enthal, Cahherine, Victoria,
Munjor, Pfeifer, Schoenchen, and Hays.

(c) the contribution

of each colony to the field of reli gi on and education.

(d)

the summary of each colony's contributions and conclusions
drawn t h erefrom.
The statement of facts of the German-Russian emi gration to Kansas, the development of the original seven
colonies and their contributions t o the fields of religion
and education, are based on f actual materials g ather from
the following: the findin gs of contributions made by each
colony in the fields of reli gion and educati on through
personal contact and interviews; through se arch of church

4

records and parish histories; newspapers; personal diaries;
historical books; and courthouse records of Rush, Ellis,
Barton, and Russell Counties.

5
CHAPTER II
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF THE GERMAN-RU SSI AN EMIGRATION
The historical background of t h e German - Russian
migration to the State of Kansas is found i n t he life of
Catherine II, Empress of Russia, 1762-1796 .

Cather ine II

born at Stettin, Gennany, married at t h e age of fifteen,
Peter III of the H0 lstein-Gottorp House, t h e nephew of the
Empress Elizabeth of Russi a and heir t o t he Russian throne .
Upon the death of the Empress, Peter thr eatened to divorce
1

Catherine in 1762, but her sevent een years at t he Russian
2

court had made her a Russian of t h e Russians, and , anticipa ting the great part sh e was later to play , s he attached to
herself a strong and politic al party because of her tact
3
ijnd matchless influence over me • When her puppet husband
sought to bring about the divorce , Catherine , assisted by
the Orloffs, the Princess Dashkoff , and others who h ad long
form ed about her a corterie of conspi rators, headed an up4

rising of the troops in St. Petersburg, and aided by the
1.

Alfred Ramband, Russia (New York: P. F. Collier,

2.

Opus ci.t., p. 84.

1898), vol. 2, p. 108.

J. Henry Cabot Lod ge , History of Nations (New York :
P. F. Collier & Son Co., 192 8) , vol. 15, p. 155 .

4.

Opus cit., p. 156.

6

dilatoriness, weakness and unpopularity of Peter, secured
all the instruments of power and was decl ared Empress of
Russia.

Peter was seized and imprisoned, and probably

strangled by Gregory Orloff, Catherine's favorite at the

.

time, July 1762.

5

Catherine, in spite of her many defects of character,
was one of the most rema r kable rulers of modern times.
Her boundless ambition and tireless energy s erved chiefly
one aim--that of developing all the resources of Ru ssia and
of transforming Russia into the most powerful and most
splendid state of Europe.

6

Sh e sought to bring Russia into

direct contact with the Western world by importing French
culture, sending her artists and scholars abroad to profit
by foreign example, and encouraging immigration to her
vast possessions.
In the matter of immigration she proved more successful than in her many other forei gn ventures.

Her first

invitation to forei gners was issued December 4, 1762 but
the res ponse was nil.

Undismayed she issued a second

invitation, "The Manifesto,tt much more detailed on July 22,
1763.

7

This manifesto, a cumbers ome document, s et forth

5.

Lodge, opus .£.ll•, p. 158.

6. Alfred Ramband, Russia (New York: P. F. Collier,
1898), vol. 2, p. 108.

7.

Opus cit., p. 87.

7
in article 6 section 1, the conditions, ri ghts and privi 8
leges, under which immigrants could enter h er empiree
It also guaranteed immigrant coloni es freedom of worship ,
the right to build churches, bell towers, and schools,
(but no monasteries), to ·have their priest s and teachers,
to retain their mother tongue, an d t he i r o~m governing
authority subject to Russi an rule.

To s peed the coloniza-

tion of her unsettled districts Cat herine II granted exemptions for a period of thirty yea rs fr om all taxes, levies,
9
and land service. Military exemption for an indefinite time
was offered the colonists and was obs erved for a period
of 111 years.
The Empress Cat herine fearing l est this second
invitation would prove fruitless sent i mperial commissaries
to various countries with t he man ate t o extend her invitation the length and breadth of t h e countries they visited.
I n t h e year 1763, Captain J. G. von Kotzer, Messrs.
Florentin and Psanu, all German s by birth, were sent to
Frankfort, Germany, to carry out the mandate .

They pictured

the un settled territori es as uninhi bi ted Gardens of Eden

8. This manifest of Cathe rine II , was reprinted at
Hays, Kansas, in 1882 from a co py se cured i n Denver of an
immigrant (J. Schylerl; from t his pri nt t h e de tails regardin g the manifesto were taken. It is also fo und in Bauer,
Geschichte der deuts Shen Ansiedl er .§!!. der Wolga, pp . 10-

15.

8
and to prove their mettle for results even offered free
transportation and maintainence not contained in the Mani10
fest.
Captain Kotzer and his two assistants during the
period of 1763-1767 induced some 8,000 families comprising 25,000 persons to emigrate from Hessia, Saxony, Alsatia,
Baden, Wuertemberg, Bavaria, Tyrol, Switzerland, and the
11
Palantinate.
Their outstanding success was due to the
chaotic situation resulting from the Seven Years War 17561763 even though Germany had a ban on migration of its
people.
The emigrants were directed to various centers,
such as Rosslau near Dessau on the Elbe; Luebeck, Regensburg, and Freiburg.

From these centers the colonists

moved to Hamburg where they em arked for Kronstadt on the
12
Gulf of Finland. From there they proceeded to Oranienbaum, where they were met and welcomed by Catherine the
Great in the fall of 1763.

Different routes were then

followed to reach the designated Volga district wh ich was
to be the Garden of Eden for the German colonists.

The

10. Ellis and Rush County Jubilee C0 mrnittee, GermanRussian Settlements of Ellis and Rush Counties, Kansas.
Compiled by B. M. Dreiling (Hays: Ellis County News, 1926),
P• 9.

11.

Opus cit., p. 9.

12.

Opus cit., p. 10.

9

common route was to sail along the Neva, down the Wolchow
past Novgorod.

Here they disembarked and began the tire -

some journey overlapd to Torzhok on the Volga , where most
had to hi bernate for t h e winter.

Others who sent on did

not reach Nishni- ovgorod, where t he Ru ssian Government had
made provision for winter quarters for t he new colonists.

13

In t he spring of 1764 t he emigrants journeyed down
the Volga and docked at Saratov on t he Lower Volga, this
bei ng the district set aside for t h e colonists.

I t was

an immense distri ct lyi ng on both s i des of t he Volga
River, t he mountain side known as Bergseite governed by
the Saratov government and the east side known as the
Wiesenseite governed by Samara government.

Landing in

Saratov the immigrants found t hat t h e new land was anything but the promised land and f ound the czar lands a
vast expanse of wild, semi-arid steppe lands, the promised
home buildings were nowhere in eviden ce and the money
allowan ce advanced by Her :Majesty too meagre.

14

The immigrants

being artisans knew nothing about agricult ure , and arriving
too late for spring planting , they faced a bleak and hungry
winter.

As a result many of t he colonists suffered dire
13.

Opus cit., p. 10.

14.

Opus cit . ; p. 11.

need and many starved to death.

15

10
A total of 104 colonies

were founded in this territory, 59 on t he so-called meadow
(wiesenseite) on the east side of Volga and 45 on the socalled mountain (bergseite) on the western side of the
river, at a total cost to the Russian government of
16
5, 899,813 rubles.
The spring of 1765 gave the colonists new hope and
they strove to eke an existenc e from the soil.

Energy,

industry, and thrift, the . characteristic s of the German
people, after ten years of struggle finally brought about
some semblance of prosperity.

During the first ten years

in Russia the colonists were forced to beg the government
for food to subsist and oftentimes had to fight for their
lives against the savage Kirghiz hordes who, with fire and
sword, annihilated four colonie s and retarded the development of many others.

The constant bick ering between

colonists and the government offi cials concerning the repayment of financi a l subsidies did anything but encourage the
17
colonists to remain in Russia.
Being poor in material

15.

Opus cit., p. 11.

16. Rev. Francis S. Laing, OFM. Cap., GermanRussian Settlements in Ellis County, Kansas (Topeka, 1910),
p. 490. Collections of the Kan sas State Historical Society,
Kansas t ate Printing Office. Vol. 11, 1910.
17~ Ellis and Rush County Jubilee Committee, GermanRussian Sett lements of Ellis and Rush Counties, Kansas.
Compiled by B. M. Dreiling, (Hays: Ellis County News, 1926),
p. 11.
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wealth but rich in optimism, tenaciousness an d trust in
God they stayed on.
The colonies founded on the east and west s i des of
the Volga River furnished in 1876 the peopl e for t he seven
German-Russian colonies in Rush and El l is Counti e s, Kansas,
who came from 19 different colonies of the original 104 in
Russia.

These nineteen colonies were: Kathar ines tadt also

called Baronsk founded by Baron de Beauregard i n 1766 ;
Boregard, 1766; 0ber-monjour, 1766; Zug , a l so call ed Gat tung, 1767; Luzern at times calle d Roemler, 1767 ; Schoenchen,
known as Paninskoje, 1767; Solothurn, al s o called Wit tman,

1767, these seven colonies were on t he east bank of the
Volga, north of Saratov; on t he north and s outh of the
great Karamann River whic h flows i nto the Vol ga west of
Katharinenstadt were: Rohlede r , known a s Ra s katy, 1764;
Herzog also known as Susley, 1764; Marienthal known by two
names, Pfannenstiel or Tonkoschurowka, 1766; and Louis,
known as 0trogowka, 1766 ; south of the great Karamann were
located three branches of colonie s from the original 104
known as Liebenthal, 1859; Neu-ober monjour 1859, ten verst

(6; miles, a verst is equal to 0. 6629 miles, or 1 . 067
kilometers) south of Liebenthal , and Marienburg, 1860, 68
verst northeast of Liebenthal; all t hese 15 colonies were
on t h e meadow side, t he Wiesens ei te.

The remaining four of

t he nineteen were on the mountain si de, t he Bergseite:

12

Kamenka, 1766, 110 verst southwest of Kamenka ; Rothamel ,
known as Pamnatnaja founded in 1767, 25 verst northwest of
Kamenka; Pfeifer, 1766, 7 verst southwest of Kamenka ; and
18
Semenowka, 1766, 15 verst southwest of Pfeifer .
These colonies grew prosperous and enjoyed privileges
the Russian people t he mselves did not enjoy under the
Czarina's government.

The exemp tion from mili tary service,

the ever increasing prosperity, and the aloofn ess of t he
colonists from the natives aroused resen~ment and jealousy
on the part of t h eir Russian nei ghbors.

The fr ien d and

protectress of t h e German colonists, Empress Catherine II
had died, 1796, in her place ruled men mo stly hostile to
the colonists.

This gave ruse to numerous curtailments of

privileges and freedom of self- gover nment enjoyed by t he
Gennan colonists was infri nged

pon more and more .

19

Then came t he Crimean War 1854-1 856 with its consequent drain on the man power of t h e Lower Volga,

Lack of

foresight led some of the colonists to sign away t heir
liberties.

Then came two decrees, the first dated June

1871, limiting the period of exemption from military service
to ten years, and declaring t hat t he laws governing the
German colonies in furnishin g recruits should continue in
18.

Opus cit •. , p. 10.

19.

Opus cit., p. 11.

13
force only until a new military edict be issued.

'

During

this ten year period the colonists were free to emigrate
20
without forfeiting their property. But when tne military
order of January 13, 1874 was promulgated subjecting all
colonists to military service the German people bestirred
themselves to avoid being drafted into the Russian army .
Service in the Russian army was esp e cially distasteful to
the German Catholic colonists because the only chaplains
supplied were priests of the Russi an Greek Orthodox Church
--teaching a different creed and not in union with the
Roman Catholic Church--and it was impossible for Catholic
soldiers to receive the sacraments or to make their Easter

21
duty while in t h e military service for the six year period .
Another reason for their dislike to serve in the
Russian army was the religious di scrimination which
eliminated anyone but an orthodox Russian from rising to
the rank of an officer.

The poor treatment accorded the

soldiers likewise made military service odious to the
German people who were accustomed to human treatment.
20.

22

Opus cit., p. 11.

21. Rev. Francis S. Laing, German-Russian Settlements in Ellis County, Kansas (Topeka, 1910), p. 491.
Collections of the Kansas State Historical Society.
Kansas State Printing Office. Vol. 11, 1910.
22.

Opus cit., p. 491.

14
In the spring 1$74 term of court at Novousensk the
right to emigrate was affirmed by the procuror in t he
presence of several hundred men when Balthasar Brungardt ,
one of the jurors who had been schreiber (secretary) of
Herzo g for nine years argued with a certain Mr. Kraft
about the freedom of e mi gration as contained in the ncolonialostawn (lawbook).

Arriving at no decision it was left to

the state attorney (the procurer ) who sided with Mr . Brungardt and insisted that the colonists were at liberty to
emigrate.

A meeting was soon held at Herzo g at wh ich 3000

men were present.

They, being dee ply reli gious, took

counsel from the Old Testament, '' And there the Lord spoke
to Moses, saying: Send men to view the land of Chanaan,
whi ch I will give to the children of
tribe, of the rulers. tr (Numbers

srael, one of every

3 , 2-3), they chose scouts

who, at t he expense of their village, were to explore the
United States and Brazil.

Balthasar Brungardt was one of

the s peakers who had attended the seminar (colle ge) at
Saratov 1$60-64 and sat under Prof essor Stelling for history
and geography lecture s.

Professor Stelling was born on

the Pacific Coast, his father, a native of Courland , Baltic
province of Russia, washed gol d in California.

I n his

lectures he spoke much of the glories and f reedom of t he
United States in America.

r r. Brungardt being f amiliar

with world geography suggested Brazil and Nebraska as

15
desirable places for new homes, giving preference to the
la~ter because of its colder climate.

23

Five delegates were chosen to explore Nebraska in
the United States: Balthasar Brungardt, Herzog ; Peter
Leiker, O'ber-monjour; Jacob Ritter, Luzern; Peter Stoecklein, Zug; and Anton Wasinger, Schoenchen .

Balthasar

Brungardt declined, and his place was taken by Nicholas
Shamme, Graf.

These delegates met at Ober-monjour and

from there proceeded to Hamburg by way of Katharinenstadt,
Saratov, Warsaw and Berlin.

A Mr. Weinberg at Hamburg

encouraged them to go directly to the United State s which
they did.

Arriving in New York in 1874, the delegates

were befriended by Joseph Koelble, a ttVertrauensmann" (man
of trust) in Castle Garden.

A Mr. Schneider in New York

had the five scouts as guests f or two days after whi.ch they
set out for Sutton, Clay County, Nebraska, traveling by
way of Buffalo, Chicago, Omaha, and Lincoln,

At Sutton,

Nebraska they spent a day with a Mr. Grosshans examining
the land and visualizi ng their future homes in t he l and of
promise.

Messrs. Leiker, Stoecklein and Wasing er to ok a

pound of soil, samples of prairie grass, some paper money,
and each of the five explorers an abundance of reai estate
literature back to Russia.

Their sojourn on American soil

was only ten days but the report of the delegates upon their
return to Russia was enthusiastic enough to start a wholesale

wanderlust in a number of villages.

24

16

At the end of December 1874, two more explorers
were sent, Joseph Exner of Ober-monjour and J acob Bissing
of Katharinenstadt.

These two were heading for Kansas, and

arriving at Topeka t he y went to Larned, Pawnee County,
Kansas via the Santa Fe.

Th ey spent a week in Kansas and

returning home re ported unf avorably not only of Kansas but
the entire territory they h ad seen, thus k eeping many from
25
undertaking the emigration hardships.
The village of Pfeifer not wanting to be l eft out
of t h e exploring picture sent Anton Kaeberlein to inve stigate the State of Ar kansas.

On his return, Mr . Kaeb erlein

reported perfect satisfaction regarding the soil but being
accustomed to living in villages he did not like the local
custom of living on t h e land f ar from a neighbor.
The German colonists were loathe to leave their
homes i n Russia and to try their fortune in a strange l and
especially when they heard a different report from each
exploring dele gation.

When, h owever, the first soldiers

were drafted, four from Herzog, November 24, 1874 the
colonists began to make plans on December 11, 1874 for
immediate action.

A breathing period of ten months elapsed

24.

Opus cit., p. 492.

25.

Opus cit., p. 492.
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before a ny of them were re ady to le a ve Russi a .

F 0 u r fami l ies

though , under the le aders hip of ~ r. Schwa bauer of Denhof ,
could not be deterred fro m setting s ai l f or Ameri ca and
settled in the State of Arkansas.

The ir en t hus iastic letters

~bout Americ a to Jac ob Lang were r ead t o the citizens of
Kamenk a and Pfe i f e r, Russi a , c aus in g t he wan derlust to rise
to t h e breakin g point in Septembe r , 1875.
The f i rst group of t he Ge rman colon i sts to leave
were 27 persons from Kat hari nen st a dt, Octob er 22, 1875 dur i ng t he rei gn of Alexander II .

Thi s group inc l u de d Justus

Bissing a nd his family, sev en pers ons i n all; Frederic
Karlin with a family of f our; h i s two s ons, Peter a nd James
Karlin each with a wife a nd child; and Fr ederic Koerner
wit h a f amily of ten.
a nd

In Sar atov t h ey were joined by Mr .

rs. Michael leder and four single men wh o successful l y

evaded t h e military draft: J a c ob La ng , Jos e ph Str emel--a
grarid-uncle of the author--Mat h i a s Urb an of Kam enk a and
26
Chr i sto pher Stegman of Pfeifer.
The second group to e mi gr a te l eft on October 24,

1875 led by Nicholas Schamme, on e of t he sc out s of the
previous year.

Thi s conti ngen t emb odi e d fami l ies f r om

various settlements and consisted of 22 9 pers ons i n cludi ng
26. Rev . ~ atthew Pekari, OFM. Cap ., Hist or r of St .
Catherine's Paris h , Cat he r i n e , Kansas. 1 876-1942 Hays,
1942), p . 10.

18
their leader, Nicholas Schamme.

From Herzog came 71 made

up of the following families: Andrew Billinger 3, Alois
Dreiling 7, Anton Dreiling$, Nicholas Dreiling 7 and his
two step-sons, Hammerschmidt 9, another Nicholas Dreiling

5, John Goetz 7, John Kreutzer 2, Michael Rome 2, John
Sander 7, Michael Storm 6, John van der Dunkt 2, I gnat i us
Vonfeld 2, and Ignatius Weigel 4.

27

From Liebenthal came 72 to join the emigration party
to America comprising the following families: Jose ph Braun

5, Jacob Beil 4, Peter Beil 3, Martin Goetz 2, J a cob
Herrmann 8, John Herrman 5, Peter Herr man 3, Adam Kreutzer

6, John Kreutzer 2, John Legleiter 5, Michael Legle i ter 3,
John Schaefer 5, John Peter Schaefer 3, Peter Schaef er 3,
2S
Joseph Schoenberger 4, and Franz Weber 11.
The Ober-monjour contingent consisted of but fourteen people: John Geist 5, John Jacob Geist 5, and Willi am
Geist 4.
From Neu-Obermonjour came 51 to join the GermanRussian emigration group to America: Henry Bieker 6 , John
Bieker 7, John Joseph Bieker 7, Nicholas Bieker 9, William
Bieker 6, Frank Waldschmidt 7, Philip Wolf 7, a nd John

27. Rev . Francis S. Laing, OFM. Cap. GermanRussian Settlements in Ellis County, Kansas {Topeka, 1910),
p. 493. Collections of the Kansas State Historical Society.
Kansas State Printing Office. Vol. 11, 1910.

28.

Opus cit., p. 493.

19
Zimmerman 2.
A scattered few came from other villages and among

them we find: Jacob Arnholdt of Boregard with five in the
family; Antom Herrman 5, of Marienthal; Peter Quint

7, of

Louis; John Bollig 2, of Graf; and Paul Dinges of Marienburg.

29

This second party of 229 seekers after liberty
traveled to Bremen by way of Tambow, Koslow, Grjasi, Orel,
Smolensk, Witebsk, Wershbolow, Eydtkuhnen and Berlin.
At Bremen they had the good fortune of meeting with the
first group which had been compelled to wait four days for
passage on a ship.

On November 2, 1 875, 262 pilgrims set

sail on the North-German Lloyd S.S. Ohio and after a twenty
day rough voyage landed at Baltimore, November 23, 1875.
In Baltimore, Nicholas Schamme entered into an
agreement with Mr. C. B. Schmidt of the At chison, Topeka
and Santa Fe Railroad to have the 262 pilgrims taken to
Topeka, Kansas where they arrived on November 28 and made
their temporary abode in Kansas at North Topeka, while a
large number of men scouted for land to settle on.

In

company with Mr. Schmidt they made their first trip in
search of land going as far west as Great Bend, Barton
County, and Larned, Pawnee County, Kansas.

29.

Opus cit., p. 493.

The high price
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of land, five dollars per acre, the lack of suitable
locations to establish villages and the scarcity of home steading land kept the German-Russians from settling in
t h e two counties.

They returned somewhat discouraged to

Topeka, many sought jobs around Tope ka in the railroad
30
shops and surrounding farms.
At this particular time the Kansas Pacific Railway,
the Old Kansas Pacific Line, was making a special effort
to bring more settlers to Kansas as is evi denced in newspapers of 1876.
CITIZENS OF HAYS AND VIC INI TY.

ATTENTION!

The Kansas Pacific Rai lway, t he Old Kansas
Pacific Line, is making ex-traordinary exertions
to add thousands to our population this season.
It extends, as you well know, from Kansas City
and Leavenworth to Clay Center, Las Animas, LaJunta,
Denver, Boulder, and Cheyenne--these points being
the terminie of the main 1 · ne and braJ1ches. It
reaches all important plac es i n Kansas, Colorado,
New Mexico, etc; pass es through all our principal
cities and opens up to settle rs all our fertile
valleys. Its agents are constantly at work in
every section of the Union , and are talking to the
people and distributing tons of printed matter,
illustrating and describing our State. Our people
can aid in this good work by writing to t heir
frien ds who wish to t ake a trip for pleasure or
health, and urge them to visit the great Colorado
resorts. You can also s end t h e names of your
friends and acquaintances living east of the
~issouri River, and whom y ou t h i nk might be induced to come to Kansas, to Mr. Keim at Kansas
City, a nd he will send them pr inted matter and
have his agents call upon them. In this way

JO.

Opus cit., p. 494.
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thousands in ignorance will obtain knowledge of
our vicinity. Mr. O. S. Lyford is General
Superintendent, and Mr. Beverly R. Keim, General
Passen ger agent, with offices in Kans as City.
Vol. 1, No. 3, Ellis County Star, April ~O, 1876.
Mr. A. Roedelheimer, of the Kansas Pacific Railroa d
got in touch with the German-Russian emigrants in Topeka
and pictured a veritable paradise to them in western
Kansas near Hays in Ellis County and in neighboring counties.
Three trips were made to· this paradise and t he l and shown
the pilgrims was near Hog Back, however, t hei r di sappoint~
ment was equal to that of their fore fat h ers when they
were induced to settle in Russi a in 1763-1778 with t he
result that the men decided to return t o Russ ia .

But ~r.

Roedelheimer had an ace up his sleeve , wh en he s aw t h eir
disgust at the Hog Back land he took the men to t he present
Catherine site, the territory up and down t he Smoky Hill
River, and finally that on wh ich Victori a now stands.

The

land in these shown territories was cheap r angi ng fr om
$2. 00-2.50 per acre and suitable f or colonization .

Further -

more, the test given the so i l by t he men prove d s at isfactory
as our grand-uncle, Joseph Stremel tol d us more th an onc e,
nwe spaded up the ground and mastic ated a little of t he
soil to discover whether it tasted after grain. t r
Suitable arrangements were made with Mr. Roe delhe imer
and the land office wh ereby large tracts of land were
bought by the heads of the families.

The transactions
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satisfactorily completed, the happy German-Rus sian l and
owners returned to Topeka anxious f or the wi nt er months
to pass so they could establi sh t heir home s on weste rn
Kansas land.
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CHAPTER III
LIEBENTHAL
Li ebenthal, Kansas, has the distinction of being
the first German-Russian colony to be settled by the immigrants from Russia.

On February 21, 1876 fourteen families

left Topeka and came to Hays, and the following day they
moved to the south where t he present site of Liebenthal is ,
Section 21, To~mship 16, Range 18, in Rush County, Kansas .
These fourteen families were: Jacob Herrmann, Pete r Herrman,
Sohn Schaefer,

artin Goetz, Peter Beil, Andrew Weber,

Adam Kreutzer, all of Liebenthal, Russia; Henry Bieker,
John Bieker, John J. Bieker, Nicholas Bieke r, William
Bieker, Frank Waldschmidt, Phi lip Wolf, and John Zi mmermann of Neu-Obermonjour, Russ i •

1

The industrious group started work at once to
provide shelter for t he night in a sod house.

That s ame

night a blizzard swept t he Ru sh County prairies killing
what little livestoc k they brought ~dth t hem from Topeka,
Kansas, bringing additional hardships to the already trying
lot of the new settlers.

The hardy pioneers were undaunted

1. Rev. Rudolph Stollenwerk, The History of St.
Joseph's Church, Liebenthal, Kansas (Lacrosse, 1930),

P• 1.
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and set about with a determination to conquer the elements
as well as the wilderness of their new land.

They built

not only shelter for the mselves but also for their animals
they were able to buy with the little money they had left.
The colony was called Liebenthal after their home
town in Russia and also because the Big Creek valley seemed
like a garden spot to the first settlers which in time
proved to be the case.

The name means "love valley" and

the settlers had hopes that their colony would be an
example of brotherly love to the rest of the colonists who
were coming to Kansas to make their homes .
A second group of emigrants who had received word
from the first group that Rush County, Kansas was a garden
spot and a land of opportunities came to Liebenthal,
August 14, 1876.

In t his sec nd group we find Henry Depper-

schmidt 6, Peter Depperschmidt 10, John Jacob Schoenthaler

3, Karl Herrklotz, Helen Herklotz, and Jacob Munsch all
single, Joseph Munsch 3, Frederick

erth 4, Jacob Werth

4, John Werth Sr. 3, John Peter Werth 3, Karl Werth $ ,
Louis Werth, Jacob Zimmerman S, and Joseph Schuckmann 2.
With this group came the Reverend Father Iv. Huhn to celebrate Mass the next day on the great feast of the Assumption of the Blessed Virgin Mary bringing much joy and
happiness to the Liebenthal colony.

All these people of

second group came from Schoenc hen, Russ ia .

2
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I n Se ptember of t h is s ame year another group c ame
to Liebenthal and t h is group re present e d a third Russian
community, Neu- Obermonjour .

This group consisted of: Adam

Bieker 5, Fr ank Dreher 6, John Dreher 4, Konrad Dreh er 3,
Phili p Dreh er 9 , Frederic k Graf 6, Joseph Zi mme rman 4,
3
and Joseph Rumbac k , single.
With t he a rrival of t his Neu-Obermonjour group
trouble a rose in the colony when the question of t he townsite was to be changed .

The tra ct of land in Se ct i on 21

on which t h e village was situa ted contai ned but f orty
acres and had poor water supply .

This induced t he members

of the second group , Schoenchen , Russia, to come to an
agreement with t he founders to move t he colony to t h e east
half of Section 16 , whic h had a better sup ply of water as
determi ned by tests.

A number of families with t hi s

a ssurance proceeded to build their h ome s on t he new loc a tion a half mile north of t he present Liebent hal s it e.
But pea ce and broth erly love were soon to dis a ppe ar when
John Sc haefer went contrary to the agreement an d deeded
four acres of land i n Sec tion 21 to Most Revetent Louis
Fink, O.S.B., Bishop of Leavenworth, on whic h t h e church
2.

Opus cit., p . 2.

3.

Opus cit., p. 3.
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was to be erected.

The reason for Mr. Schaef er deeding

the four acres was: Section 16 was school land, and the
settlers could not pay for the entire 640 acres , henee
coul d not secure a patent nor de ed any parcel of the 640
acres to t h e Bishop of Leavenworth for t he e rection of a
4
church. A clear title is necessary before a Catholic
.Church edifice can be erected.
This generous deeding of property s pli t the colony
into two factions and the settlers from Neu- Obermonjour
with the exception of Henry Deppe rsc hmidt moved to Elli s
County, Kansas, Section 28, Tovmship 15 s outh, Range 18
west, and founde d the town of Sch oenchen .

The others

remained at Liebenthal in broth er l y love and devoted all
their energy to building a church on t he l and donated by
Mr. Schaefer.

5

Liebenthal's Contribution t o Religi on
In 1877 the Liebenthal colony made its first contribution in the field of relig ion to th e St ate of Kansas
by building a church edifice which was completed in October

4. Rev. Francis S. Laing , OFM . CAP . , Ge rman- Russian
Settlements in Ellis County, Kansas (Topeka, 1910 ), p . 498 .
Collections of the Kansas State Historic al Society. Kansas
State Printing Office. Vol. 11, 1910.
5.

Ibidem.
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1878 .

The building was of stone of t he i mmedi at e n ei ghbor-

hood quarried gratis by the men of the colony.

Th e humble

structure measured 48 x 28 feet, with a s a cri s ty 15 x 15
feet on the west side for t he priest to live i n .

The

first priest to visit t he colonists was Rev. Adolph Wibbert
who put in his appearance March 1876 when he visited all
the German-Russi an colonies.
mereisen said

In 1877 Rev. Val entine Som-

as s in Lieb enthal several times during the

year and was succeeded by the Capuchi n Fathers from
Victori a in May 1878 who remained i n charge till 1884 when
the first secular p riest, Re v. J oseph Hardes, was appointed
the first resident pastor.

ln the f all of 1 889 t he Li ebenthal p eople who proved
generous contributors to reli gion erec t ed t he first parish
·rectory at a cost of $800 wi t h t h e men doing all the work
t hereby saving a gre a t deal of money.

In 1887 a steeple

was built on the church to add dignit y t o the structure and
furnis h a place for the church bell .

I n the fall of 1897

the little stone church was enl ar ged .

I t had become too

small due to t h e natural i ncrease among the settlers, t he
colony now numbered 65 fami lies.

At t h e s ilver jubilee

celebration Februar y 22, 1901 , plan s were made to build an
i mposing structure and on November 22 , 1902 t he corner
stone of the massive building was laid by t he Most Re verend
6
J. J. Hennessy, Bishop of Wichita. This new structur e of

6. Rev. Rudolph Stollenwerk, The History of St .
Joseph's Church, Liebenthal, Kansas (Lacrosse, 1930), p . 6.
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50 x 148 feet was erected at a cost of $40,000 with most of
the stone masonry work donated by t he parishioners.

The

imposing new church was dedicated May 28, 1905 by the
Bishop of Wichita who emphasized the f a ct that t h e generous
people of Liebenthal had indeed made a gre at contri but i on
to religion in the State of Kansas by their whole-hear t ed
cooperation and generous donations in s pite of de pres si on
times.

7

A new rectory was needed in Liebenth al and in 1910
a l arge two-story stone rectory was built at a cost of

$15,000.

This grand r e ctory was to serve but f or a s even

year period since a destructive fire, on August 12, 1 917 ,
destroyed both the church and rectory.

Undaunted, t he

generous and religious-minded peopl e set about to reconstruct both edifices.

The re t ory was complete l y re built

with new rock for a cost of $1 5,000 in 1918 .

T~e pr e sent

church edifice was restored with some salvage mat erial
used to replace the original i mposing structure at a total
cost of $50,000.
by

It was completed in 1921 and dedi cated

ost Reverend August J. Schwertner, Bishop of Wicrli ta,
8
on November 8.
1-J

The Liebenthal colony has contributed four na t i ve

7.

Opus cit., p.

7.

8.

Opus cit., p. 8.
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sons to the cause of the priesthood.

The 'first native son,

Rev. George J. Herrman, studied at Louvain, Bel gium, 1911-

1914, at Trier, Trieves, Germany, 1915, and at Innsbruck,
Austria, 1916 till the first World War forced him to leave
Europe and complete his theological course at Kenrick
Seminary, Webster Groves, Missouri.

He was ordained

December 17, 1916 and has served ·the St . Joseph's parish
at Mount Hope, Kansas for a period of 31 years, t he first
year in the priesthood he served as assistant pastor at
Newt on, Kansas.

The second native son, Rev. John M. ~oeder,

was ordained May . JO, 1931 and served as pastor at Plains ,
assistant chancellor of the Wichita Diocese after receiving his doctorate in Canon Law, pastor of Augusta, and now
pastor of McPherson, Kansas.

Rev. George Schmidt, ordained

May 24, 1941, served as assista t pastor at the Cathedral
parish, Wi chita, pastor of Sitka-Ashland, and is now pastor
of Schulte and Director of the Propagation of Faith for
the Wichita Diocese to help the cause of reli gi on not only
in Kansas but throughout the nations.

Rev. Jacob Dreher,

ordained September 18, 1943, served as assistant pastor at
Wi chita Cathedral, pastor of Moline, Kansas, and is now
9
pastor of Offerle, Kansas.

9. Rev . John Moeder, J. C.D., Early Catholicity in
Kansas and History of the Diocese of Wi chita {Wichita,
1937), pp. 100, 140-,145, 146, 149-.
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Twenty-seven young ladies have consecrated their
lives to the cause of reli gion by entering var i ous Religious
Orders.

They are devoting their energy and l abors to the

cause of Christ in various parts of Kansas.

The list of

their religious and family names together with the year of
their religious profession and the number of years given
to religion follows:
Liebenthal Ladies in Adorers of the Most Precious
10
Blood Convent, Wichita, Kansas.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.

Philip Dreher ••••••••••••••••
Luella Rugh Herrman ••••••••••
Clementine Bertha Kreutzer •••
Margaret Helen Kreutzer ••••••
Julia Cosma Legleiter ••••••••
Lucina Barbara Schmidt •••••••
Valeria Irene Schmidt ••••••••
Donata Irene Schmidt •••••••••
Crescentia Martina Schmidt •• •
Ancilla Rita Schoendaller ••• •
Rudolpha Agnes Schuckman •••••
Emerita Frances Schuckman ••••
Victoria Loretta Schuckman •••
Victorine Teresa Weber •••••••
C0 rnelia Esther Werth ••••••••
Leonard Loretta Werth ••••••••
Seraphine Elbina Windholz ••••
Fidelis Albina Windholz ••••••
Veronica Olga Windholz •••••••

Yrs. of
Servic e
1900 •• *1942 •• ••• 40
1940 •••••••••••• 8
1932 •••••••••••• 16
1934 ••• • •••••••. 14
1929 •••••••••••• 19
1930 •••••••••••• 18
1930 •• *1946 ••••• 16
1934 •••••••••••• 14
1936 •••••••••••• 12
1942 •••••••••••• 6
1930 •••••••••••• 18
1924 •••••••••••• 24
1932 •••••••••••• 16
1912 •••••••••••• 36
1940 •••••••••••• 8
1938 •••••••••••• 10
1936 •••••••••••• 12
1929 •••••••••••. 19
1932 •••••••••••• 16

Liebenthal Ladies in Immaculate Conception Convent
11
of St. Dominic, Great Bend, Kansas.
10. Adorers of the Most Pre cious Blood C0 nvent
Register, Wichita, Kansas. pp. 30-50.
11. Immaculate Conception Convent Regi ster, Great
Bend, Kansas. pp. 15-50.

* Deceased.
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Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.

Alvarita Esther Brungardt ••••
Bertilla Germana Brungardt •••
Martha Mary Hilmes •••••••••••
Richard Lucille Herrman ••••••
Ludmilla Pauline .Dechant •••••
Melanie Isadora Dechant ••••••
Olivia Agnes Dreher ••••••••••

1945 ••.••••••••• 3
1945 •••••••••••• JJ
1921 •••••••••••• 27
1947 •••••••••••• l
1935 •••••••••••• 13
193 5 •••••••••••• 13
1930 •••••••••••• 18

Religious Service Years •••••••••••••••••• 418
Two young men of the Liebenthal parish are preparing themselves for t he priesthood.

Rev. Gilbert Herrman

will complete his theological course at Conce ption Seminary,
Conception, Missouri, June 1949.

Mr. Emmanuel Dechant will

start his theological course at Josephinum Seminary,
12
Columbus, Ohio this September.
The Liebenthal parish is placed under t he pr ot e ction and patronage of Saint Joseph .

The pa rish t oday

numbers 105 families comprising 568 souls un der the pastor ship of Rev. Frank J. Urick sinc e February 13, 1941 .

Rev.

Urick is a German-Russian from Collyer, Kansas and has
made a contribution of twenty-five years i n t he priest hood to the State of Kansas.

He was or dai ned June 10 , 1923

and has served as pastor in Sharon, Beaver, Wr ight , and
13
Liebenthal, Kansas.
The parish plant at Liebenthal is one of t he out standing ones in Kansas.

The three l a rge buildi ngs of

12. Personal interview with pastor, Rev. Frank J.
Urick, Liebenthal, Kansas. June 22, 1948.
13.

Ibidem.
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native stone could not be replaced today for less t han
14
$200,000.
Liebenthal's C0 ntribution to Education
The first school in Liebenthal was the old church
building 48 x 28 feet erected in 1877.

The first classes

were taught by Joe P. Linnenberger from Vi ctoria in 1878.
He was succeeded by William Grabbe from Munjor, Anton Kuhn,
1897; Peter J. Roth, 1898; George Gottschalk, 1899.

These

pioneer school teach ers helped lay the foundation for the
modern school system Liebenthal has today.

The f i rst

parochial school building .was erected in 1890 under the
tutelage of Father Hartman .

In 1917 the present large

school building of n ative stone was erected for the small
cost of $ 25,000 due to t he man

days of free labor donated

by the generous and willing people of Liebenthal.

1.5

The Liebenthal colony has furnished 40 lay teachers
for the public schools in the State of Kansas.

These

teachers have a total number of years of service amounting
to 189 in the elementary schools and nine in the secondary.
The seven Religious Sisters of t he parish have 70 years of
service in the elementary schools and 22 years in the
14.

Ibidem.

15.

Ibidem.
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secondary and these 22 years of secondary school service
belong to one person, Sister Victorine Weber of t he Adorers
of the Most Precious Blood Order.
A list of teachers follows:

Name

16

Years Taught
Elementary
Secondary

Dechant, Chris ••••••••••••.•••• 1
Dechant, Peter J ••••••••••••••• 1
Diehl, Edwin ••••••••••••••••••• 3
Diehl, Monica •••••••••••••••••• 1
Dreher, Louie •••••••••••••••••• 19
Dreher, Matthew •••••••••••••••• 21
Herrman, Anna •••••••••••••••••• 1
Herrman, Frank ••••••••••••••••• 1
Herrman, George A•••••••••••••• 20
Herrman, Hazel ••••••••••••••••• 2
Herrman, Helen ........•........ 12 .....•..• . . 2
Herrman, Henry F ••••••••••••••• 6
Herrman, Irene. • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • 1
Herrman, Jacob ••••••••••••••••• 1
Herrman, Jacob M••••••••••••••• 2
Herrman, Li dwina. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 8 . • • • • • • • • • . 5
Herrman, Lydia ••••••••••••••••• 1
Herrman, Mabel. • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • 2
Herrman, Iary. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 5
Herrman, Rose Mary ••••••• • ••••• 16
Herrman, Victor •••••••••••••••• 3
Kreutzer, Albertine •••••••••••• 4
Kreutzer, Bertha M•••••••••• •• 2
Dreutzer, Vincent •••••••••••••• 1
Legleiter, Mrs. Leo •.•••••• ••• 1
Legleiter, ¥!rs. Nell ••••••••••• 3 ••••••••••• 2
Legleiter, Pauline •••••..•...•• 1
Schmidt, Alevena ••••••••••••••• 8
Schmidt, Herb I •••••••••••••••• 12
Schmidt, Stephen ••••••••••••••• 2
Schmidtberger, Georgene •••••••• 2
Schafer, Hildegard ••••••••••••• 2
Schafer, Leona ••••••••••••••.•• 1
16. Taken from Superintendent of Public Instruct ion
Registers, Rush, Ellis, Barton, and Russell Counties,
Kansas.

Name

Years Taught
Elementary
Secondary
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Schafer, Rose Mary ••••••.•••••• 2
Schoenthaler, Catherine •••••••• 5
Schukamn, Regina ••••••••••••••• 2
Weber, Mary M••••••••••.••••••• 3
Weber, i\i1artha. • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • 3
Weber, Mercedes •••••••••••••••• 2
Weber, Stephen ••••••••••••••••• 10
Sr. Luella Ruth Herrman •••••••• 3
Sr. Bernadette Schmidt ••••••••• 10
Sr. Ancilla Schoendaller ••••••• 1
Sr. Emerita Schuckman •••••••••• 21
Sr. Victorine Weber •••••••••••• 12 ••••..•••• 22
Sr. Fidelis Wintholz ••••••••••• 13
Sr. Olga Wintholz.~ •••••••••••• 10
Educatio nal service years •• 189 •..••••••• 31
One hundred seven pupils attend the school taught
by five Sisters of the Adorers of t he Most Precious Bl ood,
Wichita, Kansas.
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CHAPTER IV
CATHERINE
The twenty-seven persons who left Katberinenstadt,
Russia, on October 22, 1875 arrived at Hays , Kansas, on
March 1, 1876 .

These twenty-seven made up the Justus

Bissing family of seven; the Frederic Karlin of four;
his two sons, Peter and James Karlin, each with wif e and
child; and Frederic Koerner with a family of ten.

They

lived for a month and seven days in Hays above Krueger's
store where all twenty-seven were housed in one large
hall.

During the month and seven days they drove daily

to their new home, some nine mile s northeast of Hays,
hauling whatever lumber they needed from Hays and working
hard to establish suitable pla es of habitation .

On

April 8, 1876, they moved into their homes and the foundation of the inland town of Catherine was laid.

The land

t he se settlers chose is designated as 13 S- Range 17 WSection 16, Ellis County, Kansas.

This section was the

public school section and was purchased from t he Kansas
School Commission at $3.00 per acre.

These five f amilies

named the settlement Catherine in honor of t heir former
1
home in Russia.
1. Re v. 1atthew Pekari, OFM. Cap ., HistorT of St .
Catherine's Parish, Catherine, Kan sas (Hays, 1942 , pp .

10-11.
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A second party much larger t han the first, a rrived
on July 26, 1876, made up of seventy-five s ettlers.
This party embodied the families of John Karlin 5, Karl
Koerner 4, Frederic Meis 2, Mrs. Meis 8, Andrew Schmidt
2, Jacob Schmidt 3, Peter Schmidt 4, Mrs. Schueler 3, Mrs.
A. Schuetz 7, Henry Staab 5, Karl Staab 5, August Walter

5, Frederick Walter 8, Jacob Walter 4, Jacob Welz 3,
George Schmidt and John Meder.

2

These new-comers to .America were so enthusiastic
about owning ho mes in Ka nsas th at, when they arri ved in
Hays, some of t hem could not wait for the regul ar morning
wagons but set out on foot to Catherine.

They returned

t h e next morning and took the rest of the new-comers to
Catherine.

There sod-houses (semolingoes)--coz y little

affairs 16 x 24 feet, standin

three fe et in t he ground,

the sides and roof of sod, had been built by the first
3
arrivals for the on-coming second group .
Four trustees, Fred Karlin , Fr ed Walter, Fred
Koerner and Jacob vral ter were electe d to purchase the
school section for t he settlers·.

The gvo..urtd ~not used for

the village site was to be devoted to grazing and no plow
dared touch it.

Forty-three heads of families contributed

2.

Ibidem, p. 11.

3.

I bidem, p. 12.
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towards this purchase and received in turn one or several
shares of land ranging from six to t hi rty-eight acres.
Five acres of land entitled one to a village lot whereon
he could build his home and wit h this went a cemetery lot
for burial.

But t he area of t he to"m lot was deducted

from his five acre grazing land.

Fift y acres were set

aside for the village town-site.

Of this land Block 14,

a tract 648 x 346 feet consisting of two town blocks was
donated by the generous s hare holders to the church, thereby making their first contribution to religion in t he
State of Kansas .

Another half bloc k was later purchas ed

by the parish and is now used f or the school and Sisters'
convent.

On May 23, 1893 all this real estate was conveyed

to the Rt. Rev. John J. Hennessy, Bishop of Wichita and
Administrator of the Concordia Diocese, by Wa rrant y Deed,
from the St. Catherine Town and Grazing Company.

This

tract is in the very center of the village and a stranger
coming iqto town receives the vivid impression t hat t he
church was built first and t hat· t he villagers grouped
around it, a picture in stone of the first settlers
gathered around t h e vil lage cross praying that God mi ght
4
send priests to ca re for their spiritual needs .

4.

I bidem, PP• 12-13.
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Catherine's Contribution Towards Religion
The village fathers felt the need of a church building and in 1879 they erected a public school building of
native stone, District No. 4, 46 x 23 feet for school
purposes.

A 12 x 12 addition was built to serve as a sanc-

tuary and sacristy.

A sliding door separated this room

from the rest of the building during school hours.

On Sun-

days and holy days of obl~gation the sliding door was
pushed back and the school became the church.

This was the

start, but ambitious as the German-Russians were for a
worthwhile church , the Catherine community did not lag .
Plans were made in 1886 for a permanent church building .
Donations of wheat were made after the harvest each year
and in May 1890 the plans were approved by Bishop Henne ssy
and work on the church structure began, the corner stone
was laid June 29 of t he same year.

5

Native stone was quarried on the Jacob Staab farm,
5 miles northeast of the church.

From the "Steinenberg,u

a hill a mile south of town , rock was quarried but in both
instances the rock was unsuitab le for foundation purposes,
so the trek to the Smoky Hill River, 15 miles distant,
started for harder rock.

This hard roc k was obtained from

Matt Dinges and John Klaus and hauled by the parishioners

5.

I bidem, p. 17.
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thereby helping keep down the cost of the building.
The contractor was Justus Bissing, Jr., who was
responsible for the building material while Father Martin
Muelders, 0FM . Cap., did the hiring and paying of the
stone-masons and the carpenters.
Illinois, was the architect.

Mr. A. Druiding, Chicago,

The cost of the 40 x 60 x

45 feet building was but $9,790.39 raised by wheat percentage, and a seven dollar assessment for each communicant ,
pew rent and bazaars.

The quarrying , hauling, and much

free labor is not included in the total cost of building .
The Catherine people were happy to make this contri buti on
toward the field of Religion for theirs was the Faith that
does not stop to count the cost.

The church has a steeple

of 116 feet 7 inches making it stand out as the chief building in their town and showing th e people for miles that
Catherine takes its religion seriously.

6

Right from Victoria on an i mproved road to the
junction with a dirt road, 6 m.; left on t his road
is Catherine, 10 m. (2,000 alt., 625 pop .), a
German-Russian agricultural villag e founded in
1876 by the first emigrants to leave the lower
Volga region in Russia for settlement in Kansas.
Their ancestors had been invited i~to Russia by
Empress Catherine the Great to set up colonies,
which she hoped would form models for her backward peasant. Dominating the village is St.
Catherine's church (Roman Catholic), an i mposing
Gothic-type structure of local stone. Its classically proportioned twin spires dominate miles
of level countryside. In the church is a revered

6.

Ibidem, p. 18 .
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relic of the earliest days of the colony--a
rude Wooden Cross. For several years, until they
were able to build a church, the settlers held
their servi~es in the open air at the foot of
this cross.·/
The church was dedicated October 6, 1892 by Bishop
Hennessy, Bishop of Wichita and Administrator of Concordia
Diocese.

A mounted guard of honor on horses met the

Bishop outside of town and escorted him to Catherine
giving the honored visitor a taste of western Kansas dust
and hospitality.

At the dedication celebr ation the lack

of interior furnishin g was bewai le d by both Bish op and
people and it was hoped good crops would come t o a llow
the furnishing of the building .

The great business

depression of 1893 made t he furnishing project i mpossible
and with crop failures due to black rust in 1894-1895
brought starvation face to fac

to the people of Catherine .

Conditions were so drastic t hat the children did not care
to play at recess time but stayed i n the schoolroom to conserve their energy due to extreme hunger .

These conditions

moved the people to make a vow to St . Joseph and kee p his
feast day, March 19, just like the Sunday each year to forestall crop failures.

On October 14, 1894, the parishioners,

led by the pastor, Father Emmeram Kausler, OFM. Cap . ,

7. Harold c. Evans, Kansas A Guide to the sgnflower
State (New York: The Viking Press, 1939), p°p7 362-3 J.
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recited the rosary in common and then~: publicly made the
following vow to St. Joseph:
0 God, whose attribute it is to be always merciful and to spare, protect us, through the intercession of St. Joseph, from crop failures. In order
to make ourselves, at least to a certain extent,
worthy of this grace we solemnly vow to keep the
Feast of St. Joseph as a holy day of obligation for
all time and to spend some hours of that day in
public prayer.
The next year a bumper crop resulted and the church
was furnished completely, from stained glass windows,
necessary vestments and vessels, rugs, statues, to reed
organ.

The reed organ was re placed with a doub le manual

Kilgen pipe organ in 1917.

That same year, 1$95, a 24 x

9 x 9 foot addition was built on t he north side to keep the
wintry blasts out of the church, "No matter from what
direction the wind blows it is always cold at Catherine. 11
The priests who served the Catherine colony made
their headquarters in the home of John Giebler till 1892
when an annex 35 x 40 feet was added to the church to serve
as a rectory thus making another contribution to Religion .
The rectory was extended 22 feet in 1921 thus making it a
8
12 room modern rectory.
St. Catherine's parish has contributed eight native
sons to the ministry: Rev. Norbert J. Staab, pastor of

8. Rev. Matthew Pekari, OFM. Cap., HistorJ of St.
Catherine's Parish, Catherine, Kansas (Hays, 1942 , PP•
19-24. 9.

Ibidem, pp. 26-27.
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Sacred Heart Church, Larned, Kansas, ordained June 7,
1914.

Rev. Joseph A. l asinger, now deceased, was ordained

May 10, 1916.

He served the ministry 2 years.

Rev. Francis

A. Staab, ordained September 20, 1918, pastor of Sacred
Heart Church, Topeka, Kansas.

Rev. Athanasius Karlin ,

OF.M. Cap., ordained June 28, 1919.

Rev. Edwin Dorzweiler,

OFM. Cap., Ph.D., ordained June 28, 1919, is Lector of
Philosophy at St. Fidelis Monastery, Victoria, Kansas.

Rev .

Paulinus Karlin, OF:M_. Cap., ordained May 23, 1943, is
teacher and superior of the Friary at St. Joseph ' s Mil itary
Academy, Hays, Kansas.
ordained June 24, 1946.

Rev. Firman Schmidt, OF1V1. Cap .,
The years of service rendered by

these priests to the field of religion amount to 177 years .
The Catherine colony has contributed a daughter
parish to the field of religio

when twenty-one families

in 1916 started the St. Severin's parish northwest of
Catherine, Kansas.

Mr. Joe Dinkel donated three acres of

land for this purpose and a church 72 x 32 feet was dedicated
October 23, 1916.

Mr. P. J. Walter gave three acres for a

school, and Justus Wal ter and Peter Karlin each gave three
10
Severin today numbers 32 families consisting of
acres.
128 souls.
The parish of St. Severin has contributed one son to
10.

Ibidem, pp. 22-23.
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the priesthood, Rev. Flavin Meis, OFlV- . Cap., ordained
June 14, 1931 .

He has served a s pastor of Sacred He ar t

Church , Atwood, Kansas, and is now pastor of Ne ss Cit y ,
11
Kansas.
The Catherine colony to day number s 410 s ouls made
up of 85 families.

Fr. Joseph Ivayerhoefer , OFM . Cap . ,

is t he pastor of St. Catherine's parish.
is valued at re placement fi gures $175,000.

The p arish plant

12

The Catherine colony has contri buted 45 ladies to
t he vari ous Reli gi ous Orders wi th a servi c e rec ord of

995 years.
Catherine Sisters
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr .
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.

13

Entran ce
Year

Yrs . in
Religion

Therise Katherine Wasinger ••••• 1921 •• C. S. J ••• • •• 27
Carol Ann Weilert ••••••.•••..•• 1945 •. A. PP . S ••••• 3
Augustine Weilert •••••••••••.•• 1934 • • " " •••.• 14
Imelda Weilert ••••••••••••••••• 1936 •• "" •• • .. 12
Benigna Weilert • • • • • • ••••• ~···· 1925 •• "" ••••• 23
Norberta Crescentia Miller • •••• 1931 •• 0 . P • ••• • •• 17
Alvina Emerentiana Miller • ••••• 1936 •• "" ••••.• 12
Sesbastian Henrietta ) iller •••• 1932 •• "" ••••• •16
Fridoline Isabel Miller •••••••• 193 5 •• " " •••••• 15
Anathasi a Margaret Leiker •••••• 1896 • • C.S . A••• ••• 52
Alexia Anna Schueler ••••.••••• • 1907 •• " " •• • ••• 41
Martin a Matilda Walter ••••••••• 1907 ••• " " •• •• ••• 41
Scholastica Catherine Wal ter ••• 1909 •• • " " ••• • • • • 39
Clementia Matilda Schueler ••• • • 1909 •• • " " ••• • ••• 39
Hermina Sophia Schueler •••••••• 1909 • • •••.••••••• 39

11.

Ibidem, p . 23.

12. Personal interview with Fr. Joseph Mayerhoefer,
OFM. Cap., J une 23, 1948 .
13. Taken fro m t he Convent Regist ers of the different
Orders conc erned.
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Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr •
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr .
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.

Stella Amalia Schmidt ••••••••••• 1911 ••••••••••••• 3$
Solana Adeline Wolf ••••.••.••••• 1911 •• *1940 •.•••• 29
Annette Sophia Karlin ••••••••••• 1911 ••••.•••••••• 37
Alexandra Agnes Schuele~ •••••••• 1915 ••••••••••••• 33
Fidelis Cecilia Karlin •••••••••• 1917 ••••••••.•••• 31
Bertilla Pauline Schueler ••••••• 1918 ••••••••••••• 30
Bernette Mary Karlin •••••••••••• 1918 ••••••••••••• JD
Paulina Angela Meis ••••••••••••• 1919 ••••••••••••• ?9
Carlita Mary Staab •••••••••••••• 1920 •.••••••••••• 28
Paulita Rose Staab •••••••••••••• 1920 ••••••.•••••• 28
Marcia Sophia Antonie •••••.••••• 1921 ••••••••••••• 27
Laurine Helen Staab ••••••••••••• 1922 ••••••••••••• 26
Rosaline Helen Karlin ••••••••••• 19220·**1928••••• 6
Adelinde Agnes Koerner •••••••••• 1922 ••••••••.•••• 26
.Anarda Mary Karlin •••.•••••••••• 1922 ••••••••••••• 26
Protase Christine Leikam •••••••• 1923 ••••••••••••• 25
Matilda Philippa Meis ••••••••••• 1925 ••••••. . ••.•• 23
Catherine Laura Karlin •••••••••• 1927 ••••••••••••• 21
~ajella Clara Giebler ••••••••••• 1930 •••••••• • •• • • 18
Marcella Constance Karlin ••••••• 1930 ••••••• • • •••• 18
Lois Sylvia Karlin •••••••••••••• 1934 •••••••• ••••. 14
Mariline Marcella Wasinger ••.••• 1934 •••••••••••.• 14
Evangelis Alice Meis •••••••••••• 1935 ••••••••••••• 13
Francis Ann Germaine Karlin ••••• 1937 ••.•••..••••• 11
Flavian Johanna Meis •••••••••••• 1941 ••••••••••.•• 7
Robert Ida Neis ••••••••••..••••• 1941 ••••••••••••• 7
Solana Edna Schmeidler •••••••••• 1944 ••••••••••••• 4
Jacqueline Catherine Younger •••• 1945 ••••••••••••• 3
Clareann Sybilla Schmidt • • •••••• 1946 ••••••••••••• 2
Frances Marie Frances Schmidt ••• 1947 ••••••••••••• 1
Religious service years ••••••••••••••••••••• 995
Catherine's Contribution to Education
In the field of education Cath erine has done her

part from her very beginning in 1876.

Jacob Schmidt had

been a school teacher in Katharinenstadt, Russia for 25
years.

\'lhen he landed in Catherine, Kansas he took up

* Deceased.
**

Left Order.
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where he left off in Russia.

He gathered the children

about him in his own house in the afternoons a nd evenings
teaching them the four R's--reading , 'riting , 'rithmeti c ,
and reli gion.

Two years later Mr . Roger taught regul a r

school in the l arge home of Jacob Walter.

I n 1 879 a

school district was formed and a school hous e of stone
.built, known as District No. 4.

Balzer Dre i l i n g , Anton

Dreiling from Victoria taught t his school ·and s o did Kat e
14
Bahl of Hays.
The parochial school start ed i n 1891 when the parish
bought the district school hous e and t h e district school
was built in another part of to wn where William Grabbe
taught the older children and retarded ones f or many years.
Incidentally, Mr. Grab be was t he Superintendent of Public
15
Instruction from 1905-190 in Ellis Count y , Kans as .
In 1899 arrangements were made f or t he Sis t ers of

St. Agnes, Fond Du Lac, Wisconsin, to tea ch t he par ochial
school.

The old school house was torn down in 1902 and a

new building erected at a cost of $4, 200, under the pastorate of Father Jerome Mueller, OF 1. Cap.

Thi s stone school

house still serves the needs of t he community t oday .

The

above cost shows but the cost of materi al, t he l abor be ing

tion.

14.

Ibidem, p. 24.

15.

Ellis County Superintendent of Public I nstruc-
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donated by the Catherine people.

In 1908 another contribu-

tion towards the field of education was made by building
living quarters for t h e Sisters under t he pastora te of
Father Al phonse Hillenbrand, OFM. Cap.

This bui lding is

of frame construction, costing t h e par i s h $ 5, 000, with mo st
16
of the labor donated.
In the field of educ a tion we fi nd t h e Cat herine
colony contributing a large number of tea chers.
17
follows.
Name

The list

Years Taught
Elemen tary
Secondar y

Dorzweiler, Rev. Edwin, Cap ••••••• 3 •.••• • •••••• • 26
Karlin, Mrs. Anna ••••••••••••••••• 3
Karlin , Rev. Athansius, Cap ••••••• 3 ••••••••••••• 10
Karlin, Rev. George, Cap •••••••••• 3. • • • • • • • • • • • • 5
Karlin, J. J •••••••••••••••••••••• 7 (1 897-1904 )
Karlin, Rev. Paulinus, Cap •• ••••• J ••••••••••••• 3
Pelzel, Felix ••••••••••••••••••••• J ••••••••••••• 7
Pelzel, Nartin •••••••••• • ••••••••• 3 ••••••••••••• 8
Schuttz, Ethel •••••••••• • ••••••••• l
Schuttz, James B••••••••••••••••• 21 (1897 -1917)
Schuttz, John P ••••••••••••••••••• 8 (1899 -1906 )
Schmidt, Jacob •••.•••••••••••••••• 2 (1876-1 877}
Schmidt, Joe •••••••••••••••••••••• 7
Schmidt, ::it eve •••••••••••••••••••• 3
Schmidt, Theora ••••••••••••••••••• 2
Staab, Al phonse ••••••••••••••••••• l
Staa b, Euphrosie •••••••••••••••••• l
Staab, Rev. Norbert ••••••••••••••• J ••••••••••••• 6
Staab, Mrs. Rose ••••••••••••••••• 22
Walter, sther •••••••••••••••••••• l
16.

Rev. Matthew Pe kari, OFM. Cap ., Opus c i t., p . 25 .

17. Teachers' Registration. Superintendent of
Public I nstruction, Ellis County , Ka nsas, and s ame from
Russell County, Kansas.
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Elementary

Secondary

Windholz, Albert •••••••••••••• 3
Windholz, Anselm •••••••••••••• 4
Windholz, Bonaventure ••••••••• 1
Windholz, Frank •••.......•.... J •••• ••••••••• 6
Windholz, Isadore ••••••••••••• 9
Windholz, Jose phine ••••••.•••• 3
Sr. Carol Ann Weilert A. PP . S~8 1
Sr. Augustine Weilert ••••••••• 8
Sr. Imelda Weilert •••••••••••• 15
Sr. Benigna .. ................ . 12....... . . . . . . 5
Sisters of St. Agnes 1 9
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.

Sr.
Sr.
Sr.

Athansia Leiker ••••••••••• 40
Alexia Schueler •••••• • •••• 30 •••••••.• •• •• ll
Scholastica Walter •••••••• 37 •••••••• •• • •• 2
Clementine Schueler ••••••• 39
Stella Schmidt •••••••••••• 37
Solana Wolf ••••••••••••••• 29
Annette Karlin •••••••••••• 12
Alexandra Schueler •••••••• 33
Fidelis Karlin •••••••••••• 19 ••••••••••••• 12
Paulina Jvleis •••••••••••••• 29
Carlita Staab ••••••••••••• 28
Paulita Staab ••••••• •• •••• 28
Lauraine Staab • •• • •• • ••••• 26
Matilda Meis •••••••••••••• 23
Catherine Karlin •••••••••• 21
Majella Giebler ••••••••••• 18
Marcella Karlin ••••••••••• 18
Lois Karlin ••............. 9 •...........• 5
Francis Ann Karlin •••••••• 11
Jacquelin Younger ••••••••• 3
Frances Marie Schmidt ••••• 1
Education al service years.650 ••••••••••• 108

18. Adorers of the Most Pr ecious Bloo d Convent
Tea chers Register, Wichita, Kansas, pp. 30-50.
19. Saint Agnes C0 nvent Teachers Register,. Fond
Du Lac, Wisconsin, pp. 3-99.
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The list of teachers shows that 650 years of service
have been rendered by 21 lay teachers with 108 years to
their credit in the elementary grades.

Five priests of the

Catherine colony contributed 15 years of teaching elementary
grades.

The Religious Sister$, 25, have a total of 527

years of teaching to their credit in the elementary grades .
In the secondary field 108 years have been contributed to
the field of education by the various groups.

We find the

five priests contributing 50 years; the Religious Sisters
contributing 35 years and t he three lay teacher s 21 years.
The total number of teachers, both lay and reli gious,
totals 51 with 756 years of service in the cause of education in Kansas.
The Catherine colony has 68 children attending its
school under the tutelage of three Sisters of Saint Agne s.

20. Personal interview with Fr . Jose ph ~ayershoefer, OF'M. . Cap., June 23, 1948.

20
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CHAPTER V
VI CTORIA
On November 24, 1874, four young men were drafted
in Herzog, Russia for the Czar's army which precipitated
the exodus of the Herzog peopl e out of Russia.

The follow-

ing year in October, 1875, a large body of colonists left
Russia between October 12-24: Andrew Billinger 3, Alois
Dreiling 7, Anton Dreiling 8, Nicholas Dreiling 7, Jacob
Hammerschmidt 9, Leonard Hammerschmidt, Nicholas Dreiling
(surnamed the nsmall"), John Goetz 7, John Kreutzer 2,
Michael Rome 2, John Sander 7, Michael Storm 6, John Van
der Dunkt 2, Igantius Vonfeld 2, Ignatius Weigel 4.
these were from Herzog , Russia.

1

All

Others joined these mi rators: Jacob Arnholt 5, of
Boregard; Joseph Braun 5, Frank Weber 11, all of Liebenthal; John Geist 5, John Jac ob Geist 5, William Geist 4 ,
of Ober-I'-' onjour; Anton Hermann 5, of 1v·arienthal, and Peter
Quint 7, of Louis.

All of them left Saratov, Russia,

October 24, 1875 in company with many oth er ·emigrants making up three railroad cars.

They arrived in Baltimore

November 23 on the North-German Lloyd liner ttOhio" and
1. Rev. Francis S. Laing, OFM. Cap., GermanRussian Settlements in Ellis County, Kansas (Topeka, 1910) ,
p. 493. Collections of the Kansas State Historical Society .
Kansas State Printing Office. Vol. 11, 1910.
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traveled directly to Topeka, Kansas , where they spent t h e
winter.

2

Four delegates were sent to Ellis C0 unty to

procure a town site for the Herzog colonists.

The del e-

gates chose a site near Hog Bac k but it was r eje cted by t he
Herzog colonists who sent inspectors f rom Topeka to v iew
it.

These inspectors selected Section 1, Township 14 s outh,

Range 17 west, west of the present tovm of Vic tor ia .
On April 8, 1876 the twenty-three fami l ies plus Joe
Stremel came to Victori a and e r ected on the east bank of
Victoria Creek their first dwellings and named the colony
3
Herzog a f ter their origina l to\m in Rus sia. The Englis h
had established Victoria in 1873 and t he German- Russians
establishing another brought about t he t win city name 4
Victoria-Herzog.
The ori ginal se t tlers f ound t he country in El lis
County to their liking and sent ent husi astic r eports
back to Russia to their rel a tiv es a nd f r iends in Herzog and
other Russian communities.

The r es ul t was that on August 3,

1876, a group of 286 persons mostl y f r om Herzog, Russia,
arrived .at Victoria.
2.

This fact was h eralded in the Ellis

I bidem.

J. " About one hundred Rus sian s have settl ed ne ar
Victoria during the present month." Ellis County St ar,
Vol. 1, No. 4, April 27, 1876.

4. Marjorie Gamat Raish, Victoria, Th e Story of ~
Western Town (Hays: Ft. Hays Kansas State College, 1937) ,
p. 135.
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County Star; "Six hundred Russians coming--Welcome. " Vol.
1, No. 17, July 27, 1876.

Mr . Balthaar Brungardt, one of the above group , having
been Secretary at court in Saratov undertook t o secure
passes for 108 families at ei ghteen rubles per family.
After tedious delays and so me "gifts'' to the governor, all
but four families received the desire d pa sses.

Th ese four

had the mi sfortune of drawing recruiting passes in the form
of red ballots.

The petitions to the Russian War Depart-

ment and to the Minister of War were of no avail.

Undaunted

and resourceful the y sent a telegr am to the Czar and
arrangements were ma de to delay the answer till after the
emigrants had all passed t he Russian border.

5

The strategy

worked and seventeen coaches left Saratov filled with the
108 families from June 25 t

July 8, 1 876 .

At Duenaburg

t hey were joined by Mennonite emi gr ants, who filled ten
coaches.

The Herzog crowd separated from t he Mennonites

at Eydtkuhnen because rel atives in America had informed
t h e Herzog crowd that the North - German Lloyd "Ohio" liner
was a poor one to cross the Atl antic due to the treatment
received when they were on board ship and e n couraged them
to seek a different route.

6

5. Rev . Franci s S . Laing, OFM. Cap ., GermanRussian Se ttlements in Ellis County, Kansas (Topeka, 1910),
p. 496. Collections of the Kansas State -Historical Society .
Kansas State Printing Office. Vol. 11, 1910.
6.

Ibidem .
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Mr. Weinberg, agent of the Hamburg American Line
prevailed on some to go by way of Hamburg.
was taken by the settlers of
thal.

This route

unjor, Schoenchen, and Lieben-

The others, 1454 in number, arranged for transpor-

tation to New York at 38 rubles with an agent of Johanning
7
& Bremer of the North-German Lloyd on the 11 Mesel." Arriving in New York various offers o.f trans portation prices
ranging from $18 to $22 per passenger were made in Castle
Garden.

These offers were refused and with much bickering

an agreement was reached for 16 rubles (75 cts per ruble}
per passenger.

The Menonites went to Nebraska and t he

following came on to Victoria: Pete r Braun, Peter Andrew
Braun 3, Andrew Brungardt, Sr. 2, Balthasar Brungardt

5, Frank Brungardt, Sr. 8, Frank Brungardt 2, John Peter
Brungardt, Peter Brungardt 6, Peter Brungardt 9, Alois
Denning 8, Michael Denning 6, An drew Dinkel, George Dinkel

4, John Peter Dinkel 5, l\ 1chael Dreiling, Sr. 3, Anton
Dreiling 5, Frank M. Dreiling 4, Michael

f1 .

• Dreiling 4,

Peter M. Dreiling 3, John Dreiling, Elizabeth and Pauline
Dreiling, John Frank, Joseph Kap p , Adam Knoll 5, Michael
Kuhn, Sr. 4, John Kuhn, Sr. 3, Andrew Kuhn 4, John Kuhn 3,
~ichael Kuhn 10, Michael Kuhn, Jr. 3, Anton Mermis 6,
Michael Pfeifer, Sr. 13, Adam Riedel 11, Martin Riedel 5,

7.

Ibidem, p. 497.
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Michael Riedel 3, Peter Rome 3, Ignatz Sander 7, Frederic
Schamber 5, Andrew Scheck, Sr. 3, Andrew Sch eck 8, Michael
Schmidtberger, John Vonfeld 14, John Wasinger 7, John
Windholz, Michael Weigel 10, John Wittman 8, Peter Wittman

3, Martin Yunker 8, all of Herzog, Russia.

John Leiker 7,

Anton Rupp 8, Caspar Rupp 6, Jacob Rupp 4, of 0ber- monjour;
Joseph Graf, Sr. 5, Martin Quint 8, 11ichael Quint 8, of
Louis, Russia; Henry Gerber, of Graff, Russia.

$

This

largest contingent of German-Russians arrived in Victoria
August 3, 1876 causing the Ellis County Star edi tor to
comment: "Six carloads of Russians, numbering some 50
f amilies arrived at Victoria on Thursday last."
No~ 19, August 10, 1876.

Vol. 1,

The following week in the same

paper this item was a news item: "It is stated that Mr.
Balthasar Brungard (Brungardt

is worth $150,000.

The Herzog settlers were mostly o f the peasant class.
Agriculture was the one business they thoroughly understood.

Taking advantage of the liberal homestead laws,

each head of a family secured 80 acres of government land.
Those who had the means, bought additional land, at a
reasonable price and on easy terms, from the Kansas Pacific
9
Railroad.

8.

Ibidem.

9. Ellis and Rush County Golden Jubil ee Commit tee,
German-Russian Settlements. Compiled by B. M. Dreiling
(Hays, 1926), p. 48.
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Victoria's Contribution to Religion
Amid the sod houses in Herzog stood the large
wooden cross where the early settlers gathered in the evening after work to say their ni ght prayers and on Sundays
and holy days of obligation for reli gious services when
no priest visited the settlement.

This beautiful custom

was in vogue till the fall of 1879 when the people built
the church edifice.

The first priest to visit the Herzog

colony was Father Martin Huhn of the Epiphany Church in
Leavenworth, Kansas, in August 1876.

Father A. A. Wibbert

said the first Mass in t he Alois Dreiling home which was
located four blocks north of the present church on the west
side of the street.

Fr. Wibbert took care of t he spiritual

needs of the colony on Tuesdays in his travels from Salina
to Hays City till October, 1876 .

The crowds far surpas-

sing the strength of the floors caused a frame church to be
built on the south side of the Dreiling house.

This

structure was 40 x 24 feet, too small to accommodate all
who sought entrance.

This building later was torn down
10
and rebuilt into the Sisters' residence.
The Honorable Walter C. N·axwell, a Catholic English-

man living south of Victoria, undertoo~ to build a stone
10. Capuchin Fathers. St. Fidelis Monastery
Chronicles. May 11, 1878--June 1948, Victoria, p. 1.
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church for the settlers on Section 1, north of the present
location.

This kindness of Mr. Maxwell brought about a

false accusation by the Hays City Sentinel, June, 1877,
that he wished to buy the German-Russian votes for the
Democratic party .

We quote in part i r. I a.xwell's answer

to the charge made against him:
"July 16, 1877. Dear Sir: It is ·a lie, whether
he be Republican or Democrat, English or Ameri can,
German or ~ussian, to assert that t he sum of one
thousand ($1,000) doll ars was p romised f or a church
to the Russians--for their vote at the last el ection • • • I had in contemplation for over twelve
months before this meetin g in Herzog t hrough the
wish of my friends in Englan d th at I shoul d build a
church--had already promised a few hu~dred dollars
long before the election. • •
have $700 now in
my possession. I expect to have met a contra ctor
for the stone work of t h e church last week but was
disappointed. I ho pe and expect howev er to have
the church started in a week ~r two. Yours
respectfully, W. C. Maxwell. 1
In June, 1877, when

he Catholic popul ati on at

Herzog numbered 400 souls, '.Mr. Maxwell collected · 700 of
12
the $1500 subscribed by his friends. The German- Russians
were asked to quarry and haul the necessary roc k f r om t he
immediate neighborhood.

In August of t he s ame year plans

and s pecifications were completed by Henry Bergsland who

1877-

11.

The Ellis County Star, Vol. 2, No. 14, J uly 19 ,

12. In a -letter dated February 14, 1917, Hon.
Bernard Maxwell states that the Duke of Norfolk contributed
100 English pounds toward the building of the first rock
church at Victoria. Monastery Chronicles, Vi ctoria, p. 6.
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also received the contract to build the 60 x JO x 16 feet
church edifice.

This church served the needs amply till

September, 1878, when more room was needed.

Fr. Joseph

C. Mayershofer built an annex to the Maxwell church and
was completed in the spring of 1879.

During this building

period more settlers kept coming to Herzog and Fr . Hyacinth
Epp, OFM. Cap. succeeded in getting the Kansas Pacific
Railroad Company to donate ten acres in t he northwest
quarter of Section 7 for a church and school on June 9,
1879.

13

By the middle of 1881 there were 214 famil i es with

1350 souls in the Catholic parish in Victoria.

Plans were

being made by Father Joseph C. Mayershofer, OF~ . Cap. to
build a large church on the new location.

Father Anthony

Scheurmann, OFM. Cap. altered t he original design of Father
Joseph and superintended the

uil ding of the new church

measuring 168 x 84 x 35 feet, with a se ating capacity of
600.

The corner stone was laid June 1, 1880 and the con-

secration thereof by Ft. Rev. L. M. Fink , Bishop of Leaven14
worth, took place October 19, 1884.
The cost of the third building was but $8,000 due
to the free labor of the settlers in hauling materials and
lending a hand whenever f ar m work allowed them to do so.
Fr. Anthony Scheurmann, OFM. Cap. raised ·1,875 of the

.13.

Ibidem, p. 2.

14.

Ibidem, P• 3.
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above sum in England and Westphalia on his visit to Rome
in 1884 from his many friends and relatives who were
greatly interested in .the development of Catholli.,city in
western Kansas.

15

The Herzog colony had the fastest growth of any of
the original seven due to immigration , location and natural
In 1895 we find 275 families with 1700 souls
16
belonging to the Herzog church.
The year 1894 was a poor
increase.

crop year and on October 7, 1894 a vow to St . Joseph was
made publicly as follows:
"0 God, whose attribute it is to be always
merciful and to spare, protect us, through the
intercession of St. Joseph , from crop failures.
I n order to make ourselves, at least to a certain
extent, worthy of this grace we solemnly vow to
keep the Feast of St. Joseph as a holy day of
obligation for all ti me and t9 spend some hours
of that day in public prayer. 1 7

This vow is faithfully kept by those who made it
but is not bin~ing on their descendants :

· ncidentally in

1895 the people reaped an abundant harvest.
In December 1905 the need for a larger church was
much in evidence and plans were drawn by J olm T. Comes,
Pittsburg, Pennsylvania.

In 1908 t hese were revised and

modified by John Marshall, Topeka.

15.

I bidem, p. i.

16.

Ibidem, p. 4.

Building operations

17. Rev. Matthew Pekari, OFn . Cap., History of St.
Catherine's Parish (Hays, 1942), p . 20.
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began November 1908, the corner stone was laid October 4,
1909 by Bishop Cunningham of Concordia and the buildi ng was
completed in 1 911.

The "Cathedral of the Prai r ies'' as it

is kpown today has the imposing size of 220 f eet l ong, 73
feet wide, a transept- of 107 feet and two towers r eaching
141 feet.

Rising magnificently from t h e low houses aroun d
it are the two s pir es of t he St. Fi de li s Church ,
called by William Jennings Bryan t he Cath edral of
the Prairies. Desi gned by John R. Come s of
Pittsburgh, Pa. and Joseph Mars hall of Topeka ,
the structure is 221 fee t long an d 73 f eet wide
with a transept 107 feet in width . Built of
local limestone and Roman es que i n styl e , its two
towers are 141 feet hi gh . The church se at s 1,700
perso~S' almost t hree t imes t he population of the
to\'m.
Another contribution t he Victoria people made t o
the field of reli gion was t h e f ree l abor and na tur al lime stone they contributed towar ds t he erecti on of t he mona stery quarters for the Capuc hin Father s .

Previ ous t o

April 1880 the priests stayed with t he Alo i s Dr eiling
f amily till t he 69 x 36 feet t wo-s t ory monastery building
was completed.

The Capuchin Fathers bore the expense for

the building project.

In 1 892 another t wo -s tory building

43 x 27 feet was erected the s ame way .

T~e present monas-

tery, started October 16, 1900 and compl ete d May 27 , 1903,
18. Harold C. Evans, Kansas ! Guide t o t h e Sunflower State (New York : The Vikin g Press, 1939) , pp . 361362.
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has the dimension of 145 feet in length with two wings 90
x 100 feet, is used not only for livin g quarters but also
as a Junior Seminary for the Capuchin students.

The Vi ctoria

peopl_e again don ated their services to help establish a
training school for young students.

The building cost but

$ 50,000 in actual cash but the donated labor meets that
figure.

The large church, a $ 500,000 edifi ce, cos t the

Victoria parish but $130,000 because the labor was furnished
gratis by the people of the p aris h .

Likewise, the Sisters '

living quarters cost the parish but

10, 000, due to the

generosity and cooperation of Victoria parishioners .
Fourteen native sons of the Victoria parish have
entered the field of religion helping s pread the Gospel of
Christ.

They are listed below with t h e year of their

ordination:

19

Rev. Otto H. Von Linter, 1901
Rev. Wm . M. Robben, 1906
Rev. Mike P. Dreiling, 1 913
Rev. Chris. Dreiling, 1915
Rev. Francis X. Poleyn, 1919
Rev. Richard Bollig, OF vI. Cap ., Ph . D. , 1926
Rev. Virgil Kuhn, OFIVi . Cap., 1928
Rev. Edgar Weigel, Ph.D., 1930
Rev. Mark Linnenberger, OFM. Cap., 1931
Rev. Valerian Brungardt, OFl\_L. Cap., 1931
Rev. Colman Schulte, on·. Ca p ., 1932
Rev. Herbert Linnenberger, C. PP . S., 1935
Rev. Marcellu s Dreiling, C.PP . S., 1936
Rev. Killian Dreiling, OFl'{ . Cap . , 193 6
Rev. Boniface Dreilin g , C.PP . S ., 1937
Religious service years, 338 years
.' )

p. 35.

19.

St. Fidelis Parish History,

(Victoria, 1946),
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Two young men have devoted their lives in reli gion
to the brotherhood: Brother Gerard Kuhn, Alexian Brothers,

1910, and Brother Andrew Dinkel, OFM., 1922.

Their total

years in service amount to 64 years.
The young ladies of the Victoria parish have made
a large contribution to the field of religion by entering
various Religious Orders and devoting t hei r lives to the
cause of religion.

Following is the list of their names

and the year of entrance into religion:
St. Agnes Congregation, Fond Du Lac, Wisconsin
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.

20

Ye ars of
Service

Fidelis Anna Denning •••••.••••• 1885. ·**1900 •••
Prisca Catherine Denning ••••••• 1889 •• **1905 •••
Felicitas Catherine Dreiling ••• 1688 ••• *1909 •••
Basilia Amalia Kuhn •••••••••••• 1889 ••• *1942 •••
Hiltrudis Pauline Dreiling ••••• 1889 •••••••••••
Hilda Veronica Quint ••••••••••• 1892 ••• ,:'1929 •••
Anna Catherine Vonfeld ••••••••• 1893 ••• ,:.:1925 •••
Lioba Mary Von Lintel •••••••••• 1893 ••• *1936 •••
Suzanne Mary Wellbrock •••.••••• 1895 ••• *1909 •••
Jerome Elizabeth Goetz ••••••••• 1895 ••• *1922 •••
Albina Margaret Kuhn ••••••••••• 189~ ••• ,:,1900 •••
Josepha Rosa Quint ••••••••••••• 1890 •••••••••••
Florine Margaret Sanders ••••••• 1900 ••• ,:,1927 •••
Dorothy Catherine Vonfeld •••••• 1900 •••.•••••••
Albina Clementine Kuhn ••••••••• 1903 •••••••• •••
Ventura Elizabet h Berens • •• •••• 190~ ••• *1919 •••
Hedwig Barbara Braun ••••••.•••• 1904 •••••••••••
Firmina Margaret Vonfeld ••••••• 1904 ••••••• • •.•
Lambertine Agnes Gerber •••••••• 1907 •••••••••••
Blandine Margaret Kuhn ••••••••• 1907 •••••••••••

20.
PP• 3-99.

32

43
1-4
27
3
58
27
48
45
15
43
43
41
41

St. Agnes Convent Register, Fond Du Lac , Wis .

* Deceased.
,:,*

15
16
21
53
59
37

Left Order.
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Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.

Pancratia Mary Vonfeld ••••••••
Liberata R0 se Schumacher ••••••
Killian Catherine Weigel ••••••
Herman Joseph Barbara Weigel ••
Emrneram Eva Brungardt •••••••••
Georgine Rose Sander ••••••••••
Agnes Teel a Von Lintel. • • • • • • •
Marietta Margaret Dreiling ••••
Angelita Felicitas Dreiling •••
Victorine Elizabeth Scheck ••••
Felicitas Cecilia Dreiling ••••
Perpetua Monica Brungardt •••••
Anselm Philomene Kuhn ••••• • • • •
Thecla Catherine Sanders ••••••
Viola Rose Goetz... • • • • • • • • • • •
Almeda Albin g Kuhn •••.••••••••
Verda Ida Goetz •••••••••••••••
Virgila Lidwina Kuhn •••.•.••••
Cyprian Adeline Kuhn ••••••.•••
Liboria Basilia Lang ••••••••••
Emeline Celestina Dreiling ••••
Terentia Bertha Linenberger .•.
Annabel Blanche Dreiling ••••••
Francis Borgia Helen Dreiling.
Consolata Mary Wasinger •••••••
Antholine Cecelia Kuhn • • ••••••
Augustine Bertha Brungardt. • . •
Mary Bridget Catherine Wittman
Nicholine ary Kuhn •••••••••••
Angela Helen Berens •••••••••••
~ary Zita Josephine Lang ••••••
Appolonia Bertha Dinkel •••••.•
Wendelin Catherine Lang •••••••
Raphael Mary Younger. • • • • • • • • •
Bernardine Theresa Dreiling •••
Helene Viola Wellbrock ••••••••
Dolorosa Alice G0 etz ••••••••••
Thomas More :rv-ary Lang •••••••••
1 ary Donna Pauline Dreiling •••
Lucy Ann Mildred Wasinger •••••
Ronalda Mildred Wellbrock •••••

* Deceased.
::,>~ Left Order.

Years of
Service
1907 ••••••••••• 41
1908 ••••••••••• 40
1908 ••••••••••• 40
1908 ••••••••••• 40
1909 ••• *1941 ••• 42
1910 ••••••••••• 38
1910. • • . • • • • • . • 3 8
1910 ••••••••••• 38
1913 ••••••••••• 35
1914 ••••••••••• 34
1915 ••••••••••• 33
1915 ••• ~:'1933 ••• 18
1918 ••••••••••• 30
1919 •••..•••••• 29
1921.. • • • • • • • • • 27
1921 ••••••••••• 27
1922 •••.••••••• 26
1922 ••••••••••• 26
1923 •••••.•••• • 25
1923 •.••••••••• 25
1923 •••.••••••• 25
1924 •••••..•••• 24
1925 ••••••••••• 23
1925 •.•....•.•• 23
1925 ••••.•••••• 23
1926 ••••••••••• 22
192 6 ••• : ." *193 2. • 6
1927 ••••••••••• 21
1927 ••••••••••• 2i
1930 ••••••••••• 18
1930 ••••••••••• 18
1933 ••••••••••• 15
1934 ••••••••••• 14
193 5. • . • • • • . • • • 13
1937 .•••• •• •••• 11
193 8 •••••••.••• 10
193 8 ••••••••••• 10
1939 •• ,:~::<1942... 3
193 9 ••••••••••• 9
1939 ••••••••••• 9
1940 ••••••••••• 8
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Years of
Service
Sr. Lioba Dolores Dinkel •••••••••• 1940 ••••••••••• 8
Religious service years •••••.••••••••••••• 1673
Sisters of St. Joseph

21

Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.

Frederick Catherine Brungardt •• 1907 •••••••••••
Edward Catherine Brungardt ••••• 1908 •• *1930 ••••
Odella Mary Pfeifer •••••••••••• 1909 •••••••••••
Theodore Beata Pfeifer ••••••••• 1909 •••••••••••
Amelia Catherine Lang •••••••••• 1909 •••••••••••
Vincentia Rose Pfeifer ••••••••• 1911 •••••••••••
Benedict Eva Brungardt ••••••••• 1911 ••••••••• e.
Conrad Susanna Brungardt ••••••• 1917 •••••••••••
Baptista Clara Pfeifer •••.••••• 1919 •••••••••••
Rose de Lima Emerentia
Brungardt ••...•••.••••••••••••• 1925 •• *1940 ••• •
Sr. Lioba Marie Regina Brungardt ••• 1926 ••••••••• ••
Sr. Rose Catherine Lidwina

41
22
39
39
39
37
37
31
29

Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.

17
17
19
14
35
31
31
31
29
26
26
25
22

15
22

Brungardt .. ................... . 1928... . . . . . . . . 20

Norbertine Albina Dreiling ••••• 1931 •••••••••••
Laurita Celestine Dinkel ••••••• 1931 •••.•••••••
Antonio Anna Dreiling •••••••••• 1929 •••••••••••
Emerentia Agatha Brungardt ••••• 1934 •••••••••••
Mary Margaret Ida Linnenb erger.1913 ••••• . •••••
Cosmas Adelaide Weigel ••••••••• 1917 •••••••••••
Damian Appolonia Weigel •••••••• 1917 •••••••••••
Roberta Genevieve Dreiling ••••• 1917 •••••••••••
Ermelina Dorothy Wasinger •••••• 1919 •••••••••••
Adeline Wathilda Wasinger •••••• 1922 •••••••••••
Virginita Otilia Dreiling •••••• 1922 •••••••••••
Agneta Margaret Kuhn ••••••••••• 1923 •••••••••••
Teresina Regina Rome ••••••••••• 1926 •••••••••••
Frances Therese Albina
Billinger •••••••••••••••••••••• 1926 •••••••••••
Sr. Clarice Lucianna Richmeier ••••• 1928 •••.•••••••
Sr. Agnella Mary Scheck •••••••••••• 1929 ••.••••••••
Sr. Margaret Louise Josephine
Windholtz ••..•••••••••••••••••• 1929 •••••••••••

22
20
19
19

21.· Nazareth Motherhouse and Novitiate Convent
Register, Concordia, Kansas, pp . 10-41.

* Deceased.
*:..ic

Left Order.
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Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.

Years of
Service
Anna Rita Amelia Brungardt ••••• 1929 ••••••••••••• 19
Huberta Clara Dreiling ••••••••• 1930 ••••••••••••• 18
Anna Matilda Clara Kuhn •••••••• 1930 ••••••••••••• 18
Hildalita ~atilda Witmann •••••• 1931 ••••••••••••• 17
Edwina Annetta Bieker •••••••••• 1931 ••••••••••••• 17
Frances Hubert Cecelia
Brungardt . ................••.• . 1931. . . . . . . . . . • . . 17

Sr. Anna Josita Catherine
Hammerschmidt ••••.••••••••••••• 1931 ••••••••••••·•
Sr. Valerian Helen Brungardt ••••••• 1931 •••••••••••••
Sr. Laureta Celestine Dinkel ••••••• 1932 •••••••••••••
Sr. Godfrey Eveline Sanders •••••••• 1933 •••••••••••••
Sr. Cleta Philomene Pfeifer •••••••• 1934 •••••••••••••
Sr. Mary Jane Frances Pfeifer •••••• 1935 •••••••••••••
Sr. Concepta Loretto ~ermis ••.••••• 1937 •••.•••••••••
Sr. Florence R0 se Marie Dreiling ••• 1945 ••• o•••••••••
Sr. Rose Beatrice Cecelia Dreiling.1945 •••••••••••••

17
17
16
15
14
13
11
3
3

Religious service years ••••••••••••••••••••• • 989
Sisters in Various Orders 22
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.

Aquina Helen Brungardt, O.S.B •• 1923 •••••••••••••
Raymonda n ary Braun, A.PP.S •••• 1934 •••••••••••••
Alma Adelburg Leiker, O. P~ ••••• 1935 •••••••••••••
Angela Luch Leiker, O••••••••• 1935 •••••••••••••

25
14
13
13

Religious service years •••••••••••••••••••••• 65
Summing up the total contribution made by the
Victoria priests and Sister Religious plus the two young
men in the Religious Brotherhood we fin d the Victoria
colony contributing a total of 3099 years of reli gious
service to the field of religion.
The Victoria colony has contributed 110 ladies to
various Religious Orders.

St. Fidelis parish today

22. Taken from the Convent Registers of t h e three
Convents concerned.
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numbers 340 families made u p of 1500 souls under t he direc23
tion of Fr. Iraeneus Reinl, OFM. Cap.
The Victoria colony has the distinction of mothering five other communities : gorham 1893 , St . Peter 1894,
Emmerarn 1899, Walker 1903, and Vincent 1907.

The Gorham

parish is under t he direction of Rev . J. A. Peters and
has 110 families consisting of 500 souls.

The parish has

an elementary school taught by three Sisters of St . Joseph
with 70 pupils.

The parish formerly had a high school
24
but merged with the Gorham Rural High School in 1940.
The St. Peter parish, Borland, Kansas, bas a membership of 600 and is under the pastorshi p of Rev . John

Mueller.

A modern two-story brick school is attended by

110 pupils taught by four Si st ers of St. Joseph.

25

The Emmeram parish h as 231 members but _no parochial
school.

The members receive their spiritual guidance from

Rev. Camillus J. Schmitt,
26
Catherine, Kansas.
Rev. Robert

1

on·.

Cap., who resides at

eis, OFM. Cap., has charge of the

23. Personal interview with Fr . Iraeneus Reinl, Ofl~ .
Cap., June 22, 1948 .
24.
24, 1948.

Personal interview with Rev . J. A. Peters, June

25. Personal interview with Rev. John Mueller,
June 24, 1947.
26. Personal interview with Rev. Camillus J.
Schmitt, OFM. Cap., Victoria, Kansas. June 24, 1948.
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Walker parish and has 65 families totaling 250 souls.
Thirty-eight children attend the parochial school taught
by two Sisters of St. Agnes.

The paris h has contributed

two priests to the field of religion, Re v. John Leiker who
has been bed-ridden at St. Mary's Hospital, Kansas Ci ty,
Missouri, since 1923; and Rev. Paul Berens, OSB., a teacher
at St. Benedict's, Atchison, Kansas.

27

Victoria's Contribution to Education
The Herzo g colony, now known as Victoria, establ ishe d
public school District No. 7 in 1877 called the Herzog
District.

No school building was built but classes we re

held in the Alois Dreiling Home taught by a Mr. Rowe.

\1r .

Peter Linnenberger, who had studied in t he seminary at
Saratov, Russia, taught priva e school, first in the home
of John Sander, and later in the .lois Dreiling home where
he succeeded Mr. Rowe in September 1877 and taught the
public school till September 1879 when the first parochial
school was set up.

Two Sisters of the St. Agnes Order,

Fond Du Lac, Wisconsin arrived in Victoria August 29, 1879
to take up the teaching duties of Mr. Linnenberger .

The

two pioneer teachers were known as Sister Agatha and Sister
Aurea.

These two Sisters taught school in t he church built

27. Personal interview with Rev. Robert l1J1eis, OFivl .
Cap., Walker, Kansas. June 24, 1948.
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by the Hon. W. C. Maxwell which served the double purpose
of church and school, a movable partition dividing off the
sanctuary.

The school benches were re moved each Friday by

the . children, stacked outside and taken in again on Monday
morning for school.

The Si sters lived in the Alois Dreil-

ing home and continued to use the Iv1axwell church for school
until 1888 when a new school 66 x 30 x 23 feet of native
rock was built.
built.

At the same time a Sisters' residence was

The new school proved too small in ten years time

and a two-story structure of native stone was ere ct ed
containing eight classrooms for the small sum of _rl81 6 .
In 1918 the high school was set up usin g one room in the
elementary school and one in the Sisters' residence.

This

set-up proved unsatisfactory and in 1922 a brick school was
built, 76 x 50 x 33 feet for a c

t of $30,000.

The elemen-

tary school was part parochial and part public, two teachers
being paid by the district.

In 1938 the entire elementary

school becrune a public school.
public high school in 1940.

The high school became a

Today the Victoria district

is building a modern high school with all facilities to
cost $360,000.

28

The Victoria colony has contributed two Superintendents of Public Instruction to Ellis County in the persons

28. Personal interview with Peter Quint, School
Board Director, Victoria Rural High School . June 22, 1948.
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of Anthony Kuhn and Joseph T. Pfeifer.

Mr. Kuhn served

two terms 1909-1913 and Mr. Pfeifer served five terms 193329
1943. The following is a list of teachers fro m Victoria,
and _the number of years they have taught in both ' elementary
and secondary schools.

Name

Years Taught
Elementary
Secondary

Andres, Josephine •.••••••••••• 1
Arnold, Nick •••••••••••••••••• 2
Arnold, Harriett..... • • • • • • • • • • 2
Arnold, H. D •••••••••••••••••• 3
Bender, Ernrna. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2
Bender, Hilda ••••••••••••••••• 1
Billinger, Albina ••••••••••••• 3
Billinger, Catherine •••••••••• 1
Billinger, Mrs. Irene ••••••••• 4
Billinger, Kate •••••••••••.••• 5
Bollig, Adolph. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2
Bollig, Frank •••••••••.••••••• 1
Brun~ardt, A. B••••••••••••••• 1
Brungardt, Adolphina •••••••.•• 2
Brungardt, Ambrose •••••••••••• 1
Brungardt, Ambrose •••••••••••• 2
Brungardt, August ••••••••• •
3
Brungardt, Bernard •••.•••••••• 3
Brungardt, Bernice •••••••••••• 6
Brungardt, Clara .•••••..•••••• 5
Brungardt, Dom. J •••••••••••• 10
G

Brungardt,
Brungardt,
Brungardt,
Brungardt,
Brungardt,
Brungardt,
Brungardt,
Brungardt,

••

(1$94)
•••••••••••••• 2

(1 896 )

••••••• ••• ••••
..............

3
$

(Prin. R. H.S •. 5
#1, Schoenchen)

Herbert •••.•.•••••• 1
Kate ••••••••••••••• 5 (1 898- 1902)
Katherine •••••••••. 2
Louis. • • • . . • • . . . • • • 4
Magdalen ••••••••••• 3
Maggie c •..•..•...• 17 (1 898-1914)
Margaret ••••••••••• 12 • • . • • • • • • • • • • • 8
Mary ••••••••••••••• 1

29. Taken from the Ellis County Superint endent of
Public Instruction records, Hays, Kansas, and a personal
interview with Anthony Kuhn, Victoria, Kansas, June 21,
1943.
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Elementary
Brungardt, Matil ida •••. .. .•••• 3
Brungardt , M. B••••••••••••••• 7 (1896-1902 )
Brungardt, M. c •...........•.. 8
Brungar dt , Pauline ••••••• •••• 12
Brungardt , Regina •••• • •.••••• • 1
Di nkel , Adol ph J ....
2
Dinkel , Bert ha ......
6
Dinkel , Dominic... • • • • • • • • • • • • 1
Dinkel, Eugene •••••••••••••••• 2
Dinkel, Geor ge •••••••••••••••• 23
Dinkel, I s abe l •••••••••••• • ••• 4
Dinkel , Pet er J ••••••••••••••• 5
Dinkel, R. J .....
••••••••
1
Drei li ng , Ada V..... ......
5
Dreil i ng , Agnes .....
3
Dreili n g , Al bina ••••••••.•• • •• 2
Dreiling , Alex ............
2
Dreiling , Alvin ••••••••••••••• 2
Dreiling , Anton ••••••••• • ••••• 9

Secondar y

.............

Dreiling , B. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1

Dreiling , B. M••••••••.•••.• 2
Dreiling , Dori s ••••••••••••••• 2
Dreiling, Edwin J ••••••••••••• 1
Dreiling , Frank A••••••••••••• 2
Dreiling, Gerhar d . • • • • . • • • • • • • 3
Dreiling , I rene ••••••••••••• •• 2
Dreiling, Leon a ••••••••••• • ••• 1
Dreiling , Pauline ••••••••• • ••• 1
Dreiling , Phi lomine. • • • • • • • • 2
Dreiling , Rich ............
2
Dreiling , Rose •••••••••••••••• 4
Dreiling , Wendelin A...
• ••• 1
Drei l i ng , Wm. A••••••••••••••• 3
Dre i ling , Regin a •••.•••••••• 1
Geist, August •• •••..•.••••••• 1
Geist, J ewel •••••••••• • •.••• • • 1
Ge i st, 1'fagdal en ... • • • • • • • • • • • • 2
Georg, Ot i l ia •••••.••••••••••• 2
Gerstner, Gath . J ••••••••••••• 3
Gerstner, Fred. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 3
Goet z, Agatha ... • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1
Goetz, Iv a •••••••••••••••••••• 1
Goetz, Joe •••••••••••••••••••• 4
Go et z , Mar garet ••••••••••••••• 1
Goe tz , Simon •••••••••••••••••• 6
Graf , Christina ••• • •••••• • •••• 13
Gross, Irlene •••••••••.••••••• 3
Gross, Lawrenc e •••••••••.••• 1
Gross, Mary Lois ••••..•.. • •••• 1

10
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Elementary
Gross, Virginia............
2
Hammerschmidt, Ray ••••••••.••• 8
Hammerschmidt, Sophie....
2
Hauser, Ben. • . . • • • • •
••
2
Hauser, Elizabeth.......
5
Hauser, Gladys........
1
Hauser, Sophie Josie...
2
Hayser, Margaret •••••••••• 2
Knoll, Anna.....
1
Knoll, Helen. • . •
••••
6
Knoll, Lorina...
••
1
Kraus, Esther.
••••
•• 6
Kraus, I da I •••••••••••••••• 4
Kuhn, Adeline..... ••• •••
l
Kuhn, Anton....
.17
Kuhn, Baltasar.....
•••
1
Kuhn, Basilia..
••••••
3
Kuhn, Clara ••••••••••••••••• 2
Kuhn, John M..........
4
Kuhn, Leo. • • • • • • • • •••••••••• 10
Kuhn, Mrs. Leo.
• ••••••••• 1
Kuhn, Leo J ••••••••••••••••• 18
Kuhn, Leona..... •••••••
1
Kuhn, Louise....
1
Kuhn, Martina...
• • ••• 1
Kuhn, Mary...... •••• • ••
2
Kuhn, Matilda......
5
Kuhn, Otilia...........
2
Lang, A. J. • • • . . • . • • .
6
Linnenberger, Joe P...
• •••• 2
Mermis, J. A••••••••••••••.••• 4
f~ ller, Scholastica ••••••••••• 3
Munk, IVargaret...... • ••••••• 3
Pfeifer, Albina.....
3
Pfeifer, Alice •••••••••••••• 2
Pfeifer, Esther ••••••••••••• 1
Pfeifer, Fred ••••••••••••••• 6
Pfeifer, Herb....
• ••••••• 5
Pfeifer, Joe L. •• • • •
• ••• 4
Pfeifer, Laura......
••
3
Pfeifer, Mary....
• ••••••• 2
Pfeifer, Rose M..
• •• 3
Pfeifer, Severina..........
6
Pfeifer, Winifred. •••••••
1
Polecyn, Loretta....
• •• 20
2
Quint, Eugene.......
Quint, Lydia.............
2
Quint, Stella ••••••••••••••••• 1

Secondary

1

(1898- 1914)

(1877- 1878)
(1899- 1902 )

(1883 -1888)
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Elementary
Riedel, Albert •••••••••••••••• 1
Rie del, Albert, Jr •••••••••••• 3
Riede l , Betty ••••••••••••••••• 2
Riedel, rs. Blanche ••••..•••• 4
Riedel , Harold •••••••••••••••• 6
Riedel, Helen ••••••••••••••••• 1
Riedel, Mrs. Ma tilda •••••••••• 3
Robben, Ri ta •••••••••••••••••• 19
Rohleder, Bernard ••••••••••••• 1
Rome, Alex .... • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1
Rome, Fridolin •••••••••••••••• 1

Secondary

..............

2

Rome , Joe J • • • • • . • . • . • • • • • • • . • 2

Rome , John H••••.............. 3
Rome, Peter ••••••••••••••••••• 4
Rome , J\I rs • Rose • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • 4
Rome, Wendelin ••.••••••••.•••• 1
Sander, Alfred ••••••.••..••••• 3
Sander, Barbara ••••••••••••••• 5
Sander, Her man . • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1
Sander, I rene ••••••••••••••••• 2
Sander Nel li e ••••••••••.•••••• 1
Sander, Silvester ••••••••••••• 1
Sander, Wendelin J •••••••••••• 13
Sanders, Florence ••••••••••••• 6
Schamber, Rich ••.••••••••••••• 2
Scheck, Wendelin •••• • ••••••••• 2
Schmidt, Anna •••••• •• ••••••••• 4
Schmidt, Killian ••••••.••.•••• 1
Schmidtberger, Alvina ••••••••• 5
Schmidtberger, Ar mella •••••••• 1
Schmidtberger, Georgina ••••••• 8
Schmidtberger, Nick J ••••••••• 5
Schneider, El sie •••.•••••••••• 1
Schreiner, Adol ph F ••••••••••• 8
Schreiner, ~rs. Vida •••••••••• 1
Schumacher, Mrs. C. A••••.• • •• 1
Schumacher, Nirs. Irene •••..••• 1
Schumac her, Nick J •••••••••••• 7
Schumacher, Peter ••••••••••••• 1
Schumacher, Ruby.. • • • • • • • • • • • • 5
Shoemaker, Ruth I ••••••••••••• 1
Toepfer, Fred ••••••••••••••••• 1
Toepfer, Victor ••••••••••••••• 6
Vonfeldt, Christine ••••••••••• 1
Vonf eldt, Elsie ••••••.•••••••• 1
Vonfeldt, Josephine ••••.•••••• 2
Vonfeldt, Lidwina ••••••••••••• 14
Vonfeldt, Malasina •••.•••••••• 2
Vonfeldt, Mabel ••••••••••••••• 1

3

6
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Elementary
Vonfeldt, ~ elasina ••••••••••••
Von Lintel, l\.iary • •••••••.•••••
Von Lintel, ~ary ••.•••••••••••
Wasinge r, Adolph J ••.••..•••••
Wasinger, Augusta •••••••••••••
Wasinger, Vlm • •••••••••••••••••
Wei gel, An.selm••••••••••••••••
Wei gel, B. A• •• • • • • • •• • • ••• • • •
Wei ge l, Ben . ..............•...
Weigel, Ce lestin e •••••••••••••
Weigel, Cl ara . ................
Wei gel, Rev. Edgar ••••••••••••
Weig el, Elea.rior •.••••.•••..•..
Weigel, Elsie . ................
Wei ge l , Fre d , Jr• • ... • . • • . • • • •
Wei gel, Harold ••••••••••••••••
Weigel, Hattie ••••••••••••••••
Weigel, Ida . .............. • • • •
Weigel, Joe • •••••••••••••• • • • •
Wei gel, Joe J • •..•.•...••••...
Wei gel, Joe, Jr • ....... • ..... •
Wei gel, Lidwina •••••••••••••••
Weigel, Lydia •••••.•...•••••..
Wei gel, lviauri ce •••••••••••••••
Weig el, o. p • .•••.•....•......
Wei gel, Otto . .....•. . ..•.....•
Wei gel, Pauline •••••••••••••••
Weig el, Philipa ...............
Wittman, Basilia ••••••.•••••••
Wittman, Ell a . ................
Wittman, Genevieve ••••••••••••
Younger, Mildred ••••••.•••••••

Secondary

1
1
1

4
3

1
$

3
1

4
4
3

2

..............

1

..............

4

3
2

1

2

2
6

1
1

4
2

2

3
3
3

1
1

4
7
3

Educational service years •• 722 •••••••••••••• 53
Sisters of St. Agnes
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.

30

Angelita Dreiling ••••••••• 21 •••••••••••••• 14
Donna Dreiling •••••••••••• 9
Felicitas Dreiling •••••••• 21
Felicitas Dreiling •••••••• 33 (music)
Francis Borgia Dreiling ••• 20

JO. Taken from the Teachers Register of the
Religious Orders concerned.
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Elementary
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.

Se con dary

Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.

Lambertine Gerber ••••••••
Verda Goetz ••••••••••••••
Viola Goetz ••••••••••••••
Al meda Kuhn •• ••••••••••••
An t holine l\uhn . .....••.•.
Basili a Kuhn •••••• •••••••
Hilda Quint • .........•...
Josepha Quint ••••••••••••
Georgi ne Sander ••••••••••
Victorine Scheck •••••••••
Liberata Schumacher ••••••
Anna V0 nf eld •••••••••••••
Anges Von Lintel •••••••••
Lioba Von Li ntel •••••••••
Consol at a Wasinger •••••••
Lucy Ann Wasinger ••••••••
Melene Wellbrock •••••••••
Rona l da Wellbroc k ••••••••
Bridget Wittman ••••••••••

41
26
27
3 .............. 24
15
44
35
43
24 • ....•.••••••• 14
18
40
32
32 . .......... . .. 6
33
23
9
10

Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.

Raymonda Braun, A. PP. S •••
Lioba Brungardt ••••••••••
Agnet a Kuhn •••.••••••••••
Am elia Lari g • •••••••••••••
Theodore Pf e i f er, C. S.J ••
Vin centia Pfe ifer •••••.••
Cyr i lla Richmei er ••••••••
Tersina Rome ••• ••••••••••
Serena Ron1e • •••••••••••••
Godf rey Sanders ••••••••..
Er melina Wasin ger ••••••••
Cosmas t eig el ••••••..••••

12
19
19
10 . ............. 22
32
1 0 . ............. 20
19
15
19
13
23
10 . ....... . .... . 15

Sr.

8

21

Educational service years. 789 ••••••••••••• 125
Glancing at t h e list of t eachers we find that the
lay te a chers contribut ed 722 years of service in the
elementary level an d 53 ye ar s i n t he secondary .

This

contri bution was made by 208 l ay te achers of the Victoria
colony to t he fie l d of edu c at i on i n t he St ate of Kansas
The reli gious Sister tea ch er~, 36 i n number ,
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contributed 789 years of teaching on the elementary level
and 125 years on the secondary.
The Vict ori a colony today has both elementary and
seconda ry sc hools under a district set-up.

In the

elementary school eight teachers are employed teaching 350
pupils and in the secondary, eleven teachers minister to
31
15 0 students.

31. Personal interview with Fr. Iraeneus Reinl,
OFM. Cap., June 22, 1948 , Victoria, Kansas.
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CHAPTER VI
MUNJOR
Munjor, Kansas, located on the west si de of Bi g
Creek, Sect i on 25, Wheatland Townshi p 14, Range 17, Ellis
County, was founded by emi grants from Obermonjour, Her zog ,
Wittman, Marienthal, Schoenchen and Gattung , Russi a .

Th ey

came by way of Hamburg-New York leaving Saratov, Rus s ia
July 8, 1876.

i t

Eydkuhnen the part y sepa r a t ed , t he

emigrants from Herzog decided to go to Ameri ca by way of
Bremen on a North-American Lloyd liner, t h e others chose
Hamburg as t he point of embar kati on.

1

These founders of ~unjor were: Jaco b Engel, John
Berg 5, Frank Leik er 4, Henry Lei ke r 4, Jacob Leik er 4,
Joseph Leiker 3, Konrad Lei ker 3, Michael Le ik er 4,
Nicholas Leiker 4, Peter Lei ke r 6, all of Ob ermonjour,
Russia.

From Wittman, Russia, came John Dechant 4, John

Herl 6, Henry h~iller 2, Henry Ruder 7, Stanisl aus Ruder 3,
Joseph Schreibvogel, Anton Schumache r 5, George Schumacher

3, Henry Schumacher 4, and i\·rs. Catherine Schumacher 5.
From 1V arienthal, Russia came Nicholas Eberle 6, Peter
Gross 5,

Iathias Rohr 6, Peter Rohr 4.

From Gattung ,

1. Ellis and Rush County Jubilee Committee, GermanRussian Settlements of Ellis County, Kansas. Compiled by
B. M. Dreiling (Hays: Ellis County News, 1926), p. 60.
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Russia came Peter Stoecklein 7, Anton Schneider 5, and
the John Goetz family consisting of six members fr om
Herzog.

From Schoenchen, Russi a came Anton Wasinger 8,

and Anton Wasinger, Jr. 4.

2

Arriving in New York towards the end of' July they
wended their way westward and stopped over several days
in Herzog, Kansas, in the meantime exploring the territory
on and near Big Creek.

They moved to a place on the creek

north of the present Munj or site.

Spending two months on

that site they decided to move farther south a nd bui l t
their homes in Section 25 of the pres ent iunjor s ite .

The

Ellis County Star, Vol. 1, No . 17, July 27, 1876 announced
their arrival: "Two carloads of Russians arrived here
Wednesday morning.

The two car-loads contained but ten

families--eleven to the fam·1y."

The editor in a later

issue editorilized: "Our county is settling up rapidly.

A

large majority of Russians arriving in Kansas during the
past year have settled within its boundaries, and with out
doubt, all those on their way to the state will do the
same."

Vol. 1, No . 23, August 31, 1876.

The editor's

statement that all those on their way to the state will
settle in Ellis County was true.

Before the end of 1876

2. Rev. Francis s. Laing, OFM. Cap., GermanRussian Settlements in Ellis County, Kansas (Topeka, 1910),
p. 497. Collectionsof the Kansas State Historical Society.
Kansas State Printing Offic e. Vol. 11, 1910.
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more emi grants arrived to settle in Munjor: 3 Anton Befort

3, Konrad Befort 3, iV-ichael Graf , Christ i na Herl, John
Klaus 3, John Krannawitter, Jacob Leiker 4, Jacob Lei ker

4, Jacob Pfannenstiel all from Obermonjour, Russia.

August

1878 brought Gerard Befort 6, Anton Dechant 4, Carl Dechant

5, Jacob Engel 6, Peter Klaus 8, John Pfan nenstiel 5, Conra d
Rupp 9, John Stoecklein from Obermonjour, Russia.

Two

weeks later Anton Gabel joined the colonists at Mun j or.
f1unjor has the distinction of. havin g t h ree of the
five original explorers of 1874 make t heir h omes in it s
boundaries, Peter Leiker, Obermonjour; Peter St oecklein,
4
Zug; and Anton Wasinger, Schoenchen, Russi a.
The same year the colonists arrived at Mun j or the y
purchased Section 25, Township 14, Rang e 17 and organized
the J.unjor Land and Grazi g Company without any le gal
status.

This company, on October 11, 1882 at t he sugge s-

tion of John Schlyer, called the " Russenvater" because of
his many helpful and kind deeds to the colonists, was
incorporated.

Part of the section was surveyed by G. R.

Wolf for the town site, each holder of a lot being a
member of the Munjor Land and Grazing Company.

The

remainder served as grazing land for the use of all members.

3.

bidem, p. 498.

4.

Ibidem, p. 500.
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The charter, printed at Hays in 1882, required that the
company shall continue fifty years, that five directors
be its officers; president, secretary and treasurer; that
the _capital be $10,000, divided into 200 shares of $ 50
each; that no interest in land holdings of the company be
mortgaged, sold or transferred without the consent of twothirds of the members.

The by-laws required quarterly

meetings (Art. 6) and an annual election of directors
(Art. 2.)

The cattle charge per month was ten cents in

1888; 15 cents in 1895 ; and 10 cents in 1898 as recorded in
the minutes of the company, page 66.

On August 15, 1888,

the south half of the section was sold.
to disband the company failed.

The court, February 20,

1897 upheld the conservative party.
were given for the town

In 1897 an effort

ots only.

In January 1899, deeds
Unfortunately for the

peace of the colony, the settlers were incapable of
properly handling the corporation affairs and two factions
developed in vunjor with many fights and quarrels resulting.

After futile attempts to settle matters in court,

the two factions settled their affairs out of court, the
Munjor Town and Grazing Company was dissolved and peace
again rei gned in Munjor much to the relief and satisfaction
of all Munjor settlers.

5.

5

Ibidem, p. 514.
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Munjor's Contribution to Relig~on
Next to ho me and family, the object of great est
concern to the ~unjor settlers was the House of God.

And

thus in Munjor we find the people, immediately after
completing their own houses, castin g about for means to
build a suitable church.

As early as 1877 they suc ceeded

in erecting a small frame church 40 x 20 feet with foot
boards walled out with rocks and slats on the outside
over the foot board cracks.

Durin g its construction, Mass

was said by Father Wibbert and Fath er Sommereisen in private
homes, the first bein g said in the home of Anton Wasinger.
The two priests came once a month.

On t he other Sundays

the Munjor people went to Fort Hays wh enever the Army
Chaplain said

ass there.

In 1878 the Capuchin Fathers fro m Vic toria took
charge of the parish and have had it as their charge ever
since.

The church built in 1877 soon proved too small and

a sixteen foot addition was added.

The corner stone of

the stone structure was laid on Passion Sunday, 1889,
the dedication on Trinity Sunday, 1890 performed by Rev.
Francis Wolf, Orl'1 . Cap.

6

In 1931 fire of unknown origin destroyed the structure
of 1889 which was restored in 1932-1933 at the low cost of

6.

Ibidem, p. 507.
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$25,000 due to much free labor.

The present hospice was

built in August 1902 at the low figure of $ 5,000.

.

parish plant today is valued at $150,000.

The

7

The Munjor parish has given five sons to the priesthood.

Re v. Celestine Pfannenstiel, ordained June 10, 1930,

is now located in Silver Springs, Maryland, doing missionary work in t .he United States and at times con ducts
missions in Kansas.

Rev . Celestine I. Rohr, OFL

Cap .,

ordained June 10 , 1940, is a printer in the religious book
shop of the Capuchin Order, Alverno, Pennsylvania.

Re v.

Hyacinth Grabbe, OFM. Cap., ordained June 14, 1931 helps
in religious work in Ellis County and teaches at St.
Joseph's Military Academy, Hays, Kansas .

Rev. Herman

Joseph Leiker, ORM. Cap., ordained September 22, 1918 is
now past?r at Wheeling ,

T

st Virginia.

Rev . Raphael

Engel, OYM. Cap., ordained June 10, 1925, is pastor of the
Atwood Parish and the Capuchin lVIissions in northwest
Kansas.

8

Two of the young men of the parish joined the
Brothers of the Capuchin Order and are devoting t h eir lives
to religion in St. Fidelis Monastery , Victoria, Kansas.

7.

pp. 10-30.

St. Francis Church Records, Munjor, Kansas,

8. Catalogue of the Capuchins, Pennsylvania
Province (Pittsburgh: St. Joseph's Protectory Press, 1940),
pp. 104-26.
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Brother Paschal Leiker, July 13, 1926 and Brother Eldred
9
Herrman, May ; l9, 1931.
Another contribution of the Munjor colony is the
Our Lady of Help parish in Antonino, Kans a s, started in

1906.

Father Walter Herrmann, OFlv1. Cap. is the pastor and

has 59 families with 330 souls belonging to his parish.
In the school three Sisters of St. Agnes Order teach 67
10
children.
The Munjor colony made a large contribution to t he
Sacred Heart parish in Ness City, Kansas, where t oday a
large parish of 150 families is under the past or ship of
Rev. Flavin Meis, OFM. Cap., a n ative s on of Severin, t he
daughter parish of Catherine, Kansas.

11

The Munjor colony today has 90 families tot aling

460 souls and has 97 chil dren in school with four teac hers
of the St. Agnes Order of Sisters in charge.

The ~unjor

parish is administered to by Father I gnatius Weisbruch,
OFM. Cap.

12

9.

Ibidem, pp. 126-127r

10 . Personal interview with Rev. Walter Herrmann ,
OFM . Cap . , Munjor, Kansas . June 24, 1948.

11 . Personal interview with Rev. Flavin Meis, OFM.
Cap., Hays, Kansas . June 21, 1948.

12 . Personal interview with Rev. Ignatius Weisbruch, OFivi . Cap., Munjor, Kansas. June 24, 1948 .
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The religious contributions made by 62 young ladies
follows:
Sisters of St. Agnes, Fond Du Lac, Wisconsin

Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.

Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr .
Sr .
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr .
Sr.
Sr.

Hortulana Anna Leiker ••••••••••
Rose Mary Ruder •••••••••••••••.
Marina Catherine Goetz •••••••••
Aquina Catherine Leiker ••••••••
Felicia Appolonia Wasinger •••••
Rosaline Josephine Ruder •••••••
Laurentia Anna Denning ••••.••. •
Clarita Pauline Klaus ••••••••••
Laurinda Elizabeth Pfannenstiel
Florian Germaine Pfannenstiel ••
Silveria Emma Boos ..•...•.•••••
Clemenza Agnes Wasinger •••••.•.
Agnes Mary Grab be ••.•.•••.••• ••
Antonius Regina Gabel •••••.•..•
Audrey Bertha Pfannenstiel .•••.
Virgil Mary Pfann enstiel ••..•.•
Carmelyn I rene Pfannenstiel •.••
Flavia Lidwina Herl •••••••••.•.
Waltrude Dorothy Leiker •••....•

13

Years of
Service
1891 •• *1919 •••• 28
1903 . ......... . 45
1903 . ......... . 45
1904 . ......... . 44
1908 .......... . 40
1908. ·**1918 ••• 10
1909 .. *~~1938 ••• 29
1912 . ......... . 36
1914 •. *1944 •.•• 30
1916 . ......... . 32
1922 . ......... . 26
192 2 . ..... .... . 26
1922 . ........ . . 26
1926 . ......... . 22
193 3 •....••.•.• 15
193 4 . ....... .. 14
193 6 . ......... . 12
193 7 . ......... . 11
1942 •• **1946 ••• 4
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Munjor Sisters of St. Joseph, Concordia 14
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr .
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.

Leonilla Anna Sauer . ...........
Marie Alma Victoria Grabbe •••••
Frances Cunnigunda Grabbe .•.•.•
Teresita Agnes Fisher ••..••..••
Agnese artina Grab be • •••••••••
Celestine Rosaline Ruder •••••••
Gaudentia Caroline Kronewitter.
Agatha Barbara Reichert ••••••••
Firmina Alexia Befort •....•••••
Lillian Seraphine Urban .• •••..•

1921 . .......... 27
1921 . ...... . ... 27

1923 .. ......... 25
1924 . .... . ..... 24
1 92 9 ••••••••••• 19
193 5 ••••••••••• 13
193 7 . .......... 11
193 9 . .......... 9
1941 ...... ..... 7
1941 .. ......... 7

13. St . Agnes Convent Register, Fond Du Lac,
Wisconsin, pp~ 3-99.
14. Nazereth Motherhouse and Novitiate Register,
Concordia, Kansas. pp. 10-40.

*

*,:~

Deceased.
Left Order

Sisters of Most Precious Blood,

Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
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15
ichita

Years of
Service
Alban 1 atilda Rohr •••••.••••••• 1918 ••••••.•••• 30
Pe tronilla Philomenia Leiker ••• 1920 ••••••••••• 28
Cyril Ma ry Leiker •••••••••••••• 1924 •• *1948 •••• 24
Hilda Gertrude Gabel ••••••••••• 1926 ••••••••••• 22
Juliana Alice Schiffelbein ••••• 1926 ••••••••••• 22
Charlotte Phillipa Rohr •••••••• 1928 ••••••••••• 20
Lovola Ida Pfannenstiel •••••••• 1929 ••••••••••• 19
Hildegarde Bridget Leiker •••••• 1929 ••••••••••• 19
Reinolda Rosalia Korbe ••••••••• 1929 ••••••••••• 19
Bertina Helen Schiffelbein ••••• 1930 ••••••••••• 18
Paulette Irene Schiffelbein •••• 1932 ••••••••••• 16
Ethelberta Bernita Leiker •••••• 1932 ••••••••••• 16
Robert a Bri dget Graf ••••••••••• 1932 ••••••••••• 16
Bertha Angeline Leiker ••••••••• 1933 •••••••• • •• 15
Boniface Martina Schiffelbein •• 1934 •••••• •• • • • 14
Adrian Florine Steckl ein ••••••• 1934 ••••••• • • •• 14
Teresita Angela Gable •••••••••• 1934 •••••••• • • _ 14
Albertine Mary Hertel •••••••••• 1934 •.••••••••• 14
Theodora Ausgusta Pfannenstiel. 1936 ••••••••••• 12
Thomasine Edna Stecklein ••••••• 1937 ••••••••••• 11
Lillian Katherine Stecklein •••• 1937 •••••.•.••• 11
Constance Agnes Pfannenstiel ••• 193 8 ••••••••••• 10
Clarita Virginia Stecklein •••••• 193 8 ••••••••••• 10
Serena Dorothy Pfannenstiel •••• 193~ ••••••••••• 10
Louise Reinolda Gabel •••••••••• 1938 ••••••••••• 10
Isabella Olinda Stecklein •••••• 1939 •• *1946 •••• 7
Isidore Bernic e Pfannenstiel ••• 1940 •.••••.•••• 8
Joyce Velma Stecklein •.•••••••• 1941 ••••••.•••• 7
Herman Agnes Hertel •••••••••••• 1943 ••••••••••• 5
Sisters of St. Dominic, Great Bend , Kansas

16

Sr. Mary Rose h ary Engel. •••••••••• 1933 ••••••••••• 15
Sr. Sepaphine Isabel Grabbe •••••••• 1939 •....••••.• 9
15. Sister Adorers of the Most Preci ous Blood
Register, Wichita, Kansas, pp. 30-50.
16. Immaculate Conception Convent Regi ster, Great
Bend, Kansas, pp. 15-50.

* Deceased.

**

Left Order.
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Years of
Service

Sr. Regina Bernice Leiker •••••••••• 1939 •••••••.•••
Sr. Ellen Florentine Dater ••••••••• 1946 •••••..•.••

9

2

Religious service years ••••••••••••••••••• 1134
To the field of reli gion the Munjor colony has
contributed 1134 years of religious service by means of
its 62 young ladies who have foresaken the world and have
taken on Christ.

Those belonging to the Sisters of Saint

Agnes Convent, Fond Du Lac , Wisconsin, contributed 495
years; The Saint Joseph Sisters, Concordia, Kansas, 169
years; the Ado rers o f t he Most Precious Bloorl , Wichita,
Kansas, contributed 442 years; and the Dominicans of the
I mmaculate Conception Convent, Great Bend , Kansas, contributed
28 years.
Munjor's Cont r i bution to Education
When it co mes to t h e field of education the Munjor
colony got off to a slow st art .

The people were poor when

they landed fro m Russia and needed their children on the
farm.

However, in 1880 they st arted to attend the public

school on the "hill" taught by Art N. Bailey.

The Sisters

of St. Agnes took over t he teaching in 1885 and Mr. Conrad
Leiker bought all the school books f or t he children because
of the poverty of the parents.

The frame church built in

1877 served as the school building until the new one 74 x
36 x 37 feet of natural roc k was built in 1890 at a cost
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of $10,000, the cost of t he building being kept at a
minimum through the free labor of the parishioners.
Although the Munjor colony started slowly it has
made a large contribution to the field of education in the
last t hi rty years.

Munjor furnis hed a Superintendent of

Public Instruction for Ellis County, 1905-1909 in the
person of William Grabbe who taught district schools for
nineteen years. 1 7 The Munjor educ ational contributions are
listed below.
Names
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.

18

Years Taught
Elementary
Secondary

Mary Rose Engel, O. P •••••••••••••••• 1
Teresita Fisher, C.S.J •••••••••••••• 18
Antonius Gabel, C.S.A •••.•••••••.•.• 22
Louise Gabel, A. PP . S ••••..•••••••••• 4
Hilda Gabel, A. PP . S •••• • •••••••••••• 15
Teresita Gabel, A. PP. S •••••••••••••• 9
Agnes Grabbe, C.S.A ••••••••••••••••• 10
Flavia Herl, C.S.A ••••• . ••.•••••.••• 11
Clarita Klaus, C.S. Ji.. ................ 36
Reinolda Korbe, A. PP . S •••••••••••••• 3 ••••••••• 8
Gaudentia Kronewiter, C. S .J ••••••••• 8
Aquina Leiker, C. S . A•••••.•••••.••.• 37
Bertha Leiker, A. PP . S ••••••••••••••• 9
Hildegarde Leiker, A.PP.S ••••••••••• 13
Regina Leiker, O. P ••.••.•••••••••••• 5
Audrey Pfannenstiel, C.S.A •••••••••• 15
Constance Pfannenstiel, A. PP . S .••••• 4
Florian Pfannenstiel, C. S . A••••.•.•• 32
Isidore Pfannenstiel, A. PP. S .••••••• 2
Laurinda Pfannenstiel, C. S . A•••••••• 30
Loyola Pfannenstiel, A. PP . S ••••••••• 13
Theodora Pfannenstiel, A. PP . S .•••••• 6

17 . Taken from the Ellis County Superintendent of
Public Instruction records, Hays, Kansas.
18 . Taken from the Teachers Registers of the
Religious Orders concerned .
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Elementary

Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.

........

Agatha Reichert, C. S.J •••••
Alban Rohr, A. PP .S ..•••...••• . ••••.
Rose Ruder, C. S . A •••••.•••.•.••••••
Leonilla Sauer, C. S .J .••.•....••...
Isabella Stecklein, A. PP. S •••••••••
Joyce St e ckle i n, A. PP . S . .••.•..••.•
Li l li an Stecklei n , A. PP . S . ....••...
Thomas i ne Steckl ei n , A. PP . s . •......
Clemenz a Wa s i nger, C. S . A ••••.•••.••
Felici a Wasi nger, C. S . A ..••...••..•

4
18
45
21
3
1
5
5
26
40

Se condary

.........

4

Ectucatianal servi c e years ••••••• 462 •••• • ••• 12
Name 19
Engel, Carl •••••.
Engel, Florian . ....................
Gr abbe, John C • • • • • • •••• • • •••• • •• • •
Grabbe, Wm • ••••••••••••••••••••••••
Graff' Clara •••••••••••••••
Graff, Mrs. Christine$ ••••• .
Graff, rl ari e •••••• • •••••••• .
.
Gross, Lawren ce ••• .
.
. . .
Leiker, Alfred .....................
Leiker, Anna . • ..•...•...•....•....•
Leiker, Anna Y • ••••• •• •••••••••••••
Leiker, Aquil in us . .. . ........ '. .....
Leiker, lv'Irs. Ca rmen • •••••••••••••••
Leiker, Fred J • •.••..••.•.••..••••.
Leiker, George
Leiker, I rene ........
Leiker, Jose phine ••••••••••••••••••
Leiker, Lilli an .. ............ .. . . ..
Le i ker, riarcellu s ... ...............
Leiker, 1ar garet .............. . .. " .
Leiker, Romauld . .....•..•.••.......
Pfannen stiel, Clem. .......•.......•
Pfannenstiel, Magdalen •••••••••••••
Pfannenstiel, Ni ck • .•.........•.•.•
Sauer, Eleanor . ....................
Sauer, Fr an k . . • .... . ...............
Sauer, Frank J • ••..•••••.•.....••••
e •

e • •

e •

•

e •

e e • e e e •

G

........
.......
. . . . . . . .. .. .. . . . ..

...................
e •••••••••••• •

26 (189 6)
5
6

19
3 (1907)
1

2

7
4
7
4
14
3
4
2
2
3
1
10
8

3
7

1
1

8
4
2

.. .......

2

19 . Taken from the reco r ds of t he Superi nt endent of
Public Instruction Teachers' Registers of Rush , Elli s, an d
Russell Counties, Kansas .
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Elementary
Secondary
Schumacher, Peter ••••.•••.••••• ·• • • • 5
1
asinger, Paul J ••••••••••••••••••• 9
Wei gand, Amelia. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1
Grabbe, Re v. Hyacinth, OFl .Cap ••••• 3 •••••••• 14
Educational service years ••••••• 77 ..•....• 16
The 30 lay teachers have contributed 74 years of
service in the elementary school and but two in the
secondary, while t he Religious Sisters contributed 462
years in the elementary school and 12 years in the secondary .
One pri e st contributed 3 years in the elementary school and
14 in the secondary.
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CHAPTER VII
PFEIFER
The colony of Pfeifer has the distinction of having
one of its group as being the very first to leave Russia.
Joseph Stremel, of draft a ge , succeeded in evading the
draft by leaving Russia in 1875.

He and three others,

:r. ichael Meder and Mathias Urban of Kame nka, and Christopher
Stegman of Pfeifer, Russia, left their homes in October,

1875, to join the party of Justus Bissing at Saratov ,
Russia, sailing on the "S .S. Ohio" of t he North-German
Lloyd line from Bremen on November 2, 1875 and arriving at
Baltimore t he twenty-third of the same month.

The four

young men struck out for the West and arrived at Topeka
before t he end of the ye ar .

Joseph St remel, eager to see

western Kansas, came with t h e Herzog colonists to Victoria,
April 8, 1876,. and re mained there until 1877 when he moved
to Pfeif er.

He had been de legated by his father, Anton

Stremel, and his three brothers to acquire property for them
in Kansas prior to their le aving Russia .

He succeeded in

buying several sections of land in Rush County , testing the
soil by spading it and masticating some of it to discover
whether it '" tasted after gr ain . nl
1. These facts of the enti re paragraph were obtained
from Mr. Joseph Stremel through person al interview . They
correspond with published statements in Rev. Francis S .
Laing, OFJ\I . Cap ., German-Russian Sett l e ments in Elli s County ,
Kansas, pp. 493 -495 .

$$

Thirteen families started the colony of Pfeifer,
Kansas, August 21, 1876, made up of 11 families from
Pfeifer, and 2 from Kamenka, Russia.

These left Saratov

June 14-26, 1876: Andrew Desch 4, George Etzel 2, Anton
Holzmeister 6, Gottlieb Jacobs 11, Jose ph Jacobs 3, Mathi a s
Jacobs 2, ~ichael Jacobs 2, George Schmidt 6 , John Schmidt
4, Joseph Schmidt 2, Jacob Schoenfeld 3, all of Pfeifer,
Russia; John Meder 2, and John Schlitter 5, of Kamenka,
Russia .

Arriving at Hays, Kansas, August 20 , 1876 they set

out for the southeast corner of Ellis Coun ty and settled
on Section25 in Freedom Township.

Here they began build-

ing homes and shelters before t he wi n ter months set in.
Section 25-14- 17 of Freedom Townshi p was r a ilro a d l and and
was to be paid in eleven annual installments.

Another 160

acre plot was obtained f or the colony and the 800 acres
were divided into shares.

Each share apportione d t o a

family carried the obligation of helpin g pay for t he enti r e
800 acres.

Bleak days were in stor e for t he s harehol ders,

not raising enough crops to meet the payment s .

Through

frugal thrift and hard labor they succeeded in not only
saving the 800 acres, but each f am ily in Pfe i f er managed
to homestead another eighty acres by tilling the soil for
a five year period during the day and living in the village
at night .

These homesteaded eighty acre tracts cost the

individual $18 when the title was finally cleared and
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acquire d .

Ti mber cl a i ms of 1 60 a cres were taken up by many

of the Pfe ifer people , costing t hem a dol lar to file the
cl aim and cultivating t h e s oil fo r a f i ve year period plus
pl anting a number of a cres in trees .

Some land wa s avai l-

abl e in s pot s f or $1 . 25 per a cre , other s were ~2 . 00- 2.5 0
per a cre .

2

Before the ye ar 1876 was out , sever al more joined
t he Pf e ifer colony : Mrs . Eli zabeth Basgall 5, Jose ph
Bas gal l 2 , Joseph Basgall 4 , Michael ~eder 2 , Mathi a s
Brungardt 2, Cas par Hol zmei s te r 2 , Anton Holzmeist er 2 ,
Mart in Holzmei ster 2, Mi s s ~agdal ene Holzmeist er , J ohn
"Ha ns " Basgall 4, John J. Basgall 5 , Ca spar Seit z and h is
mother Katherine, an d Mat hias Vogel 4.
3
Septemb er 2 6.

All these arrive d

October 1877 fo u d another group of German - Russians
leav i ng Pfeifer, Russ ia f or Pfeif er , Kan s as.

The group

consisted of the followi ng people: J ohn Kaeberlein 6,
Jacob Kisner 4, Cas par Ki sner 2 , Adam Stegman 5, Mathi as
Ste gman 3; t h es e were joined by a gr oup from Kamenka,
Russia: John I n genthrone 6, Anton Stremel , Sr. 3, Anton
2. Personal intervi ew with Peter J . Rot h who gave
t he details of t he entire par agr a ph . Pfeif er , Kansas .
July 28 , 1943.

3. The Ellis County Star, v?l· 1, No . 22, Au~s t
31, 1876 re ports: "More settlers this week . The Rus sians
are the most populous people we know of. "
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Stremel 5, John Stremel 2,

lichael Urban 6, Jacob Urban

5, Stephen Urban 6, George Urban 3, lfrs. Michael Urban 3,
George Urban 6, and his two stepsons George and Jacob
Brungardt 8.

These settlers came by way of Hamburg and

arrived in Pfeife r, Kansas, November 14, 1877.

Joseph

Stremel who had been residing in Herzog now joined the
Pfeifer colony.

4

Pfeifer's Contribution to Religion
The colony of Pfeifer , started August 21, 1876 , like
the other six colonies, missed their priest .

A large

wooden cross was erected in the town square where people
gathered for prayers, hymns and instructions.

The Rev.

A. A. Wibbert, the pastor of Salina, Kan sas, visited t h em
at times when he made t e rounds of t he colonies.

The

first mass was celebrated in the Gottlieb Jacobs home in

1877.

Prior to this time the Pfeifer people drove or

walked to Victoria to attend divine services.

Deeply rooted

in the Catholic Faith, the Pfeifer people wanted a priest
of their own to minister to them.

To induce a priest to

minister to their spiritual needs regularly, they built the
first church 28 x 26 feet a hundred yards south of the
Smoky Hill River in 1879.

In 1885 a frame building was

4. Rev. George Weber, A Short History of the
Pfeifer Parish {Hays, Kansas, 1936), pp. 4-5. -
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erected where the present school stands.

This was neces-

sitated by frequent floods of the Smoky Hill River.

Three

years later found the Pfeifer people erecting a permanent
stone structure on the location where the present church
stands.

The rocks were quarried in the neighborhood by

the men of the parish who also hauled and trimmed them.
Adam Dorne and John Schli tter were past-masters at stone
masonry and iastructed others how to trim and lay rocks.
Cooperating and doing the work themselves, they erected the
building for a total cost of but $2,700, thereby making a
contribution of thousands of dollars in the field of
~eligion to the State of Kansas.

5

Holy Cross Church soon proved too small for the many
souls residing in the Pfeifer territory and 1916 found
them starting the presen t magnificient structure.

Money

for the project ~ad been raised by means of wheat percentage and much of the masonry labor was donated by the men of
the parish.

The structure of gothic style architecture,

60 x 150 x 30 feet, built of native limestone cost the
parish but $50,000.

lt was dedicated May 3, 1918 by Bishop

John Henry Tihen, Bishop of Denver, due to the illness of
Bishop Cunningham of Concordia.
remembered by the author.

It was a gala day well

People from Rush and Ellis

Counties gathered at Pfeifer and the huge church was filled

5.

Ibidem, p . 1 .
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to overflowing giving testimony of their deep faith and
pride in the fact that they had contributed another church
edifice to Ellis County.

The pastor at the time was

Father Peter Burkhard who put in many hours of manual
labor on the church project together with his brother Peter
Joseph Burkhard.
Left from Victoria on an improved road is Pfeifer,

10 miles (2000 alt. 200 pop.), home of German-

Russian immigrants from a town of that name in
Russia. At Pfeifer is the Holy Cross Church (Roman
Catholic) with three steeples on the west facade.
The center one with a bell loft is 150 feet high .
Over the main entrance a mosaic by Brachi, a
Venetian artist, shows the return of Christ as
judge of mankind. Upon the tile floor at the
entrance is the inscription: l ein Haus is ein
Bethaus. (German. My house is a house of prayer)fa
This article describes briefly the spirit of religion
evident in the minds of the Pfeifer people.
To further the cause of religi on the Pfeifer people
contributed two homes for their pastor.

In 1886 they

built a 32 x 30 feet rectory at a cost of $1,500 with the
men doing most of the work gratis.

In 1907 they erected

the present rectory at a cost of i6 ,000.
Three native sons of the Pfeifer colony have dedicated their lives to the cause of religion: Rev. Stephen
Appelhans, Society of the Di vine Word, ordained lVay 5,
1932 is doing foreign missionary work at the present time

6. Harold C. Evans,!, Guide~ the Sunflower State
(New York: The Viking Press, 1939), p. 303.
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in New Guinea; Rev . Alexius Urban, Capuchin, ordained
May 8, 1932 is stationed at St . Joseph's Military Academy,
Hays; Rev. Edward J. Sander, ordained May 24, 1942 is
pastor of St. Joseph's Church, New Almelo, Kansas.

Inci-

dentally, the original Pfeifer colony in Russia furnished
two priests who later came to the United States and labored
for the cause of Christ: Rev. Joseph George Stremel and
Rev. George Dechant.

Twelve seminarians were attending a

Russian seminary but never finished their course due to
the military draft forcing them into the Russian army.

7

Another contribution the Pfeifer colony h as made
to the cause of religion in Kansas is the daughter paris h ,
Loretto, Kansas, started October, 1912, when seventeen
families of the Pfeifer colony started the Mary of Perpetual
Help parish in Rush Co

ty.

This parish how has a $ 50,000

brick church, modern frame rectory, and had a two-story
school building which was destroyed by fire April 20,

1948.

This school will be replaced with a modern brick

structure in the near future.
This daughter parish, Loretto, has furnis he d four
young men for the priesthood.

Rev. Alex G. Stremel,

ordained June 2, 1928, has spent his twenty years in the
priesthood laboring in Caldwell, Pittsburg, Wichita

7. Personal interview with Peter J. Roth who came
to Pfeifer in 1878 and knew the above personally. Pfeifer,
Kan sas. July 28, 1943.
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Cathedral, Frontenac, Conway Springs, Fowler, Windthorst,
and is now pastor at Odin, Kansas.

While pastor at Wind-

thorst, he made a singular contribution to the field of
religion by writing and staging a passion play entitled
"Calvary Hill, n a three hour performance depicting the last
six days of Christ on earth.

The sacred drama met with

such public acclaim the first year, that he revised the play
and had it published and copyrighted.

He directed the play

with 152 characters for six successive years at Windthorst
and has done the same thing for the past two years at Odin ,
Kansas, where the public acclaim is the same as in western
Kansas.

"Calvary Hill" is staged annually five times

during Holy Week and has the distinction of being the only
complete passion play west of the ·Ii ssi ssippi and being
the only one staged in

he State of Kansas.

The play was

first staged Holy We ek, 1940.
Another contribution made to the field of religion
by Rev. Alex. G. Stremel is the Shepherd's Hour, a half
hour program over KGNO Dodge City Daily Globe broadcasting
station for a seven year period 193 8-1945 every :f\'1 onday

12:30-1:00 p.m .

In the field of religion another contribu-

tion was made by the author in the Catholic Evidence Build
work where he did "Street Preachingn for a five year period
starting at Perth, Kansas, 1935.

I n the summers of 1937-

1940 this work was done in south-western Kansas, Bucklin,
Kings down, Bloom, Iveade, Mullinville, Fowler, Plains , and
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Elkhart with the result that a new Catholic parish was
started in Bucklin, Kansas, in 1941.

The Rev. Joseph A.

Stremel helped in this work the summers of 1939 and 1940.
The Rev. Peter J . Stremel, the second native son
of the Loretto parish, ordained May 23, 1932, has worked
in Greenbush, Sitka-Ashland parishes and is now pastor of
St. Boniface's Church, Sharon, Kansas.

Rev. Adolph J.

Stremel, ordained June 5, 1937, has served the Yates Center
and North Kinsley parishes, was a captain in the U.S. Air
Corps for two years, and is now pastor at Lyons, Kansas .
Rev. Joseph A. Stremel, ordained May 27, 1944, served at
the Wichita Cathedral and is now pastor at Windthorst,
Kansas .
Fifteen young ladies from Loretto have entered the
religious life and are making their contribution to the
religious fiel d in Kansas .
In the Pfeifer parish we find the Arch-confraternity
of Christ ian Mothers, the Third Order of St. Francis, the
Children of Mary , the Catholic Youth of Salina, and the
Maenner Verein now mostly merged into the Knights of
Columbu s , carrying on the lay apostlate for the betterment o f religion in Kansas .
The Pfeifer par ish today numbers- 375 souls comprising 70 families .

Pfeifer today has a well equipped parish

pl ant valued at $175 , 000.

This sum having been raised by
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voluntary - donat i ons by the German- Russ i ans s i nce t hei r
arrival in the little vi llage August 21, 1876 .

Th e

Catholic Faith is very much alive today i n t he he arts of
the people.

Some of the early pioneers s t i l l relat e their

reli gious pilgri mage from Pfeifer to Herzog , a dis t ance of
ten miles, in 1881 on foo t , singi ng hymns and pr ayi ng
aloud the rosary and other prayers.

The pilgr image was made

to express their deep-rooted faith and to a s k God ' s blessing
and protection of the cro ps an d to t hank Hi m for allowing
them to come to the land of opportunit y, the State of
Kansas.
The Pfeifer parish contributed to t h e r eligi ous
field the following:
Sisters of St. Joseph, Con cordia 8
Sr. Liguoria Anna Roth
Sr. Augustine Elizabeth Basgall
Sr. Wilfrid Sophia JacobsSr. Sab i nus Mary Roth
Sr. Boniface Elizabeth Ruban
Sr. Arsenius Margaret Basgall
Mother Callista D0 rothy Urban
Sr. Celeste Ros e Kisner
Sr. Alexia Helen Urban
Sr. Alvera Johanna Brungardt
Sr. Jovita Helen Burghart
Sr. Alvera Johanna Brungardt
Sr. Ann Clare Georgina Schmidt
Sr. Marina arie Roth

1907

1907

1908
1910

1910

1910
1912
1913
1934

1940
1941
1940
1942

1944

Years
of Service

41

41
40
38
38
38
36

35

:: 1~

7

8

6
4

8. Nazareth Motherhouse and Novitiate Re gister,
Concordia, Kansas.
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Years
of Service
Religious service years •••••••••••••• ••••
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Sisters of St. Dominic, Great Bend, Kansas9
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.

Gonsalva Anna Savolt ••••••••••••
Alexia Anna Marie Stremel •••••••
Sylvester Mildred Eakes •••••••••
Dorothy I rene Jacobs ••••••••••••
Bertrand Adolphine Urban ••••••••
Dorothy Catherine Burghart ••••••
George Ann·Esther Jacobs ••••••••
Martin Genevieve Weaver •••••••••
arietta Viola Urban ••••••••••••
Virginia Barbara Burghart •••••••
Scholastica Geraldine Easkes ••••

1936 ••••••••••• 12
1938 ••••.•••••• 10

1940. . . . . . . . . . .
1940 ...........
1941 ...........
1943 •• *1947 ••••
1944 .. ........ .
1944 .. ........ .
1945 ...... .... .
1946 . .... . .... .
1946 . .... ..... .

8
8
7
4
4
4

3

2

2

Religious service years ••••••••••••••• • • •• ••• 64
Sisters of the Most Precious Blood, Wichita, Kansas 10
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.

Flavia Margaret Kippes ••••••••••
Clara Jmna Stegman ••••••••••••••
Caroletta Elizabet h Stremel •••••
Dorothy Rose Stremel ••••••••••••
Loretta Monica Stremel • •••••••••
Rita Mary Basgall •••••••••••••••
Angelica Kathyrn Stremel ••••••••
Apollonia Esther Stremel •.••••••

1892 •• *1935 •••• 43
1918 ••••••••••• 30
1919 ... ....... . 29
1920 .... ...... . 28
1929 •• *1942 •••• 13
1929 .. ........ . 19
1932 .. ........ . 16
1937 .. ........ . 11
Sr. Agnes Claire Rita Bas gall ..•.... 1943 . ......... . 6
Religious service years •••••.••••••••••••••• 205
Total reli gious servic e years • ...••••••••••. 679

9. Immaculate Conception Convent Register, Gre at
Bend, Kansas, pp. 15-50.
10. Adorers of the Most Precious Blood Convent
Register, Wichita, Kan sas, pp. 30-50 .

*

Deceased.
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Pfeifer's Contribution to Education
Education and religion are synonymous terms in the
minds of the German-Russian settlers.

Where you find a

Catholic Church building you will also find a Catholic
school building.

This is the case ·in each of the seven

original . German-Russian colonies and their daughter
parishes.

After the Pfeifer colony was established it

started to make its contribution to the field of education
immediately.

Mr. Martin Appelhans taught the first school

in 1876 and carri ed on nobly for a period of years.

The

first school was held in the home of Gottlieb Jacobs where
the children we re instructed in religion and the three
R's.

Mr . Appelh ans was succeeded by William Grabbe and

Alois Gottschal k who taught for a number of years till the
Sisters of St. Joseph, Concordia, Kansas, too k charge of
the school.
The present beautiful two-story school building
erected at a cost of $10,000 was preceded by two frame
buildings which gave service till 1907 when the present
school was erected.

The elementary school at Pfeifer is

a district school, District U. 4 with four Si sters of the
St. Joseph Congregation in charge who have a total of 55
teaching years experience and have under their charge 63
pupils.
The Pfeifer colony has contributed 65 public school
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teachers besides the first pioneer teacher, Mr. Martin
Appelhans who taught the first school for a ten-year
period, 1876-1886, since that time we find the following
teachers contributing to the educational field:
Name

Years Taught
Elementary
Secondary

Appelhans , Annie ••••.••••••.••• 3
Basgall, Alois G••••••••••••••• 33
Bas gall, Anna . ................ .

1

Dome, Adan1 •••••••••••••••••••••

2

R0 th, Leo J ••••••••••.•••.•••••

6

Basgall , Cecelia •••••••••••.••• 2
Basgall , George J •••••••.•.•••• 8
Basgall, Jacob J ••••.••.••••••• 8
Basgall, Kate ••••••••••.••.•••• 6
Basgall, Martin G••..•••••••••• 10
Basgall, Wendelin •••••••••••••• 12
Befort, Alois •••••••••••••••••• 2
Befort, lVlrs . Ed •••.•••••••••••• 1
Breit, Alois J •••.••••••••••••• 5
Breit, Helen ••••••••• •• •••••••• 1
Hartman, Appolonia ••••••••••••• 2
Hartman, Evelyn ••••••••••••••.• 1
Hartman , Viola ••.•• • • ••.••••••• 2
Holzmeister, Appol onia ••••••••• 2
Holzmeister, Kati e •.••••••••••• 2
Holzmeister, Leona ••••••.•••.•• 13
Jacobs, Anna ••••••••••••••••••• 2
Jacobs, Mrs. Cecelia ••••••••••• 3
Jacobs, Joe •••••••••••••••••••• 6
Jacobs, Leona M •••••••••••••••• 2
Jacobs, Mrs. Sadi e ••••••••••••• 3
Iviei er, Anna •••••••••••••••••••• 1
Meier, Julia ••••••••••••••••••• 1
Meier, Kat e •••••••••••••••••••• 2
Roth, Anthony E •••••••••••••••• 3 ( Princ~_pal
R. H. S . # ll .• 5
Roth, Bernard •••••••••••••••••• 3 . . . . . . . . . . . 3
Roth, Joe • ..................••. 3
Roth, Juanita •.•••••••••••••••• 1
Roth, Victor J •••••••••••••••••
Schmidt, Arnold L ••••••••••••••
Schmidt, Isadore •••••••••••••••
Schmidt, Mary •••••••••••••.••••

Stegman, A. J • •.•.•..••.....•.•

6
2

4
2

1
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Elementary
Stegman,
Stegman,
Ste gman ,
Stegman ,
Ste gman,
Stremel,

Secondary

Edgar . ................ . 1

Elizabeth •••••••••••••• 2
Joe IVI • ••••••••••••••••• 4
John . ................. . 1

Katie •••••••••••••••••• 2
Rev. Alex .... ......... . 3 (Supt. , • • • 8
Odin Public
Schools)
Stremel, Felix B•••••••••••••••• 2
Stremel, I da M•••••••••••••••••• 1
Stremel, Rev. Joe A • •••••••••••• 3 (Supt., Windthorst
Consolidated
Schools ) ••• 5
Stremel, Joe •••••••••••••••••••• 7
Stremel, The odore ••••••••••••••• 9
Stremel, Wendelin J .••••.. • ••••• 3

Urban, Adam. . .•........•.....• . . . 12

Urban,
Urban,
Urban,
Urban,

Re v. Alexius ••.•••••.•••• 3 •••.•.•• •• 13
Alois G•••.•..•.••....••• 12
Bonnie....... • • . • . . • • • • • • 3
E1sie •••••••••••.• •. ••••• 2

Urban, Helen .................... 1 0
Urban, Joe ...................... 1
Urban., Joe C. • • . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . 7

Urban, Joe H • .• " • . • . . • • • . • • . . . • • 2
Urban, Joe J •••••••• • ••••••••••• 4

Urban, John A••••••• • ••••••••••• 18
Urbari, John L •...... . .•......... 2

Urban, lVIarie. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • 4

Urbari,
Urban,

ike... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7
ary C................... 8

Educational service years ••• 402 •••••••••• 34

Mr. Martin Appelhans, from 1 877 to 1886, taught the
first school at Pfeifer. Mr. Appe lhans was one of the
early Pfeifer settler s . 11 Adding his ten years of elementary
teaching to the above to tal makes the elementary teaching
years 412 contributed by the Pfeifer colony to the field
of education in the State of Kansas.

Kansas.

11. Personal interview, Pet~r J . Roth, Pfeifer,
July _28 , 1943.
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The Pfeifer colony has contributed two supe r intendents to the field of education in t he persons of Mr.
Martin A. Basgall and Mr. Anth ony E. Roth .

Mr. Basgall

held the offi ce for two terms, 1919-1923 .

Mr . Roth took

office in 1 943 and is still serving Ellis C0 unty and is
12
up for re-election this coming November. Below is the
list of the Pfeifer Parish's e ducational contribution made
by its ladies in Reli gion.
Name 13
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr .
Sr .
Sr .
Sr.
Sr .
Sr.
Sr.
Sr .
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr .
Sr.

Ye ars Taught
Elementary
Se condary

Arsenius l argaret Basgall •••••••• 36
Rita Mary Basgall •••.••.•.•.•••.• 3
Jovita Helen Burghart •.••••.••••• 5
Cortona Veronica Dome ••••••.•••• ~24
Dorothy Irene Jacobs ••..•••...•.• 6
Wilfrid Sophia Jacobs ••.••••••.•• 20
Sabinus f ·ary Roth •••••••••••. •••. 20
Clara Anna Stegman ••••••••.•••••• 28
Alexi a Anna ~ . Stremel ••••.•.•.•• 8
Apollonia Esther S· re mel. • • • • • . • . 9
Caroletta Elizabeth Stremel •••••• 27
Dorothy Rose Stremel ••••••••••••• 26
Monica Lorett a Streme l ••• .••..••• 3
Alexia Helen Urb an ••••••••.•.••• • 12
Boniface Eliz abeth Urban ••••.•••• 36
Marietta Viola Urban ••..•.••.•••. 1
Martin Genevieve Weaver ••..•••••• 1

.........

lO(music)
$(music)

Educational service years •••• 265 •••••.••• 18
With t he 412 years of service contributed by the
65 lay teachers and three priests the Pfeifer colony has
12. Ellis County Superintendent of Public Instruc tion records, Hays, Kansas .
13. Taken from Convent Teacher Register , C0 ncordi a ,
Great Bend, and Wic hita, Kansas.
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a total of 677 years of teaching as a contribution to
education in the elementary grades and 52 years in the
secondary schools.
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CHAP TER VIII
SCHOENCHEN
The Schoench en colony be a rs t he distinction of
being the onl y one of the ori ginal seve n col onies brou ght
about because of a f u ss an d disagreeme nt .

The f ounders of

Schoenchen had settled in Liebenthal, Kans as , February 22 ,

1876, Au gust 14, 1876, and September, 1876.

Afte r the

arrival of t he Se ptembe r group , trouble arose about the
permanent l ocation of the vi llage, Liebenthal .

The

August group h ad made t he a gr e ement wi th the Liebenthal
founders to move the village f rom Sec t io n 21 t o the east
half of Section 16, Rush County, Kansas.

Thi s s ite was

larger , more elevated, a nd bette r suppli ed with wate r.
Because of this a greem nt several homes ha d been bui lt
on th e new location but s h ortly t he troubl e star ted .
Sect i on 16 , a scho ol sect i on, had to be paid in full
before any deed could be issue d f or lots and the s e ttlers
were in no position to do so this early i n the game.

Ivir .

John Schaefer, no doubt havi n g t he best of intentions ,
went contrary to the agreement and donat ed f our acres of
land in Section 21 for the erection of t h e church .

This

generous offer was accepted by so me and rejected by others
to the extent of some real exhibitions of temper .

Those

who had built their homes on Section 16 were so provoke d
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that in April and 1ay , 1877 they moved their homes to the
present site of Schoenchen together with several others
from each contingent that had settled at Liebenthal.
the original group of

From

ebruary , 1876, Henry Bieker 6, John

Bi eker 7, John J. Bieker 7, Nicholas Bi eker 9, William
Bieker 6, Frank Waldschmidt 7, Philip Wolf 7, and John
Zimmerman 2, all of New- Obermonjour, Russia, moved to the
1
new colony on the Smoky Hill River in Ellis County. The
Ellis County Star, Vol. 1, No . 48, barch 15, 1877, attests
this fact:

0

Seventeen Rus sian families that settled near

the north line of Rush County have been moving on 5e ction

33 in Ellis County this week.n

The section number is

incorrect because the legal description of Schoenchen is
as follows: Section 28, Township 15 south, Range 18 west.
Among the August contingent from Russia to Liebenthal
the following moved to Schoenchen: Carl Herrklotz , Helen
Herrklotz, Jacob ~onsch, Joseph ~onsch 3, ~ichael Schmidt

7, Simon Schoenthaler 7, Joseph Schuckmann 2, Frederic
Werth 4, Jacob Werth 4 , John Werth, Sr . 3, John Peter
Werth 3, Carl Werth 3, Louis Werth 4, and Jacob Zimmerman

8.

All these came from Schoenchen, Russia.

The September

contingent consistin g of people from Ober-Monjour, Russia
1. Rev . Francis S . Laing, OFM. Cap ., German-Russian
Settlements in Ellis County, Kansas (Topeka, 1910), p. 498 .
Collections of the Kansas State Historical Society . Kansas
State Print ing Office . Vol . 11, 1910.
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also followed the trek to Schoenchen and in this party we
find the following: Adam Bieker 5, Frank Dreher 6, John
Dreher 4, Conrad Dreher 3, Frederic Graf 6, Joseph Rumbach,
and Joseph Zimmermann 4.

2

The three different groups named their new colony
San Antonio and again the fuss started.

The name did not

suit everyone since some of the settlers were from NeuObermonjour and Schoenchen, Russia.

Each wanted their

Russian village to be honored by naming the new colony
after it.

Heated arguments prevailed for days but finally

concessions were made by both sides and it was a greed to
name the village Schoenchen after the Russian village and
dedicate the church to St. Anthony, who was the church
patr,on of the Neu-Obermonjour village in Russia .

Peace

finally prevailed among the settlers and it helped them get
a new start in life in America even t hough the Indians west
of the colony were a constant source of fear and alarm
though they never molested the settlers.

3

Frank Waldschmidt had taken up the south half
of the S. W. quarter of section 28 as a homestead.
On this the village of Schoenchen was built. The
patent for the land was issued August 30, 1882, but
not filed till May 11, 1885 . Meanwhile Mr. WaldIbidem, p . 499.
3 . Frank Bieker who was 14 years old when he came
to Schoenchen , Kansas, gave these facts. Mr . Bieker is
still living and is a reliable and trustworthy man. June
24, 1943, Schoenchen, Kansas.
2.
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schmidt had presented the land to the community.
The plot of the village was recorded April 18,
1885, and five men, Konrad Dreher, Joseph Hardinger, Frederic Werth, John Peter Werth and
August Wolf, appointed trustees of the town
company, who still continue in office. This is
but nominal, as the transfer deed was lost witho~t being recorded, so that all eeds must be
signed by the heirs of Frank Walaschmidt.4
Schoenchen's Contribution to Religion
The villages, Schoenchen and Hays, were the only
ones of the seven that did not use the cross for the
gathering place of religious services.

Before the coming

of Father Valentine Sommereisen near the end of 1877 , the
people fulfilled their religious obligations by making the
long journey to Hays whenever the fourth Sunday of the
month came around--lVIass was said at the Fort Hays Barracks
on the fourth Sunday of the month.

From October, 1877

onward, Mass was said at intervals in Schoenchen in private
homes until 1879 when the first church was begun with
Fritz Beutel as the mason.

lt was of yellow stone, designed

to be 30 x 18 x 15 feet, but when the walls were finis he d
a heavy rain in 1880 caused the foundation to settle,
cracking the walls to such an extent that it was abandoned.
In its stead, a frame church 30 x 18 x 9 feet was erected

4. Rev. Francis S. Laing, OFJ\li . Cap., German-Russian
Settlements in Ellis County, Kansas (Topeka, 1910), pp.
515-516. Collections of the Kansas State Historical
Society . Kansas State Printing Office. Vol. 11, 1910.

in the fall of 1881 .

5

The little church served the Schoenchen village till
1885 when Father Joseph Hardes felt a larger one was
needed.

He had the rock hauled for the new structure.

His successor, Father Philip Brockard, had seen to the
building of the foundation when another heavy rain struck
Schoenchen causing abandonment of the project.

After the

second experience the people found out that they were
building on sand, causing the foundation to settle and
wreaking destruction to their proposed church buildings.
When Father Emmeram Kausler, OF 1. Cap . , came t o th e village
he tore out the ruined foundation and moved to a different
location .

He himself designed and supervised the construc-

tion of the present church building, keeping the actual
construction expenses down to ~6,000 .

This he was able to

do because the men in the parish hauled the rock, trimmed
it, and did everything they could to erect the i mposing
pres ent structure .

~essrs. Alois Staab, Catherine, and

Ant on Gross, Hays , were the only persons receiving wages.
The $6 , 000 was collected by wheat percentage.

The corner

stone was laid April 18, 1900, and the church dedicated
6
June 13 , 1901 , the patron feast day of the parish.

5.

Ibidem, p . 508 .

6.

Ibidem, p . 508 .
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The Schoenchen parish has contributed three native
sons to the ministry.

Rev. Robert Herrklotz, ordained

lfay 30, 193 8 is now pas tor of St. Mary's Church, Chase,
Kansas.

Rev. Vincent Werth, OF~ . Cap., ordained June 14,

1932 is working in the Capuchin parishes in Ellis County
with headquarters at Hays, Kansas.

Rev. Alfred Wasinger,

ordained June 1, 1936 is pastor of Clyde, Kansas.
The Schoenchen colony today has a well i mproved
modern parish plant with a replacement value of ~150,000.
The parish is under the direction of Rev . Frank Riedel
who has 76 families with 380 souls under his charge .

In

the parochial school 92 children attended during the past
school term taught by four teachers of the Sisters of St.
Joseph, Concordia, Kansas .
tion of serving the Sc

Rev. Riedel has the dist i nc-

enchen colony the longest of any

pastor, taking over June, 1932.

7

The following page shows the years of service
rendered in the field of reli gion by the 25 ladies of the
Schoenchen colony.
422 years .

The total number of years adds up to

The three native priests have rendered service

to the field of religion amounting to 38 years.

Schoen-

chen's contribution to religion in the field of service
has 460 years to its credit .

7. Personal interview with Rev. Frank Riedel,
Schoenchen, Kansas. June 22, 1948 .
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Schoenchen Ladies in Religious Orders
Nazareth Motherhouse and Novitiate S~sters of St. Joseph,
Concordia, Kansas
Years of
Service
Sr. William Dora Zimmerman ••••..••••••• 1908 •••••.• 40
Sr . Collette Katherine Rupp ••••••••..•• 1908 •••••.• 40
Sr . Lucida Amelia Zimmerman ••••• . .••••• 1914 •••••• • 34
Sr. Leona Lucy Dinges ••••••.•••••. .•••• 1914 ••••••• 34
Sr. Germanus Rose Zi mmerman •••••••••••• 1917 ••••••• 31
Sr . Esther Lidwina Werth •••••••.••••••• 1921 ••••.•• 27
Sr . Frances Theresa Zimme r man •••••••••• 1924 ••••..• 24
Sr . Edwina Annetta Bieker ••••.•.••••••• 1931 ••••••• 17
Sr . Ermenhilda Seraphina Pfeifer ••••••• 1~38 ••••••• 10
Sr. Dorothy Virginia Herklotz •••••••••• 1946 ••••••• 2
Sisters of St. Dominic Immaculate Conception Convent,
Great Bend, Kansas9
Sr . Ceslaus Alice Unrein •••••••.••••••• 1943 ••• ••••
Sr. Columba Eleanor Unrein •••••••••.••• 1945 •••••••
Sr . Charlotte Shirley Unrein •••••••..•• 1946 .••••••
Sister
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr .
Sr .
Sr.
Sr .
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.

darers of the Most
Wichita, Kansas

10ecious

5
3
2

Blood

Linus Elvina Dinges •• •••••••••••••• 1928 •••••••
Agatha Gertrude Nasinger •••.•...•.• 1928 ••...••
Lioba lbina Rupp ••.••••.......•••• 1930 •••••••
Paraxedes Irene Rupp •••••••••• ••••• 1932 ••.••••
Felicitas Leona Riebel ••••.•••••••. 1936 ••.••.•
orberta Barbara Riebel •.• .•••••••• 1937 •••••••
Robert Thelma verth ••••••• .•••••••• 193 8 •••••••
Winifred Viola Riebel ••••.•.••••••• 1941 ••••.••
lorentia lartina iebe l ••••. • ••• •. 1942 • •. ••.•
Gwendolyn arilyn Rup p ••.••••• ••••. 1942 ••.••••

20
20
18
16
12
11
10
7
6
6

8 . Nazareth ~otherhouse and Novitiate Register,
Concordia, Kansas, pp. 5-40.
9. Immaculate Conception Convent Register, Great
Bend , Kansas, p. 49 .
10 . Adorers of the Most Precious Bloo d Convent
Register , Wichita , Kansas, pp. 30- 50.
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Sr. Agnessa Catherine Ruder~~ .••.•••••• 1932 ••••••• 14
Religious service years •.•.••••• • ••••.•••• 422
Schoenchen's Contribution to Educat i on
The first school bell rang in Schoenchen in September, 1 879 when John Dreher took over the teaching duties in
a private home.

He was suc ceeded by George Gottschalk who

taught the Schoenchen school for 4 years .
school district was organized in 1880 .

The public

Here s chool kept

until 1916 when the parish erected a beautiful stone school
64 x 32 x 32 f eet an d the Sisters of St. Jos eph , Con cordia,
Kansas, were placed in charge.
the parish but $25,000.

12

This school building cost

In March, 1926 the paDrons of the Schoenchen school
district voted bonds for the erection and equipment of a
$25,000 high sc hool.

Ten years later the patrons of t he

school had the $80,000 gyrgnasium building erected.

T0 day

the Schoenchen Hi gh School has an enrollment of 92 pupils
taught by five teachers.

Among t h em are two German -

Russians, Dominic Brungardt, the principal, and Linus Dree s ,
professor of mathematics and physical education.

13

11. St. Agnes Convent Re gister, Fond Du Lac,
Wi sconsin, p. 67.
12. St. Anthony's Parish History , Schoenchen,
Kansas, pp. 1-JO.
13. Personal interview with Dominii::\ Brungardt,
Principal of Schoenchen Rural Hi gh School, June 2 8 , l9L~8 ,
Hays, Kansas.
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The following is a list of Schoenchen's contributors
to education:
Name

Ye ars Tau ght
Elementary
Secondary

Bieker, A. A•••.•••••••••••••••••
Biek er, Alex. s..........
. ....
Biek er, Fred C...........
. ••••
Bieker, Louis ••••••••••••••••••••
Boos, Ivirs. Beatrice ••••••••..••••
Gottschalk , George.... • . . . • • • • • • •
Gottschalk, Harcus. • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Gottschalk, Phil •••••••••••••••••

1
1
3 ••••••••••• 3
1

Rupp, C0 nra d. • • • • • . • • • . • • • • • • • • • •
Schoendaler, Frieda ••••••••••••••
Unrein, Ben J •••••••.••••••.•••••
Unrein, Jose phine ••••••••••••••••
Wasinger, Adolph J •••••••••••••••
Wasinger, Amelaia ••••••••••••••••
Wasinger, ndrew J •••••••••••.•••
Wasinger, Angeline ••••••••••••..•
Wasinger, Celestine ••••••••••.•••
Wasinger, Pauline .••.••. • .•••••••
Werth, Celestine •.••••••••••••••.

8
1

8

8 ( 1896 )
3
7

Rupp, Agnes . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1
Rupp, An.ton.. . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 1

1
2
1

4

1

9

1
3

4
Werth, Frank ........ . . ........... 1

Werth, Isadore •.••• ; ••••••••••••• 5 ••••••••••• 2

Werth, Joe ....................... 3

Werth, Josephine ••••.•••••••••••• 1
Werth, Nick F •••••••••••••••••••• 2

Werth, N. W. • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • 1

Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.

Edwi na Bieker •••••••••••••••• 15
Leona Din ges ••••••••••••••••• 22
Felicitas Riebel ••••••••••••• 9
Winifred Riebel •••••••••••••• 4
Gwendolyn Rupp •.•••••••.••••• 1
Lioba Rupp ••••••••••••••••••• 6 ••• 4 secondary , 4 co~lege
Praxedis Rupp •••••••••••••••• 9 ••••••••••• 2 (mus i c )
Agatha Wasinger •••••••••••••. 18
egidia Werth •••••••••••••••• 11
Esther Marie Werth ••••••••••• 25
William Werth •.••••••••.••••• 38

Educational service years ••• 240 •••••••••• 15
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CHAPTER IX
HAYS

Previous to the Gennan- Rus s ians' settling in Hays
a few lrish Catholic s had loc ated in Ellis County around
the town of Rome, Kansas, located on the south bank of
Big Creek.
Cody.

This town was sponsored by "Buffalo Bill "

A few I rish Cat holics flocked to the new town , Hays

City, wh en t he railroad was built to Hays in 1868.

The

spiritual needs of these few Catholics were t aken care
of by the pastor of Solomon, Kansas, Rev . Fr ank Fo ·arty
and the pastor of Sal ina , Rev . A. A. Wibbert.

1

For several years occasional services have
been held at Fort Hays by Rev . Fr~ Fogarty of
the Catholic Church, and work has b een commenced
on a ~hurch edifice in an eli gible site in Hays
City.
Not only t he I ris h Catholic s attended s ervices at
the Fort Hays Barracks , hut many of the German- Russ i ans
who started to settle in Rush and Ellis C0 unties Febru ary
22, 1 876, as is attested in an account in the El l is County
Star: 3
1. Rev. Matthew Pekari 1 OFiVI . , Cap ., History of St .
Joseph's Parish, Hays , Kansas {Hays: News Press J 1944) ,
p. 9.

1876.

2.

Ellis County Star, Vol. 1, No . 6, May 11, 1876.

3.

Ellis County Star, Vol. 1, No. 22, Augu st 31 ,
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The Russians are a very devout class of people.
Promptly oh Sunday they may be seen on the way
to the Post Chapel, where their services are held.
Dressed u p in their best clothes and smiling
faces, they afford a pleasing sight. Their belief
is the Roman Catholic Religion .
In October, 1 876, the Rev. Valentine Sommereisen
took up his residence as the first resident pastor in Hays
City.

He was born in Alsace, 1829, ordained a priest on

March 8 , 1856.

He served his apprenticeship among the

Sioux Indians and was well qualified to take care of the
scattered colonies in Rush and Ellis Counties.

He said

the first ~ass at the Fort on the first Sunday of J dvent,
Fr. Sommereisen, as we are pleased to announce,
permanently located with us. His residence is on
Fort Street, opposite Krueger Bros. His district
embraces Russell and all counties West as tar as
Wallace on the line of the Kansas Pacific .
Father Sommereisen said Mass at Hays City on the
fourth Sunday of each month, the other Sundays of the
month found him taking care of the six German-Russian
settlements: Liebenthal, Catherine, Victoria, Munjor,
Pfeifer, and Schoenchen .

Under this herculean task he bore

up bravely for two years and then retired to his vineyard
northeast of Hays ·in 1878 where he lived in retirement
until his death in 1897 .
4.

5

Ellis County Star, Vol. 1, No . 37, December 14,

5. Rev . Matthew Pekari, OFiVie Cap., History of St .
Joseph's Parish , Hays, Kansas (Hays: News Press, 1944), p.9.
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Hays's Contribution to Religion
During Father Somrnereisen's administration he
organi zed St. Joseph's parish locating the church on the
Martin Allen property, Lots 1-3-5-7.

He planned to build

a small stone church on this property while in the mean6
time ~ass was said at the Fort and at the school house.
Catholic Services will be held at the school
house Sunday. The Russians have bought a bell . 7
The number of Catholics was increasing by leaps
and bounds due to German-Russians moving to Hays a s is
8
verified by the Ellis County Star:
About 700 Russians attended church in this city
last Sunday . The need of a church is imminent and
Father Somrnereisen set in motion a building program. Operations are to be resumed on the Catholic
Church sometime during the present month . Fr .
Sommereisen has the foundation for his residence
laid and the cellar wall s completed. It will add
much to the appearan~e of that portion of the
city when completed.~
The church project was started and the foundation
built, but Father Sommereisen's dream of a rock church
never materialized.

Due to ill-health and the immense

amount of work entailed, he was forced to retire in 1878 .

1877 .
1877 1878.

6.

Ibidem, P• 10.

7.

Ellis County Star, Vol. 1, No. 40, January 18,

8.

Ellis County Star, Vol. 1, No . 50, :March 29,

9.

Ellis County Star, Vol. 2, No. 1, April 25,
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Father Anastasius Mueller, OFM. Cap. took over the parish
at Hays City on May 16, 1878.

He found there a hole

which had been dug for the foundation, the windows for the
church and a debt of $200.

The windows he sold to

Victoria for the Maxwell Catholic Church.

He held services

at Fort Hays, later in the public school and the courthouse
but moving back into the school house for the sake of
convenience.

Since he had a number of people scattered

along the railroad right-of-way he could only hold services
at Hays City the fourth Sunday of t he month .

During these

pioneer days he found board and lodging with Mr. .1',.ndreas
Meier, one of the first German-Russians to settle in Hays -City.

By 1879 Father Anastasius had built up his little

congregation to the point where they could help along to
complete the little frame ch rch projected by Fat her
Sornrnereisen.

It was rat her an un pretentious frame build-

ing 42 x 22 feet.

A li ttl--e room behind t he sanctuary

served as home for the priest.

This little frame church

had the distinction of being the first church of any kind
in Hays City that was used exclusively for divine service.
The little frame church soon became too small and it was
the dream of both pastor and people to erect a stone
church in keeping with t~e ~ays City architecture.

The

people had acquired some material wealth by 1 884 and agreed
to erect a new ~hurch buiidirig .
under way in 1886.

Building operations got

The sum of $2,400 had been raised and
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on August 15, 1886 Father Anastasius solemnly blessed the
corner stone.
for windows .

Christmas found the church completed except
It was a structure of 72 x 32 x 21 feet.

A

two- story addition 26 x 16 feet was built on the east
side of it and later a side chapel.

The entire edifi ce
10
was dedicated r arch 6, 1887 by Father Anastasius .
The year 1895 found the Hays Catholic people in
dire straits so they joined in with the rest of the GermanRussian colonies keeping St. Jose ph 's Day ,
a Sunday .

arch 19, as .

During the month of 11arch, 1895, t he Hays City

destructive fire burned 65 buildings to the ground s paring the Catholic buildin gs.

Many people ran to the church

to pray for deliverance and made numerous promi ses if the
buildings were spared .

Father Lawre n ce exposed the Blessed

Sacrament and durin g the ex

s iti on, while pe ople were on

their knees , the wind shi f ted and spared t he buildings.

11

The early pioneers- of Hays City were ready to do
something special f?r t heir church and their priests
after the second church was s pared by t he fire.

They

sought to erect suitable livin g quarters for their priests.
The Capuchins bought ten cords of native s~one from the

10. Rev . Matthew Pekari, OFJV . Cap ., History of St .
Joseph's Parish, Hays, Kansas (Hays : News Press, 19441",
pp. +1-13.
11.

Ibidem, p . 14.
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Ellis County Clerk, Nov ember , 1897 and later the flour
mill of Andreas Meier on· the Saline had the stones hauled
12
to Hays City. The parishioners did this work gratis .
At the turn of the century the second church at
Hays City was ·found too small, some 116 families now belonging to St. Joseph's parish.

Bishop Hennessy approved the

arc hitect's plans April 25, 1901- and allowed the pa rish to
borrow i l0,000.

On June 3, 1901 the breaking of ground

took place and the cornerstone was laid Noven~er 28 , 1901.
While the new structure was going up the people helped
raise the necessary fuhds.

Even the Hays City ~ilitary

Band did its part in helping raise

800 at its concert.

In spite of all thi ngs, the building operations had to be
suspended due to poor crops and the entailed shortage of
funds on the part of the

eople.

But the church was finally

compl eted and the gala dedication celebration took place
June 14, 1904.
March, 1905.

The heatLng system did not arrive until
The faith of the German - Russian goes beyond

a little chill in church even though the winter without
heat was a severe one.

Various donations were given by the

people to furnish the church: Jacob Brull and A. A. Wiesner
donated the two side altars ; Messrs. John Gross, Joe J.
Basgall, Peter Staab, Jr., and John Schlyer the high altar
12.

Ibidem, p. 14.

and wall brackets.
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13

St. Joseph's parish kept growing in numbers and the
year 1933 found 800 families belonging to the congregation .
D~e to crop failures, the increase of school enrollment,
the rise of current expenses, the parish was plunged into
debt to the huge sum of $89 ,000.

Something had to be

done to lift the debt; various means were tried and finally
the weekly envelope system was inaugurated resulting in

$22,000 of the huge debt being paid off the first year

(1934).

By 1943 the entire debt was paid off pl us a

·20,000 assessment from t he Concordia Dioce s e t o rue et its
14

bonded indebtedness.

The next contribution to religion of t he St . Jose ph's
parish was the huge rennovation of the church from top to
bottom at an expense of ~60,000.

This was done in 1943-

1944 and t he church consecrated May 30, 1944 by Ft. Re v.
Bishop Thill, Bishop of Salina.

llost of this expense was

borne by outright donors who saw fit to donate five marble
altars, electric organ, and whatever else was needed to
15
enhance the House of God.
The contribution of t he St . Joseph's parish to the
13.

Ibidem, p. 14.

14.

Ibidem, p. 25.

15.

Ibidem, p. 26.
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priesthood is n ot as great as the other German- Russian
colonies but Hays has the distinction of· having the first
native son being ordained .

June 19, 1898 was a memorable

day in the history of St. Joseph 's parish and a day long
reme mbered by the German - Rus si an people throughout Rush
and Ell is Counties .

One of their own had been raised to

the dignity of the priesthood, Father Fidelis Meier, OFM .
Ca~, son of Andreas Meier , Hays City, Kansas.

Father

Fidelis became an outstanding member of the Capuchin Orde r .
He filled man y resp onsible p osts in the Capu ch in Provin ce
of St. Augu st ine .

His chief int erest was i n t h~ f i el d of

education and mus ic .

He was greatly interested in pre-

serving t he folk s ongs of the German-Russ i ans an d assemble d
a collection of German-Russian hymns and folk songs to
which the musical notat · on had been lost.

From hearing

the son gs sung by the pe ople he wrote t he notation a nd
accompanying harmony.

H-e also wrote several sacred composi-

tions for use in church , one of whi ch is rendered i n St.
Joseph's Church on Palm Sunday.
December 8, 1938.

Father Fidelis Iv eier died

Rev . Ti mothy Gottsc halk , OF1vI . Cap.,

ordained June 14, 1 932 ~s the second n ative son of the
parish to be a minister of Chri st.

Ven. Brother Wendelin

Weisner (Sept. 8 , 1 89 5) and Brother Richard Leiker are
devoting their lives to the cause of religion in the Capuchin Order.

16.

16

Ibidem, p. 27.
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St. Joseph's parish , Hays , has mothered the large
St. Mary's parish at Ellis which consists of 425 families
numbering 1850 souls.
1886 .

The Ellis parish was started in

Today it is one of the largest i n the Salina Diocese

and one of the best equipped.

The parish plant is built

of native magnesia li mestone except the Sisters' house and
the new school under construction .

The new school will be

a credit to any town or community and the contrac t calls
for only $13 8 ,000 .

I t will have a large gymnasium, tw~

kitchens, a large dining hall , club rooms, and plenty of
class rooms.

Work began March 29, 1948 and t.t,=> bui lding

will be ready for school in September.

This is a great

contribution to t he field of education by t he GermanRussians who moved from Hays and other communities to gain
employment in the Union Paci fic sh ops and to buy and settle
the land around Ellis, Kansas.
St. Mary's parish , Ellis, has contributed three
native sons to the priesthood: Rev. Leo Wei gel, CPPS .,
r

ordained May 28, 1931; Rev . Alex. Leiker, CPPS., ) ay 1,

193 8 ; Rev • .Michael Storm, CPPS.,

pril 21, 1940 .

Frater

Adelbert Wiesner, OFivI. Cap. di ed as a t heological student
December 17, 1918.

The three priests rendered a total of
17
35 years of service in the field of reli gion .
The parochial school is taught by seven Sisters of
17. Voice of St. Mary's, St. Mary's Church, Ellis,
Kansas, April 11, 1948.
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the St. Agnes Order, Fond Du Lac, Wisconsin.
thirty-five children attend this school .

Four hundred

The pastor of

Ellis is a native son of the Vi ctoria colony , Re v. Ve rgil
Kuhn, OF~ . Cap.

The entire parish plant at replacement

prices easily value s near the half million dollar mark.

18

Another parish St. Joseph's parish helpe d start is
the St. John Baptist Church, Hyacinth, Kansas, under the
pastorship of Re v. Ludger Wuenschel,

QFf,, .

24 families numbering a hundred souls.
not have a parochial school.
November 29 , 1906.

19

Cap ., who claims

The parish does

The paris h was s t art ed

St. Joseph's paris h , Hays, has made another worthwhile contribution to the field of religion in t he organization of the Catholic Evidence Guild of Hays ,
main object of this guild

ansas.

The

ovement is to promot e better

knowledge of Catholic teachings and to inspire good will
and understanding .

Or ganization work on t he guild be gan

January, 1935, and the approbation of His Excellency F . J.
Tief, Bishop of Concordia, was given on February 22, 1935.
A wee kly instruction was given at St. Joseph's ~ilitary
Academy to train women and men who woul d carry on the work
18. Personal interview wit h Rev. Vergil Kuhn, OFM .
Cap ., pastor of St. }\fary's Church, Ellis, Kan sas. June 22,
1948 .
OF

1.

19. Personal interview with Fr. Ludger
Cap., June 23, 1948 , Hays, Kansas.

uenschel,
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of the gui ld.

The instructors were : Fr . Edwin Dorzweiler,

OF1v1 . Cap . , professor of philosophy in the Capuchin Seminary,

Victoria, Kansas; Fr . Fi delis Meier, OFl\''. Cap ., a former
professor of ethics and Biblical studies; Fr. Roger Connair, OFI,1. Capl, professor of chemistry at St. Joseph's
Military Academy; and Fr . Terence 1offat, OF~ . Cap., pro20
fessor of English and sociology at the same institution.
The first members of the Guild were: George Gatschet,
H.J. Tholen,

• J. Dorzweiler , Albert Spies, Anthony

Dechant, Ph ilomene Beilman, Eleanor Herl, I~ene Gottschalk ,
Laura Strohmeier , r argaret Mansfield, and Ruby Schumacher.
Others who joined later were: Levene Weigel, ~arie Tholen,
Agnes Schaefer, and Albert Burtscher .

The officers of the

Guild were elected ~arch 14, 1936: H.J. Tholen, president ;

:rv-. J.. Dorzweil er, vie esecretary-treasurer.

esi dent, and I•1iss Ruby Schumacher,

The name, "The Catholic

vidence

Guild of St. Francist1 was ado pted.
The Guild went into action

pril , 193 6, at Ellis,

Kansas where I~ essrs. H. J. Tholen and Albert Spies s poke
on the Bible and the Visible Church .

Twenty-two othe r

evenings were spent explaining the Catholic Church in
fourteen different communities.

On June 21, 1937, the

second season opened for the Guild at Wakeeney, Kansas,
20. The Catholic Campaigners for Christ Review ,
Vol. 12, No . l , Spring 1948, Waterbury, pp . 15-18.
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where a _five night stand was made and the speakers speaking outaoors.

Natoma, Grinnel, Quinter were t h e towns

visite d for five night street preaching .

In 193 8 Natoma,

Wakeeney, Quinter, Goodland and Colby received a five
night course of instructions by the above named @emb ers of
the Guild.

The year 193 9 found t he Guild speakers in

Wakeeney, Oakley, Stockton and

uinter, explainin g the

teachings of the Church and making its contribution towards
the field of religion.

The year 1940 found the Guild speakers

in Stockton, Wakeeney, Quinter and Iv orland.

Thi s was the

last appearance of the Guild speakers due t o World War II
when activities had to be suspended where travel was
21
entailed.
The Catholic Evidence Guild of Hays, Kansas , carrled
on its program not only in halls and on the stree ts, but
also over the air.

December 13, 1936 found t he founder,

Father Edwin Dorzweiler, Ofl\l . Cap., gi vin g an address on
11

Shall we Look for Another?" over Station KFBI , Abilene,

Kansas.

These broadcasts ~rune monthly every second Sunday

for 30 minutes until September, 1940 when arrangements were
made to conduct a weekly Sunday program over KSAL Salina ,
Kansas.

These broadcasts were now conduct ed by the priests

of various parishes under the auspicies of the Catholic
21.

Ibidem, pp. 15-18 .

Evidence Guild of Hays, Kansas , each Sunday.

22
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The Hays parish today is under the care of Fr.
Alfred Carney , O»·. Cap., the pastor who has 1220 families
23
with 4,020 souls under his charge. St . Joseph's parish
has contributed 430 years of service to religion by its 35
ladies who have entered the Religious Orders .
Years of
Service
Sr . Ethelreda Eliz , Younger, C.S.J •••• 1930 .• *1942 •.• a24
Sr. Catherine Florence Dreiling,
C. S • J • • • . . . • . . . . . . . • .. • • • • • • • • •
192 9 . • . • • . • • • .19 25
Sr. Hilarion Clara Pfeifer, C. S.J ••••• 1945 • • • • ••.• •• 3
Name

0

•

.,

26
Sisters of St . Agnes, Fond Du Lac, Wis ·0ns1n
Sr.
Sr.
Sr .
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr .
Sr.
Sr.

Austin Anna Koerperich •••..•.••••. 1918 ••••••.•.. 30
Terese Bertha Sack •••.••••••••.• .• 1919 •••••••••• 29
Mark Elizabeth Bahl ••••.••••..•..• 1921.. *1942 ••• 21
Gervase Be rtha Frank ••.••••.••••.• 1921 •.••••••.• 27
Rosaria Mary Ebert •••••••••••••••• 1921 •••••••••• 27
Afr a Sophia Denning •• • •••••••••••. 1921.**1938 ••• 17
Angelina Catherine Drees ••••.••••• 1923 ••••.••••• 25
Evelyn Pbilomene Dreiling •••••.•.• 1925 •••• •• •••• 23
Justine Rosine Denning ••••••.•.••• 1925 ••..•••••• 23
Emerita Ottilia Unrein •••••••••••• 1927 •••••••••• 21
Gregory Harriet Gassman ••••••••.•• 1930 •••••••••• 18

22. Hays Catholic Evidence Guild Records kept by
Jvir. H. J. Tholen, Hays, Kansas, pp . 93-100 .
23 . Personal interview with assistant pastor Rev.
Corneilius Heim, OFM. Cap., June 23, 1948 , Hays, Kansas.
24. Nazareth b~therhouse and
Concordia, Kansas , p . 31.
25.

ovitiate Register,

Mount St . Mary's Convent, VJ'ichita, Kansas, p.24 .

26. St. gnes Convent Register, Fond Du Lac, Wieconsin, pp. 3-99.

*

*~:::

Deceased .
Left Order.
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Years of
Service
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr .
Sr.
Sr.
Sr .
Sr.
Sr.
Sr .
Sr .
Sr.
Sr.
Sr .
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.

Dorissa Rose Erbert ••••••••••••••• 1930 ..••••••.. 18
Priscilla Albertine Lattigan •••••• 1932 ...•.... • . 16
Angelora Julia Erbert ••••••••••••• 1936 ••••••••.• 10
Alma Rose Ce celia Pfeifer ••••••••• 1939 ••••.••••• 9
Magdala Gladys Basgall •••••••••••• 1940 ••.••••••• 8
Annice Dolores Herman ••••••••••••• 1940 •.•••.•••• 8
Susan Agnes Leiker •••••••••••••••• 1940 •.••••.••• 8
Johnel Anna Marie Ruder ••••••••••• 1942 •.•..•... • 6
Camille Esther Sanders •••.•••••••• 1942 •...•.•••• 6
Blanche Weisner ••••••••••••••••••• 1942 . '~',:'1946 ••. 4
Bianca Blanche Weisner •••••••••••• 1942 •.••.•••.• 6
Theodosia Marcella Tholen ••••••••• 1942 .•••.... • • 6
Kenneth Esther Struckhoff ••••••••• 1942 •.•.••••.• 6
Cordula Lillian Koerner ••••••••••• 1942.**1946 ... 4
Armella Leona Hammerschmidt .; ••••• 1943 •••.•.•••• 5
Frederick Martina Kuhn •••••••••••• 1943 •••••••••• 5
Ralph Anna Kuhn ••••••••••••••••••• 1943 .• •• .••. • • 5
Aletta Florence Ross •••••••••••••• 1944 •. .
4
Allen Vera Bittle ••••••••••••••••• 1946 •.•. ..•• •• 2
lVIargaret Ann Norine Bittle •••••••• 1946 .•....•.•• 2
Har y Alice Elizabeth Walters •••••• 1947 •.•.•..••• 1
$

•••••

•

Religious service years •••••••••••••••••••• 430
Hays' s Contribut ' on to Education
The Sist ers of the Congregation of St . Agnes, Fond
Du Lac , Wisconsin, took permanent residence in Hays in

1882.

A two-story frame house was built on Lot 10, Block 17,
east of the present Girls Catholic High School.

This

building served as the school and Sisters' residence.

In

1884 another frame building was erected on the same block.
By September

1892 the enrollment was 105 and the next

September it was up to 271.

The following year there was

a sharp drop to 96 child re n .

But a steady grm1th set by

1906 when 162 children enrolled.
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The dream of a college for boys was growing strong.
The Capuchin Fathers joined St . Joseph's parish in the
erection of a substantial building that would serve both
as a parish school and a high school for boys .

For two

years, 1906-1908, when weather permitted and the men could
get away from their farm work, stone was quarried and
hauled from the quarries along the Smoky Hill River.

The

building was completed having eight rooms--the downstairs
served as the parochial school, upstairs was St . Joseph's
This was the first venture for th e uernan28
Russians in higher education.
College.

The "college" opened i~ September with 54 boys
registered; the parochial school had 227.

The first class

to graduate from the new huilding carried off the highest
honors in the county, eili£mentary examinations in June, 1909.
The number of pupils kept growing and the plans were made
for the parochial brick building on Fort St reet.
opened in September, 1914.
lment had risen to 408.

The school

In 1 916 the elementary enrol-

In 1 918 a ninth and tenth grade

were opened for the girls of the parish making another
contribution to education.

In 1922 more property was

27 . Rev . latthew Pekari, OFi-1 . Cap, History of St .
Joseph's Parish , Hays , Kansas (Hays: News Press, 1944),
pp . 18-19 .
28 .

Ibidem, P• 19.
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bought north of the brick school and ' 12,698 . 14 were spent
to build and equip the new location .

In 1924 another frame

building was equipped for $4,352 , 86.

In September of that

year 656 children enrolled in the grades and 64 girls in
rdgh school.

The enrollment kept increasing and in 1929

a new system was adopted.

The seventh and eighth grade

boys were sent to St. Joseph's Catholic College, where
29
they were formed into a junior high school.
In 1931 a drastic change was made in the parochial
school buildings .

Hays Catholic College moved to its

present location and the parish took over t he two- story
building on 13th Street for junior high and Girls Catholic
High School .

St. Joseph's parish pays ~800 to the Province

of St . Augustine for the use of the building annually.

A

state of emergency arisin 6 in 1941, the parochial school
joined the public school system of Hays and is known as
the Jefferson school with an enrollment of 800 pupils.
On April 6, 1944, new property was bought by the
parish in Block 36, Lots 13, 15, and 17 for the erection
of a larger parochial school building, the cost of the
lots being ·2,500 .

On this location the new building is

being constructed to cost ~400,000 .
Reverting to the higher education contribution made

29 .

lbidem, p . 21 .
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by the people of Hays and the outlying German-Russian
villages, a few details are in place .

The boys secondary

school started in 1893 when Father Lawrence Beck, OF1~1. Cap . ,
taught bookkeeping, English , algebra and other high school
subjects.
in 1895.

Lack of funds forced the venture to be abandoned
But in 1908 the high school for boys opened

again with the facilities for board and room .

The student

body grew rapidl y since it was the only boarding school
30
for Catholic boys in western Kansas .
A drive was launched by Bishop Tief and the Church
authorities in Hays for a greater Hays Catho1i-

,ll ege on

J anuary 23, 1922 with the result that Ellis C0 unty pledged
~332,282 towards the new school.

Poor crops kept the Ellis

County people from paying their full quota and the drive
was extended tewards the northwest part of the diocese
where large numbers of German-Russians live.

The drive

resulted in :jp2l , OOO cash and pledges totalin g .;p60 ,000 .
Work on the new college began in 1924 and work
continued sporadically until 1927 when the funds gave out.
For many months the building stood like a specter on the
prairie, its uncovered steel and iron work visible for
miles .

Bishop Tief floated another loan and the building

was covered and ready for occupancy in September, 1931.
t he present the St . Joseph's Military College and Academy
30.

Ibidem , p . 21 .

At
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is out of debt and has an annual enrollment of 285-300. 31
The Hays parish has contributed one Superintendent
of Public Instruction in the person of Alexander Meier
who held the office for three terms, 1899-1905.

Be sides

contri b~ting one Superintendent, a large number of GermanRussian men and women have made their contributi on towards
the field of education in Kansas.

32

Years Taught
Name
Elementary
Secondary
Bahl , Cat herine ~···············
1 (1896)
Bahl , Chas. Re • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 3. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8

Bahl, Lizzie ................... 4

Bahl , Magdalen •••••••••••••••••
Basgall, Joe J •••••••.•••••••••
Bissing, Al •••••.••••••••••••••
Bissing, Mary E ••••••••••••••••
Boos, Beatrice. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Dinges, Anton •• ~.. • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Dinges, M. P •••••••••••••••••••

3
4
l
2
2

1

4 (1899-1902)

Drees, Linus ................... 3 •.••.•••••••• 4

Froelich, Agnes Clara ••••••••••
Gaschler, Ambrose •••••• • •••••••
Gaschler, Anton A•••.•••.••••••
Gottschalk, Peter V••••••••••••
Gottschalk, Re v. Timothy .••••.•
Groff, Agnes. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Groff, Cecelia •••••••••••••••••
Groff, Marie ••••••.•.••.•••••••
Gross, Iarie El~ie .............
Herl, Pauline ••••••••••••••••••

1

3

1

9
3 ••••••••••••• 9

1
2
2
1

1
Hoffman, F . J. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . l

Jacobs,
Jacobs,
Jacobs,
Jacobs,

31.

Alice •••••••••••••••••• 3 ••••••••••••• 17
Blanche ••••••••• ~······6
Grace ••••••••••••.••••• 1
) ary ••••••••••••••••••• 8
Ibidem, p. 29.

32. Taken fro m the Ellis County Sup~rintendent of
Public Instruction records, Hays , Kan sas. Also f~om the
records of Russell, Barton , a~d Rush County Superintendent of Public Instruct ion offices.

Elementary
J a cobs , Mrs . Sadi e .
(eberlei n , ugust ••
Klung , Gus M •• • •
Kr aus , Dora ••••
Kr aus , Emma •••
Kr aus , LaVona ••••• •• ••
Lang , Anthony •• • • • .••
Li nnenber ger , Fr ed J •.
Mei er , 1 ex .. ... . ..
-eier, An dre a • ••••.
Mei er, urelia •• ••
Meie r, li zabeth ..
Jll ei er, 'sth er ••
1e i er, Mat i l da .
lei er , Phyllis •••
eier , Ri ta • ••• •
' i l l er , Gl a dys • •
Nieren berge r, Alex • ••
ie r enberger , Ida • . • .
Pf eife r, I rene •• •• •.• .
Pfeifer, Rit a Jane.
Pfei fe r , Vi ola • •
Polifka , Alice • • •
Polifka, Helen ••
Riedel, George.
Ross, Betty • • • • •
Ross, Florence •.
Roth , Hya cinth s • .

1
1

1
5
7
1

... . . . . . ... ......
...
. . .. ..

......
....... ..... .
•

•

8
7

Q

1
2

3
2

1

6

1
2
2

2

.....
.... 392
3

•

.. ..
...... .. . .. .. .. .... .. .. ..
. ... .. . . . .
. . . . . . ...
. ..
...
.... . .. .. .. ....
. ..
...
... .. .. .. .. . . . . .....

(1897- 1899)

4
3 (Prin . R. H. S. 2,
Victoria) . . • . 14
3 (1896-1899 )
• . 10
3 . . . . .. . . .. .... 3
5
5

......
. . . .. ........
....
•

5

3
4

...

..... .

Roth , Peter J . .. . .
Schafer , Ida M••••
Schoendaller , Kathe rine • •
Schuma che r, Mrs . I rene ••
Schuvie , Rose •••••
.
chwaller, r eda ••
Tholen , Laurine .
Tholen , ary ••••
Unrein, J\fary •••
agner , Helen ••
Wagner , I atie ••
.
Weber , D. A • ••••
.
Weger , Earlene .
Weber , M. D. • ..
Weig el , Val
We is ner , Gwendo l yn ••
Weltz , Be atr i ce ••
Weltz , Vivian •••
erth , Laura •••••

1
1

....
....
. ....

. . ..
...
...

•

Sec ondary

1
1

(1899 )

4

.. .6
..
... 11
... 18
. 10
2

...

1

1

2

8

(1 897 )

• • • • ••• 5
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Elementary
Wolf,
Wolf,
Wolf,
Wolf,
Wolf ,
Wolf ,
Wolf,
Wolf,
Wolf,

Secondary

Alice M. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 2
Clara
3 ............. 1
Clara
1

.............
.. .... .. ..
.......................

Esther ....... ...... ......... . 1
Frances .... ................. . 4
Hattie ............ .......... . 1
J -4C Ob • • • • • • • • • • ••• • • • •••• • •• • 1
l\.1.argaret . ...• ..... ... .... • . .. 1
Zeonbia •••••.•....••••••• .••• 1

Educational service years ••. 245 ••••••••••.•• 66
Sister Teachers of St . Joseph's Parish, · Hays, Kansas
Sisters of St . Agnes 33

Sr.
Sr.
Sr .
Sr.
Sr .
Sr .
Sr .
Sr .
Sr .
Sr .
Sr.
Sr .
Sr .
Sr .
Sr.
Sr .
Sr .
Sr.
Sr .
Sr .
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.

Iviark Bahl •••....•...••••••.•••• 19
~agdala Bas gall •••••••••..••• •. 3
Allen Bittle ••••••••••• ....•• •. 2
~argaret Ann Bittle ••. ..•...•.• 2
Justine Denning ••.•••••••••. •• • 23
Angelina Drees •••••• • .••••••••• 25
Evelyn Dreiling •••••••••••••.•• 22
Dorissa Ebert •••••••••••••••••• 18
Rosari a Ebert •••••••••• e • • • • • • • 27
Angelora Erbert ••••..• . ••••.••• 12
Gervase Frank •••••••• • .••••.• .. 24
£ ary Gregory Gassman . • • • • • • • . • • 3
Annie e Herman . • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • 8
Priscilla Lattigan •••••••••••.• 16
Aletta oss... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3
J ohnel Ruder .. • • • • • • . • • • • . • • • • • 6
Terese Sack •••••••••..••••..••• 29
Camille Sanders . • . . • • • • . • • • • • • • 6
Kenneth Struckhoff ••••••••••••• 6
Theodosia Tholen ••••••••••••.•• 6
merit a Unrein .•••• •••••••••••• 21
Mary Alice Walters •••••••••••.• 1
Bianca Weisner. • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • 6

••••.• •.. . •• • 2

(music)

•••••••• ••••• 15
• ••••••••••••

2

. h.
h Wic
Sisters of St. Josep,
ita34

33. St. Agne s Convent Register, Fond Du Lac ,
Wisconsin , pp . 3-99°
34. Mount St . Mary's Convent Register , Wichita,
Kansas, pp . 49-61.
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Elementary

Secondary

Sr. Catherine Dreiling ••••••..•••• 17
Sr. Hilarion Pfeifer •••••••••••••• 1
Educational service years •• 306 ••••••••••• 19
The total years of teachin g service rendered by the
Hays colony is 551 elementary and 85 secondary.

Lay

teach ers contributing 245 and the Si sters 306 years in the
elementary level.

I n t he secondary the l ay teac hers have

66 years while t he reli gi ous only 1 9 .
St. Jose ph's pari sh, Hays, Kansas school system at
the present time is un der the publi c school di stric t setup lmown as the Jefferson School where 564 pupi J '::.i a re
taught in the first six grades .b y 17 Sisters of St . Agnes ··
Order and two part- time teachers in art and music.

One

hundred sixty-five pupil s in junior high are taught by
five Sisters of the same Or er and t h e two part-time
teachers.

The Girls Catholic High School is t aught by six

Sisters of the ab ove mentioned Order with 131 girls in
attendance.

35

At the present time St . Joseph ' s parish, Hays, Kansas,
is makin g a worth-while contributi on to the field of education by erect ing a $400,000 new modern sch ool and gymnasium
36
buildin g , the money coming from the members of the parish.

35. Sister Remigia, C. A. S ., Hays , Kansas , personal
interview, June 24, 1948 , Hays, Kansas
36. Personal interview wit h the assistant pastor,
Rev . Corneilius Hei m, OFivI . Cap ., June 23, 1948 , Hays, Kansas.
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CHAPTER X
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The seven original colonies of the German-Russians
have made a contribution to the field of reli gi on and
education not only to ·the State of Kansas, but to the
nation in general .

In our research we found that most

contributions in the two fields were made directly to the
State of Kansas , but in some instances contributions were
made to other states.

The Saint Agnes Sisters, Fond Du

Lac, Wisc onsin, utilized the young ladi es fr om lll i s and
Rush Counties wherever they fitted best.

Many of these

ladies who joined t he Religious Order as domestics naturally would stay at the Motherhouse in Fond Du Lac and make
their contribution to both fields by doing the menial
tasks that - are entailed in doing reli gious and educational
wor k .

The four other Religi ous Orders concerned are located

in Kansas and all their efforts are expended in the state.
The over-all picture of the seven original colonies
can best be pictured by a summary of their contributions
to both fields .

In placing a value upon the mat~rial con-

tribution to both fields we are basing our judgment upon
inflated pri ces and upon the judgment of the Reve rend
pastors of the seven colonies .
In the field of religion the Liebenthal colony has
contr i bute d a $150 , 000 church and rectory, 4 native priests
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wit h 61 years service, 27 ladies in Religious Orders with

41 $ years service, and two seminarians.
In the educational f iel d Liebenthal's contribution
consists of a , 50,000 school, 40 lay teachers with 189
service years on the elementary level and 9 secondary,

7 Sister teachers with 70 elementary service and 22
secondary service years .
The second colony to be established, Catherine , has
contributed a ~125,000 Ghurch and rectory , 8 native priests
with 177 service years, 45 Sisters renderi ng 995 years of
service , and one daughter parish , Severin .
In the educational field Catherine has a i 50,000
school, 21 lay teachers c ontr ibuted 98 elementary service
years and 21 secondary; 25 Sister teachers contributed
527 service years on t he elementary level and 50 secondary.
The t hi rd colony to be established , Victoria, has
made the gre atest contribution to the reli gious field by
contributing a :;p 500,ooo c hurch and rectory, 14 native
priests with 33 8 service years , 2 Religious Brothers with

64 service years, 110 Sisters with a total of 2727 service
years, and five daughter p arishes: Walker, Gorh am , Vincent,
St. Pe ter, and Emmerarn, Kansas .
The Victoria colony has also made a large contribu-

tion to the educational fiel d by erecting a ~50 , 000 school
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and has under construction a $500,000 rural high school.
Two hundred eight lay teachers have contributed 722
elementary service years and 53 secondary, while the Sister
teachers, 789 service years and .125 secondary service years.
.

Victori a also has furnished two Superintendents of Public
Instruction for Ellis County with 14 years of service.
The fourth colony to be established, Mun j or, contributed a $100,000 church and rectory, 5 native priests
with 96 service years, 2 Reli gious Brothers with 39 service
years, 62 Sisters with 1134 service years, an d two daughter
parishes, Antonino and Ness City, Kansas.
In the educational field Munn.or contributed a
$ 50,000 school -, 30 lay teachers with 74 elementary and only
2 secondary service years, 32 Sister teachers having 462
elementary and 12 secondary service years, one priest
teacher, 3 elementary and 14 secondary service years, one
Superintendent of Public Instruction to Ellis County with
4 service years.

Pfeifer, the fifth colony to be established, has
contributed in the religious field a $125,000 church and
rectory, 7 native priests with 89 service years, 36 Sisters
with 679 years of servic e, one daugh ter parish , Loretto,

7 years of weekly radio broadcasts, 5 years Cat holic
Evidence Guild wor k , and 8 years of "Calvary Hill" passion
play production.
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In the educational field Pfeifer contri buted a
$ 50,000 school, 61 lay teachers rendering 402 elementary

and 8 secondary service ye a rs, 17 Sister teachers with
265 element a ry and 1 8 secondary se r vice years, 3 priest

teachers with 9 elementary and 26 secondary, 2 Superintendents of Public Instruct i on to Elli s County wi t h 10 years
of service.
The s i xt h colony, Schoenchen , contributed a ~100,000
church and rectory, 3 native priests with 38 service
years, 25 Sis ters with 422 service years.
In t he educational field Schoenchen has a $ 50,000
school, a

50,000 r u ral hi gh school and a $80 ,000 gymnasium

building, 27 lay teachers with 82 service years on the
elementary level and 5 on the secondary , 11 Si ste r teachers
wit h 158 elementary an

10 secondary service ye ars.

The seventh colony, Hays , contribut e d a ~200 , 000
church and retory, 5 nat i ve sons with 91 service years ,

35 s i sters with 43 0 service years, 2 Religious Brothers
with 60 years of service, 2 daughter parishes , Ellis and
Hyacinth, Kansas, 5 years of Catholic .8vidence Guild work ,
12 years of radio broadcasts, 8 of t hese weekly broadcasts .
In the f ield of education Hays has contributed a
$ 75,000 school and is contributing another $400,000

elementary school at present, a $ 50,000 high school, a
Military Academy and Junior College, 82 lay teachers
with 242 elementary and 57 secondary service ye ars , 25
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Sister teachers with 306 elementary and 19 secondary
service years , 1 priest teacher with 3 elementary and 9
secondary years of servi ce, 1 Superintendent of Public
Instruction with 6 service years to Ellis County.
The following Summary shows that in the field of
reli gi on the Victoria colony leads the field followed by
J\:unjor, Catherine, Pfeifer, Hays, Liebenthal, and Schoen1

chen as the table shows.
Place

Sisters

110
Victoria
Munjor
62
Catherine
45
Pfeifer
36
Hays
35
Liebenthal 27
Schoenchen 25

Y~ars

Priests

Years

2727
1134
995
676
430
418
422

14
5

33$
95
177
89
91
61
38

8
7

5

4

3

Misc.

Total

71

3280
1320
1226
815
646
532
488

h]

1

4
66
22
00

The educational f ie : d summar y from the point of
service puts Victoria at the head of the list for its
contribution to education followed by Pfeifer, Catherine,
Hay 9 , ~unjor, Liebenthal, and Schoenchen.
Place

Tflachers

Victoria
244
82
Pfeifer
Catherine
51
108
Hays
Munjor
63
Liebenthal 47
Schoenchen 38

Elementary
Years Service
1511
677
650
551
539
259
240

Secondary
Years Service
178
52
108
85
28
31
15

Total
1933
811
809
744
530
337
273
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The seven ori ginal colonies have each made their
contributions to both the fields of education and religion .
The spirit found among the German-Russian people will
enable them to make future contributions to both fields.
These people realize the necessity of both religion and
education and whenever called upon to contribute materially or personal service they have not been found wanting .
n the beginning they were not financially able to contribute much towards education, but today we find each
of the seven original colonies doing their utmost to
provide modern education for their children.
While the educational facilities in Russia were
very poor, the young folks here are striving for
a good education so that the Russians can soon
supply themselves with the necessary teachers and
have even raised one priest, Father Fidelis , son
of our old resident, ndrew Meier. Alex Schueler
of Catherine s pends ove r $300 a year on the education of one boy at St. Mary's College .
As to the school roo m the children are healthy,
obedient , enduring , and in morality they are above
the average; almost invariably the parent is on the
teacher's side .
The most remarkable and praiseworthy feature is
that t he best paid teachers are among the Ru ssians,
and they do not change teachers if they can help
"t •1
J.
This spirit prevails in all of the seven original
colonies and also in the ir daughter colonies.

This type

1. ¥i ctoria Scrap Book, Hays Public Lib rary.
Cli pping from the Hays Republican Press, Se ptembe r 3,
1 98 , Hays, Kansas , p . 1 .
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of . spirit tog ether with al l other contributions fro m the
German - Russian s in Kans a s will enn oble fut ure cont r ibuti ons to b oth reli gion and education .
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Nazareth ·other house and Novitiate Convent Register, Concordia, Kan sas, 1948.

45 pp .

Very useful and time-saving to compile records of
Sisters ' service years.
Pekari , Rev . Matthew, History of St . Catherine's Parish,
Catherine , Kan sas.

33

1 876-1942 .

Hays, Kansas, 1942.

PP •

Useful for accurate data on development of the
Catherine colony.
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Pekari, Rev. Watthew, History of St. Joseph's Parish,
Hays, Kansas .

Hays, Kansas, 1944.

40 pp .

Helpful in compiling the Hays colony's development
and the history of St. Joseph's Military Academy and
Junior College.
Raish , iV arjorie Gamat, Victoria, The Story of s, \' estern
Town.

Hays, Kansas: Fort Hays Kansas State College,

1937.

137 pp.

Contains the story of the Victoria colony's development.
Ramband , Alfred, Russia.

New York: P.

oll i er , 1 898 .

Vol. 2, pp . 84-108 .
The historical data on German colonization in
Russia found here.
Riedel,

ev. Frank , History of St. Anthony's Parish,

Schoenchen ; Kansas.

Hays, Kan sas, 1948.

JO pp .

Useful in developing the Schoenchen history .
Saint Agnes Convent · Register, Fond Du Lac, ' isconsin, 1948.
100 pp.
A great time-saver in compiling religious and
teacher service years.
Saint Francis Church Records, i\: unjor, Kansas .

60 PP•

Used to develop historical story of the Munjor
colony.
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Sallet, Richard , Russlandeutche Siedlungen in den Vereinigten Staten .

Chicago , 1931 .

32 pp .

( American

Historical Review).
Mere mention made of the Kansas German-Russian
colonies.
Schabenland, Emma D., German-Rus s ians
the United States.
1939.

.Qr!

the Volga and in

Boulder: University of Colorado,

153 pp .

I nfor mation about t h e people in Russia a nd bri n gi ng their traits to t he United State s.
Stollenwerk, Rev . Rudolph, The History of St. Joseph 's
Church, Liebenthal, Kansas.

LaCrosse, 1930 .

35 pp .

Useful in developing the Liebenthal report .
Superintendent of Public I nstruction Registers, Elli s ,
Rush, Barton , and Russell Counties.

1948.

Most helpful in obtainin g accurate dat a on t he
teachers and their service years from th e seven original
colonies .
Weber , Rev . George , ~ Short History of t h e Pfei f er Par i s h .
Hays , 1936 .

9 PP •

Used to develop the Pfeifer report .
Periodicals
The Catholic Campaigners for Christ

eview.

Waterbury ,
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1948.

Vol. 12 , No. 1, 25 pp.

Contains article about the out-door preaching
organization in Ellis County.
Ellis County Star .

Hays, 1876-1878 , Vol. 1 and 2 .

Helped bring many interesting facts to light and
reviewed the impressions made by the German-Russians
on the general public.
Personal Interviews
Bieker , Frank , Sch oenchen, Kansas, June 24, 1943.
Gave interesting details about t he bc hueuchen settlement. He is one of the original settlers coming to .
Kansas when 14 years of age.
Brungardt, Dominic, Hays , Kan sas, June 28, 1948.
Pr in cipal of Schoenchen Rural High School, furnished
necessary dates and fi gures regarding the buildings.
Heim , Rev. Corneilius , OFIV1 . Cap ., Hays, Kansas , June 23,

1948.
Obtained the St . Joseph's paris h , Hays, data from
hi m.
He rrmann, Re v. Walter, OF1'1I. Cap ., iv·unjor, Kansas , June 24,

1948.
Rev. Herrmann is pas tor of Antonino, Kansas, but
resides at Iunjor. He gave t he final figures of the
parish and school .
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Kuhn, Anthony, Victoria, Kansas, June 21 , 1943 .
1r. Kuhn is one of the old timers a.t Victoria and
helped obtain information about the first teachers
in the colony .
Kuhn, Rev. Vergil , OFM. Cap . , Ellis, Kansas, June 22, 1948.
Furnished his parish paper and many interesting
facts of the Ellis parish .
Mayershoefer, Rev. Joseph, OF'IV. Cap., Catherine, Kansas,
June 23, 1948.
Supplied the latest figures of the pdrish and
verified some dates .
iV1eis, Rev . Flavian, OFM. Cap . , Hays, Kansas, June 21,

1948.
Obtained the figur e s of the Ness City parish from
him. He is resident pastor there.
Meis, Rev. Robert, OFJ'vl . Cap., Walker, Kansas, June 24, 1948 .
Supplied the latest figures of his parish and plant.
l•'ueller, Rev. John, Morland, Kansas, June 24, 194 7 •
Pastor of St. Peter's parish and from whom the
latest figures on the parish were obtained.
Peters, Rev . J . A. , Gorham, Kansas, June 24, 1948 .
Furnished the parish figures .
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uin t, Peter, Victor ia ,

ansas, June 22, 1948.

Director of the Victoria Rural High School Board.
Obtained the new high school building cost figures
from him.
Reidel, Rev . Frank, Schoenchen, Kansas, June 22 , 1948.
Final figures of the Schoenchen parish obtained
from him and also some facts about the school .
Reinl, Rev . Iraeneus, OFM.• Cap ., Victoria, Kansas, June 22,

1948 .
Pastor of St . Fidelis Church . Gave t he fin al
figures of the parish and allowed the aut Li:ir t o use
the St . idelis Monastery Chronicles .
Remigia, Sister Mary, C. A. S ., Hays, Kansas , June 24, 194$ .
ubtained the school figures for the Jeffer son and
Girl's Catholic High Sch ool .
Roth , Peter J. , Pfeifer, Kansas, July 28 , 1943.
i'k . oth was one of the early settl e rs of the
Pfeifer colony and reme mbered many interesting and
i mp ortant facts about Pfeifer.

chmitt , Re v. Camil l us , Of'l\1 . Cap. , Vi ctori a , Kansas , June

24 , 1948.
Pastor of Emmeram , Kansas and resides at Vic toria,
gave t e l atest figures of his parish .
Stremel , Joe, Pfeif er, Kansas , July 4 , 1943.
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Re viewed the entire hi story of Pfeifer for the
author and t h e conditions in Russia causing the emi gration to Kansas .
Urick , Re v. Frank, Liebenthal , Kansas , June 22 , 1948.
Pastor of Liebenthal and supplied final figures of
his parish .
Weber, Rev . George, Pfeifer, Kansas, June 22, 1948.
Obtained the final f i gures from him.
Weisbruch, Rev. Ignatius, OFIVI . Cap., Mun j or, Kansas, June

24 , 1948.
Gave final figures of the Munjor parish and thP.
information ahout the pri ests and brothers from the
parish.
Wuenschel, Re v. Ludger, OFM. Cap., Hay s, Kansas, June 23,

1948.
Pastor of Hyacinth and Severin parishes and furnished
the latest figures of the parishes.

